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ABSTRACT 

 

PARATUBERCULOSIS IN THE SMALL RUMINANT DAIRY INDUSTRIES 

OF ONTARIO: PREVALENCE, RISK FACTORS, AND TEST 

EVALUATIONS 

 

Cathy Bauman      Co-advisors: 

University of Guelph, 2013     Dr. Andria Jones-Bitton 

        Dr. Paula Menzies 

 

This thesis was to determine the prevalence and distribution of paratuberculosis in the 

Ontario dairy sheep and dairy goat industries, identify potential risk factors for herds 

which tested positive, evaluate the accuracy of seven commercially available 

individual and two bulk tank diagnostic tests in these two populations, and determine 

the circulating strains of Mycobacterium avium ssp. paratuberculosis in faecal 

isolates obtained. A cross-sectional study was conducted between October 2010 and 

August 2011 in 29 goat herds and 21 sheep flocks located in Ontario. On each farm, 

20 lactating animals over the age of two years were randomly selected and faeces, 

blood, and milk were sampled from each animal, and a bulk milk sample from each 

herd. A questionnaire inquiring about herd management and biosecurity behaviours 

was also completed. The seven individual animal tests evaluated were: faecal culture 

using the BACTEC® MGIT™ 960 liquid culture system, direct faecal PCR 

(Tetracore®, Rockville, MD) based on the hspX gene, the Prionics® ELISA on serum 

and milk, the IDEXX® ELISA on serum and milk, and the agar gel immunodiffusion 

(AGID) test on serum. The test evaluations used both frequentist (faecal culture - 

reference test) and Latent Class Analysis/Bayesian (LCA/BM) methods (no reference 

test). In goat herds, faecal culture demonstrated the highest sensitivity (Se), 81.1% 

(LCA/BM). In sheep, while faecal culture demonstrated the highest Se, 49.5%, there 

was a small probability it was higher than faecal PCR Se at 42.4%. The bulk tank tests 

evaluated were the 'Hyper-ELISA' test and real-time PCR test based on IS900 

(AntelBio®). While PCR did not demonstrate sufficiently high Se to be used as a 

herd-level test, the Hyper-ELISA performed well as a herd-level test identifying farms 



 

 

 

 

with high prevalence when the cut-off was reduced to 0.05. Overall herd-level 

apparent prevalence was 79.3% in goat herds and 57.1% in sheep flocks when faecal 

culture was the reference standard and true herd-level prevalence (LCA/BM) was 

83.0% and 66.8% in each population respectively. This high prevalence reveals a 

need for the implementation of a small ruminant paratuberculosis control program in 

Ontario, Canada based on testing, improving youngstock management, and 

strengthening biosecurity practices. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

 

Introduction 

 

1.1 The Ontario dairy sheep industry 

 

 There are over 800 000 head of sheep in Canada of which about 236 000 

reside in the province of Ontario (Statistics Canada, 2012). The majority of sheep are 

raised for meat; however, there is a growing number being primarily milked for 

human consumption. There are approximately 60 dairy sheep flocks in Ontario 

consisting mainly of East Friesian, British Milksheep, and crossbred ewes (written 

communication, Jocelyn Jansen, Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food, OMAF).  

They are predominantly located in southwestern Ontario, and flocks range in size 

from 15-1000 milking ewes. Dairy sheep farmers are not licensed to produce milk, as 

they are not a named species in the provincial Milk Act (Milk Act, 1990). Given this, 

there are no provincial regulatory activities associated with shipping milk for sale, and 

so the true number of farmers milking sheep is unknown. This makes it difficult to 

identify and contact producers, particularly with regards to dissemination of 

information or participation in studies. 

 While no published demographics exist, extensive experience working with 

the producers suggests they are generally of European origin (Switzerland, 

Netherlands, Germany, United Kingdom) or from the Mennonite/Amish communities 

both Old Order and modern. With a few exceptions, many have little experience in the 

dairy industry with respect to udder hygiene, milk quality parameters, biosecurity, 

record-keeping, etc. Animals are typically housed year-round, to avoid infection with 

internal parasites (e.g. Trichostrongylus spp., Haemonchus contortus) that may be 

acquired from grazing on pasture, because there is only one licensed anthelmintic 
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labeled for sheep however, there is no literature available on milk withdrawal times 

for any anthelmintics in sheep (Canadian Compendium of Veterinary 

Pharmaceuticals, CCVP, 2012).  

 There are two main types of milking management systems: hand-milking (Old 

Order Amish and Mennonites) and machine-milking. With either method, animals are 

brought to the milking 'parlour' twice daily for milking, and are housed in group pens 

for the duration of the day. The typical diet consists mainly of hay and dried grain and 

corn-based products. Many producers are reluctant to feed fermented feeds 

(haylage/silage), or their processors will not allow them to feed them, for fear that it 

increases the risk of Listeria sp. contamination in the milk, and subsequent 

contamination of cheese. 

 Sheep produce much less milk by volume than goats or cattle; on average, they 

produce 0.5-2.0 kg per day (Park and Haenlein, 2013). Given this small volume of 

milk produced, practicality necessitates that milk is not collected from producers with 

the regularity of cattle milk. While a few producers store milk fresh in bulk tanks that 

are collected once a week, the majority freeze each milking in five gallon pails. 

Wendorff had demonstrated (2001) that sheep milk could be frozen for up to a year at 

-27°C without detrimentally impacting cheese production. The majority of milk is 

trucked off-farm to one of a handful of provincially-inspected processors where it is 

pasteurized and processed into cheese or yogurt. Some processors pick up the milk in 

tank trucks similar to the cattle industry, while some producers must drive or arrange 

for their milk to be delivered to the processor themselves. The processor sets pricing, 

and while the price per kg ($1.30-2.20) is higher than either of the goat ($0.7-0.9/L) 

(Canadian Dairy Goat Industry Profile, 2006) or cattle industries ($0.9/L) (Canadian 

Dairy Information Centre, CDIC), it is a very unstable, market. If processors are over-
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supplied or experience a microbiological 'outbreak', it is not uncommon for them to 

stop taking milk with very little notice, leaving producers struggling to find 

alternative vendors, or worse, having to dump their milk. There are also a few 

'artisanal' cheese-makers who make cheese from milk on a very small scale to serve 

specialty restaurants, farmers’ markets, and for farm gate sales. 

 Sheep are seasonal breeders, lambing in the late winter to early spring, 

resulting in the majority of milk being produced in the spring and summer (Thomas, 

2004). The majority of farms leave the lambs to nurse the ewe after birth for up to 

eight weeks, as raising lambs artificially is labour-intensive and challenging due to the 

expense of colostrum replacement products and milk replacer for lambs. However, 

leaving lambs to nurse the ewe also reduces milk available for sale, and exposes 

offspring to adult animals which can perpetuate the transmission of bacterial, viral, 

and parasitic infections endemic in the flock. Sheep generally are milked for 

approximately 220-240 days per lactation, drying off in August/September, which 

creates a marked drop in milk availability during late fall and winter. Some producers 

have attempted to milk year-round with out-of-season breeding programs utilizing 

light manipulation or controlled internal drug release (CIDR) dispensors, which are 

intravaginal devices, impregnated with progesterone. These devices are labeled for 

use in sheep, however their use is hampered by no withdrawal time provided for milk 

(CCVP, 2012). Therefore, another benefit of freezing sheep milk, is it allows 

processors to have access to milk year-round (Thomas, 2004).  Ewes are frequently 

re-bred naturally in the fall. Artificial insemination (AI) in sheep is performed only by 

laparoscopic intrauterine insemination (fresh or frozen) or by insemination into the 

anterior vagina (fresh only), as transcervical insemination is difficult and has poor 

fertility rates (fresh or frozen). The relative inaccessibility of AI to most producers is 
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an obstacle to improving external biosecurity. Closing flocks to purchased or shared 

breeding stock reduces transmission of infectious diseases from other farms. 

 While the consumption of sheep milk products has grown over the last 10 

years (Thomas, 2004; CDIC) due to the demand from the growing ethnic population 

and acceptance of products by mainstream consumers, the industry faces challenges 

ahead with regards to unifying the industry, licensing of producers, stabilizing the 

market/price, and public scrutiny of welfare and infectious diseases. 

1.2 The Ontario dairy goat industry 

 

 Goat milk production is licensed under Regulation 761 of the Ontario Milk 

Act (Milk Act, 1990), and as of 2011 there were 250 licensed producers (CDIC). 

These farms are inspected once a year and as part of the Raw Goat Milk Quality 

Program (OMAF), bulk tank milk samples are collected once or twice a week and are 

randomly tested once a month. 

 Many producers milk goats because they came from a dairy cattle background 

and could not afford the expense of entering the supply-managed system. The main 

dairy goat breeds present on Ontario farms are Saanens, Alpines, Toggenbergs, and 

LaManchas and there are many cross-bred animals. With a few exceptions, producers 

possess good background knowledge of milking hygiene, animal breeding, and 

record-keeping. In many ways, goat producers have more in common with dairy cattle 

farmers than with dairy sheep producers. Most producers have shares in one of the 

three main co-operatives in the province: Hewitt's Dairy, The Ontario Dairy Goat Co-

Op (ODGC), or Mornington Heritage Dairy Co-op. These co-operatives either broker 

the milk to other processors or make their own milk-based products (Canadian Dairy 

Goat Industry Profile, 2006). This results in a steady price for their milk and a 
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consistent market. The majority of producers use milking machines and store milk in 

on-farm bulk tanks that are collected by licensed milk graders approximately once to 

twice a week. Goats produce on average 3-4.5 kg of milk per day, while cattle 

produce 25-35 kg (Park and Haenlein, 2013). The composition of goat milk is very 

similar to that of cattle with 2.0-5.0% protein and 2.8-7.7% milk fat (Klinger and 

Rosenthal, 1997; Tomotake et al., 2006), versus sheep milk (4.3-7.1% protein and 

4.5-12.6% milk fat) (Klinger and Rosenthal, 1997). People choose to drink goat's milk 

rather than cow's milk due to cultural preference or for health reasons, as there is a 

perception that goat's milk is more easily digested and therefore of benefit to people 

who have digestive intolerances to cow's milk (Klinger and Rosenthal, 1997). There is 

a lack of valid scientific literature as to whether substituting goat's milk actually 

reduces symptoms in these allergic individuals. 

 Goats are typically seasonal breeders (Attfield, 1990), and with does routinely 

producing two or more offspring, this results in a labour-filled kidding season in the 

spring. In order to avoid a reduction in income in the winter months, some producers 

will use hormone manipulation or artificial light management to get the animals to 

reproduce out of season. Some producers leave the off-spring with their dams for a 

short period post-partum, while others remove them at birth and raise them artificially 

on heat-treated or cattle-sourced colostrum and milk replacer. This method of rearing 

is an attempt to control endemic diseases such as caseous lymphadenitis (CL) and 

caprine arthritis encephalitis (CAE) from spreading from adults to youngstock on 

infected farms. Adult animals are raised intensively, off pasture, as there are no 

currently approved anthelmintics for use in small ruminants that are milking (CCVP, 

2012). 
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1.3 Paratuberculosis 

 

 Paratuberculosis is an infectious disease of ruminants caused by 

Mycobacterium avium ssp. paratuberculosis (Map). While historically this infection 

has also been referred to as Johne’s disease, this term is often now reserved for the 

advanced stages of the disease when animals are exhibiting clinical signs and appear 

overtly ‘diseased'. This bacterium causes severe granulomatous enteritis, resulting in 

wasting in small ruminants and diarrhea in about 20% of cases in the end stages of the 

disease (Carrigan and Seaman, 1990; Stehman and Shulaw, 2002). Wasting is a 

common feature in many small ruminant diseases: CL, CAE, maedi visna (MV), 

endoparasites, and scrapie (Beeman et al., 1989; Smith and Sherman, 2009). Without 

overt diarrhea, paratuberculosis cases may go unrecognized in herds and flocks not 

routinely performing post-mortems on their on-farm mortalities (Smith and Sherman, 

2009).  

1.3.1 Mycobacterium avium ssp. paratuberculosis (Map) 

 

 Mycobacteria in general are a slow-growing, acid-fast staining, aerobic group 

of bacteria (Kazda et al., 2009).  They do not possess an external cell membrane and 

the cell wall is very thick, waxy, and hydrophobic due to the high content of mycolic 

acid (Gangadharam and Jenkins, 1998). This cell wall is one of the main reasons for 

the difficulty in eliminating infections caused by Map. It is not susceptible to 

exposure to many antibiotics, disinfectants, and environmental degradation (He and 

De Buck, 2010).  

 Some mycobacteria are free-living organisms found in soil, water, and food, 

while others are obligate pathogens, requiring a host to reproduce (Kazda et al., 

2009). While Mycobacterium avium ssp. paratuberculosis (Map) is a subspecies 
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requiring a host to replicate it can survive for an extended period of time (3-24 

months) in soil or water (Whittington et al., 2003, 2005; Morovkova et al., 2012). It is 

a facultative intracellular pathogen (Bannantine and Stabel, 2002) preferentially 

replicating within macrophages. Residing intracellularly is one of the qualities that 

makes Map infection generally untreatable as it is inaccessible to many 

antimycobacterial drugs (Cocito et al., 1994). Map primarily infects domestic and 

wild ruminants, but has been isolated from many non-ruminant species, including 

humans (Chiodini et al., 1984a). Most mycobacteria produce mycobactin (an iron-

chelating substance); however, the ability to do so is absent in Map.  As such, 

mycobactin needs to be supplemented in culture media in order for the bacteria to 

grow in vitro (Lambrecht and Collins, 1992). The bacterium is very slow-growing 

with a doubling time of 22-26 hours (Bannantine et al., 2003). It is rarely detected in 

vitro before 6 weeks and cultures require at least 12 weeks of incubation to confirm 

them as negative (Smith and Sherman, 2009). The sheep strain has been reported to 

take longer to cultivate (Abendano et al., 2012). Recent evidence supports the long-

held belief that Map may also have a spore-like morphotype, which could explain its 

ability to persist under harsh environmental conditions (Lamont et al., 2012). 

 As early as the 1930s, it was recognized that two strains of Map might exist. 

This conclusion was based on observations that samples from sheep suspected as 

having paratuberculosis were more difficult to culture in vitro (Dunkin and Balfour-

Jones 1935; McEwen, 1939; Taylor, 1945). This was confirmed by Collins et al. in 

1990. By using restriction endonuclease analysis and DNA hybridization, two main 

strains of Map were detected that were quite genotypically different, a C-strain, which 

generally was isolated from cattle and an S-strain, which had been most frequently 

associated with sheep. However, at that time, one sample had a unique 
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electrophoresis-pattern that was intermediate to the other identified strains and was 

subsequently called the 'intermediate' strain (Collins et al., 1990). These strains were 

re-named type I (S-strain) and type II (C-strain) to avoid confusion with the species 

the isolate came from (Stevenson et al., 2002). The intermediate strain was eventually 

known as type III (de Juan et al., 2005). While labeling by type has become the 

preferred method of nomenclature, if samples cannot be genomically differentiated as 

either I or III, then they are often referred to as C- and S-strains (Semret et al., 2006).  

1.3.2 Pathogenesis and Immunology 
 

 Disease transmission is primarily faecal-oral. The bacteria are shed in the 

manure of infectious adults as early as 15-18 months of age in sheep and goats, and 

this is the main route of exposure (Stehman and Shulaw, 2002). Youngstock (< 12 

months) are the most susceptible animals (Hagan, 1938; McEwen, 1939; Chiodini et 

al., 1984b) and ingest the bacteria through exposure to Map contaminated 

environments, feed, water, milk or colostrum (Streeter et al., 1995) or through direct 

contact with infectious animals (Whittington and Sergeant, 2001).  Whitlock and 

Buergelt (1996) observed that adult animals could still be infected, but required 

higher doses and the incubation period was longer.  

 Ingested bacteria are transported across the intestinal epithelium mainly via 

microfold cells (M-cells), a modified epithelial antigen-sampling cell over-lying 

Peyer’s patches in the ileum and jejunum (Momotani et al., 1988; Siguroardottir et al., 

1999). This uptake may be enhanced by the presence of maternal antibodies from a 

Map infected dam (Momotani, et al. 1988) or through opsonization in the presence of 

serum (Secott et al., 2002).  Once the bacteria are transported across the luminal M 

cell they are phagocytosed by sub-epithelial macrophages and dendritic cells, 
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however the intracellular survival of Map inside macrophages is the key to its 

pathogenicity (Hostetter et al., 2003). Normally, few bacteria are able to survive and 

replicate in macrophages. At low levels, the macrophage can inhibit replication or 

destroy Map. However, at higher levels of infection, Map resists degradation by 

residing and multiplying within immature phagosomes, inhibiting their normal 

maturation and fusion to enzyme-loaded lysosomes (Hostetter et al., 2003).   As well, 

apoptosis, programmed cell death, is interrupted resulting in a delay of the immune 

system’s exposure to and thus recognition of the bacteria (Kabara and Coussens, 

2012). Once the load of bacteria within the cell hits a critical level, the cell undergoes 

necrosis or apoptosis and the bacteria are released extracellularly (Hofsetter et al., 

2003).  

 At this early stage, TH1 lymphocytes are activated, and this cell-mediated 

immune response predominates with proliferation of the CD+4 and CD+8 

lymphocytes and helper cells (Stabel, 2000). Gamma-interferon is one of the main 

cytokines produced at this point in time (Stabel, 2000) and has been associated with 

the paucibacillary form of the disease in sheep (Burrells et al., 1998). Paucibacillary, 

or tuberculoid-like, refers to the histological appearance of the intestine. Few acid-fast 

bacteria are detected, and there is a mixed inflammatory cell response (lymphocytes, 

giant cells, and eosinophils) (Gillian et al., 2010) along with the presence of focal 

granulomatous lesions. As the infection progresses cell-mediated immunity drops off 

and the humoral response predominates (TH2 lymphocytes). The antibodies generated 

are not protective, but are clinical evidence that the disease is progressing and is 

associated with the multibacillary form of disease in sheep and cattle (Burrells et al., 

1998). Histologically, there are a large number of acid-fast staining bacteria, and 

many macrophages (Gillian et al., 2010) while the lesions are widespread or sheet-like 
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(leprematous-form). In cattle, the disease is thought to progress from paucibacillary to 

multibacillary, while in sheep it is considered as two distinct forms of disease (Stabel, 

2000).  

 The immune system attempts to wall-off the viable bacteria via the infiltration 

of inflammatory cells and the formation of granulomas. Initially these granulomas are 

located near the points of entry; however, bacteria and infected macrophages can 

migrate locally in the sub-epithelial tissue, via lymphatics to the mesenteric lymph 

nodes and through the bloodstream where it can disseminate to other organs and 

muscle tissue (Smith et al., 2011). As the subepithelial intestinal tissue swells with the 

continuing infiltration of inflammatory cells, and the increasing number and size of 

granulomas formed, it disrupts the luminal integrity, allowing bacteria to be shed in 

the faeces (Cocito et al., 1994). The inflammation also inhibits the intestine`s ability 

to absorb nutrients (Secott et al. 2002) and the animal becomes hypoproteinemic and 

malnourished (Cocito et al., 1994).  

1.3.3 Paratuberculosis in Goats 

 

 Paratuberculosis in goats has been documented throughout the world, 

including Canada (Moser, 1982), yet little is known about the overall prevalence in 

this species (Kostoulas et al., 2006; Nielsen and Toft, 2009; Pithua and Kollias, 2012). 

The prevalence of infection is difficult to estimate due to the lack of epidemiological 

studies of naturally infected goats. The burden of disease is also unknown, but 

anecdotal evidence and extrapolation from the dairy cattle industry suggest clinical 

disease causes reduced feed efficiency, milk production, and increased premature 

culling (McKenna et al., 2006). Paratuberculosis positive herds may also have 

additional expenses due to testing and implementation of control measures (de Juan et 
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al., 2005).  From a public health standpoint, while there is no proof that Map can be 

transmitted from animals to humans, milk is a potential source of infection, and has 

been detected by PCR in goat’s milk and cheeses in the United Kingdom (UK), 

Norway, Greece, Czechoslovakia, and Switzerland (Grant et al., 2001; Djonne et al., 

2003; Ikonomopoulas et al., 2005; Muelherr et al., 2003).  

1.3.4 Paratuberculosis in Sheep 

 

 The majority of research on paratuberculosis in sheep to date involves meat 

animals (Whittington et al., 2000; Gumber et al., 2006; Robbe-Austerman et al., 

2006); limited studies have been performed in milking sheep (Kostoulas et al., 2006). 

An abattoir study of culled sheep was performed in Quebec, Canada and estimated a 

prevalence of 3% (Arsenault et al., 2003) in this group based on histopathology. This 

value is likely an under-representation of the prevalence as many cases of clinical 

disease may have been removed during ante-mortem inspection or died on-farm, and 

not have made it in to the sampling pool. According to Whitlock and Buergelt (1996), 

for each clinical case detected, up to 25 more animals from the same farm may be 

infected as well. In the UK, economic losses in sheep flocks infected with 

paratuberculosis may range from 24£-94£ per ewe (Caldow and Gunn, 2000), no 

literature is available on the economic impacts in Canada. 

1.3.5 Potential Role of Map in Crohn's Disease 

 

 In 1901, Sir T. Kennedy Dalziel, a Scottish doctor and surgeon with a side-

interest in farming, first noticed the histological similarities between Johne's disease 

in animals and chronic enteritis in a colleague he had operated on (Ayele et al., 2001). 

The first published report of case studies collected by this surgeon occurred in 1913 

(Dalziel, 1913). The absence of acid-fast staining bacteria on histology prevented him 
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from drawing the conclusion that the diseases were caused by the same etiologic 

agent (Ayele et al., 2001). Over one hundred years later, this is still a major obstacle 

to confirming a causal link between Crohn's and infection with Map. In 1984, 

Chiodini isolated Map bacteria from the intestine of Crohn’s patients.  He then fed 

these isolates to young goat kids, which then developed paratuberculosis (van 

Kruiningen et al., 1986) re-opening the debate of the role of Map bacteria and Crohn’s 

disease in humans.  

 A recent systematic review of available literature indicated that there was not 

sufficient published evidence to support a causal link between Crohn`s disease and 

Map (Waddell et al., 2008). Regardless, many researchers still suspect there is a 

strong association between the disease and the bacteria, but whether Map plays a 

causal role as the primary pathogen or an opportunistic invader is yet to be decided 

(Feller et al., 2007; Behr and Kapur, 2008). Behr and Collins (2010) report there is 

enough evidence to warrant the implementation of the precautionary principle, and 

encourage the reduction of Map in food-producing animals. 

1.4 Paratuberculosis Control Programs 

 

 The impetus behind the development of paratuberculosis control programs in 

the cattle industry is the high herd-level prevalence documented in many countries 

(e.g. 68.1% apparent prevalence in United States (US) dairy herds, NAHMS, 2007), 

the significant economic burden of the infection ($200-250 million dollars annually in 

the US (Ott et al., 1999)) caused by reduced milk production and increased culling, 

and the belief that, without the implementation of control measures, the prevalence 

will continue to increase over time. There are three main methods of control: 

vaccination of replacements; test and cull; and the implementation of management 

practices to reduce transmission on-farm and between farms (Bastida and Juste, 
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2011). When designing individual farm programs, consideration of the producers’ 

primary objective - production or breeding stock, and the within farm prevalence of 

infection, will help determine if eradication or control will be the method of choice. 

Influencing this decision will also be how long the producer plans to stay in business, 

and how much effort the producer wants to put in to the program (Collins, 1994).  

1.4.1 Vaccination 

 

 Vaccinated animals have the potential to test-positive on the tuberculosis (TB) 

intra-dermal skin test; therefore, in countries where tuberculosis is a risk (Canada, 

United States, United Kingdom, New Zealand) animals cannot be routinely 

vaccinated without special dispensation from governmental authorities. In addition, 

Map vaccinated animals will test positive on future serologic and skin tests for 

paratuberculosis; therefore, eradication of the disease will not be possible on farms 

where vaccination has been initiated. The vaccine has primarily been utilized in the 

sheep industry of Australia and the goat populations of Norway, due to the failure of 

other implemented control programs to effectively reduce the prevalence of disease 

(Juste and Perez, 2011). Although the vaccine is in use in other countries, there is a 

lack of published literature indicating this. Gudair® is the main vaccine used and is an 

oil-based killed bacterin. It is still unclear as to how the vaccine works 

immunologically; it does not prevent infection or eliminate shedding, however it 

decreases morbidity and mortality due to Map infection, reduces economic losses, and 

the development of overt signs of disease (Bastida and Juste, 2011). In Norway, it 

caused a 98% reduction in gross evidence of disease at post-mortem (Saxegaard and 

Godstad, 1985). Drawbacks of the vaccine include the formation of a painful and 

large granuloma at the injection site of vaccinated animals, and the risk it poses to 
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producers or veterinarians who accidentally self-inject - the resulting localized 

granulomas often need surgical intervention (Windsor et al., 2005).  

1.4.2 Management Control Programs 

 

 Management interventions are directed at preventing susceptible youngstock 

from coming in contact with infected animals or their manure. This involves removal 

of lambs and kids immediately at birth, feeding of youngstock with heat-treated 

colostrum or using a lower risk colostrum-replacement product at birth; raising on 

commercial milk replacer; and isolating those replacement animals from the rest of 

the herd and any environment that may have been contaminated with their manure.  

Many of these strategies have the additional benefit of reducing the risk of 

transmission of other infectious diseases, including bacterial and viral diarrhea in 

youngstock, CAE/MV, and CL. 

1.4.2.1 Ontario Johne's Education and Management Assistance Program 

 

 The Ontario dairy cattle industry currently has a voluntary control program in 

place. This program is based on education of producers, the completion of a risk 

assessment management plan with their herd veterinarian that is focused on calf-

rearing, optional serologic or milk testing of individual animals (whole milking herd), 

and the permanent removal of those animals with high-titer scores (≥1.0) which are 

assumed to be shedding Map bacteria, within 90 days of testing (Ontario Johne's 

Education and Management Assistance Program, OJEMAP). Producers are provided 

incentives to encourage participation. For instance, the cost of milk or serum testing is 

reimbursed and producers are provided $500 for permanently removing a high titer 

animal (euthanasia and disposal on-farm or to dead stock – i.e. not entered into the 

human food chain). To date 51.9% (2215/4265) of eligible producers have 
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participated and results indicate a herd-level prevalence of 26.2% based on a milk 

ELISA test (with herds classified as positive if 1 or more animals test positive) 

(OJEMAP). 

1.4.3 Testing 

 

 The low sensitivity of paratuberculosis tests is the major impediment to 

controlling the disease when using the test and cull approach (Bastida and Juste, 

2011). False negatives remaining in the herd perpetuate the infection. Faecal culture is 

deemed to be the most sensitive test and the one most likely to detect animals at the 

earliest stage of disease (Zimmer et al., 1999; Whitlock et al., 2000). Its drawbacks 

are high cost (e.g. $70-90 producer's cost per sample) and long turnaround time 

(weeks to months). Faecal PCR is growing in use; however, drawbacks are low 

sensitivity especially among tests based on genes with few copies per bacteria (e.g. 

hspX) and its inability to differentiate between truly infected animals and those who 

recently ingested the bacteria, and those in which the bacteria are only passing-

through the digestive system (Behr and Collins, 2010). Antibody levels can be 

measured in both milk and serum. Enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) tests 

are cost-effective and have a quick turn-around time. It appears that as serum antibody 

titers increase, animals have an increased likelihood of being faecal shedders (Collins 

et al., 2005). This means high-titer test results may have a strong ability to predict 

infectious animals. Agar gel immunodiffusion (AGID) is a serum test not in frequent 

use due to its low sensitivity; however, it possesses excellent specificity, Gumber et 

al. (2006) found it to be 100% in a known negative population in Australia, and is 

often used as a confirmatory test in small ruminants.  
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1.5 Evaluating diagnostic tests 
 

 Accurate diagnosis of disease is often the first step in control; diagnosis 

depends on the use of accurate tests (Pepe, 2003). However, test evaluation and 

comparisons are difficult when terminology is inconsistent and no single method or 

standard for evaluation has been agreed upon (Greiner and Gardner, 2000). In general, 

a test is any 'device or process designed to detect or quantify a bodily response in an 

animal or individual' (Dohoo et al., 2010). The ability of a test to identify an 

underlying disorder can depend on multiple factors: characteristics of the test itself, 

the situation in which it is used, the prevalence of disease, and the spectrum (acute or 

chronic) of the disease (Parfrey and Barrett, 2009). Evaluation of tests must take into 

account all of these factors.  

Accuracy of diagnostic tests can be evaluated in many ways: measuring 

correct classification and misclassification of disease (sensitivity and specificity), 

determining how well a test result predicts true disease (positive and negative 

predictive values), or measuring the probability of a test result in diseased versus non-

diseased animals (likelihood ratios) (Pepe, 2003). Each method has its advantages and 

disadvantages; however, these validity descriptors can still misrepresent a test’s 

usefulness if the study design is flawed (Haynes et al, 2007).  

 A systematic approach to test validation requires that the objectives of testing 

and the target population of the study be stated, appropriate methods selected, and 

potential constraints and bias addressed (Greiner and Gardner, 2000). A structured 

approach to the study design of diagnostic test evaluations helps minimize bias, yields 

reliable test accuracy estimates, and involves careful consideration of the target 

population, purpose for testing and the case definition (Nielsen et al., 2011). 
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1.5.1 Sensitivity and Specificity 

 

 Sensitivity and specificity are the classical parameters used to compare and 

evaluate tests. Sensitivity (the probability of a diseased animal testing positive) and 

specificity (the probability of a non-diseased animal testing negative) both rely on 

knowing the animal’s true disease state; however, very rarely is this known with 

certainty. The ‘true state’ is usually defined by the results of a reference or 'gold 

standard' test, which ideally would identify the true disease state of the animals 

unambiguously (Office International des Epizooties, 1996; Greiner and Gardner, 

2000). Perfect reference test results that truly reflect the state of nature may be 

difficult or impossible to obtain (Tyler and Cullor, 1989). If classification errors in the 

reference test are ignored, serious bias may be introduced in the assessment of the 

accuracies of the new test (Staquet et al., 1981; Valenstein, 1990). 

 If the gold standard is not a true reflection of the real disease state of the 

animal then sensitivity and specificity may be related to prevalence (Petrie and 

Watson, 2006). No formal relationship exists between prevalence and sensitivity 

(Greiner and Gardner, 2000), because rarely are disease states black and white, they 

are more of a continuum (Brenner and Gefeller, 1997). As infection progresses, 

animals are more likely to produce antibodies and shed infectious pathogens, 

therefore tests will demonstrate higher sensitivity in populations with animals in later 

stages of disease (Gardner et al., 2011). Thus sensitivity is influenced by the 

composition of the sampled population and how many animals in the later stages of 

disease are present, otherwise known as 'spectrum bias' (Ransohoff and Feinstein, 

1978). In latent infectious diseases, such as paratuberculosis, infected animals will 

progress faster to the later stages of disease when within herd prevalence is high 
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(Weber et al., 2005). Therefore, as prevalence increases, sensitivity is likely to 

increase as well.  

 Most tests are not completely specific.  Immunologically, false positives can 

arise due to the presence of maternal, persistent post-cure, or vaccine-induced 

antibodies, or due to co-infection with cross-reacting organisms (co-morbidity bias). 

Often tests are initially validated in studies using unexposed or known non-infected 

populations. Subsequently, specificity will often decrease when used in a target 

population due to cross-reacting pathogens, benign environmental organisms, 

management conditions, and breed (Greiner and Gardner, 2000). 

 Sensitivity and specificity are not independent measures and usually one 

increases as the other decreases. The relative importance of the sensitivity and 

specificity of a test depends on the particular disease that is being addressed and the 

implications of the animal either having or not having the disease (Petrie and Watson, 

2006). 

 If the test is measured on a continuous or ordinal scale, the sensitivity and 

specificity of a test can be altered by raising or lowering the cut-off value. This is the 

quantitative point at which values measured above are declared positive or diseased 

and values below are deemed negative or non-diseased. Sensitivity and specificity are 

inversely related based on choice of cut-off with one parameter increasing as the other 

decreases.  
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1.5.2 Latent Class Analysis 

 

 Latent class analysis (LCA) is a technique used to determine prevalence or test 

sensitivity and specificity in the absence of a standard reference test (Hui and Walter, 

1980). Instead, the results of multiple imperfect tests are used to estimate these 

parameters (Pepe and Janes, 2007). This method is often used for chronic diseases 

that have a long latency period (where the animal is infected and yet the disease is not 

evident) (Toft, 2005). The main assumption underlying this method is that the tests 

are independent; if not, the estimates generated will be biased. If two tests share a 

similar biologic phenomenon, such as two serum antibody tests, their results may be 

correlated (i.e. they may both be false negative in the early stages of the disease). In 

other words, they are dependent, based on their disease status (Gardner et al., 2000). 

LCA is often incorporated with Bayesian methodology. 

1.6 Bayesian vs. Frequentist Methods of Analysis 

 

1.6.1 Bayesian History 

 

 There are two main approaches to statistical analysis, frequentist and 

Bayesian. Bayes theory was first conceived by Reverend Thomas Bayes (1701-1761) 

in the early 1740s. He was a Presbyterian minister and amateur mathematician who 

developed the theory in response to an inverse probability problem: trying to estimate 

the probability of an event occurring when nothing is known about it other than 

experiences from the past (McGrayne, 2011). The basis of the theory consists of three 

parts: (i) an initial guess or belief, that was (ii) updated with new data/observations to 

produce (iii) a new improved belief. In the beginning, this theory was essentially a 

rule; it was the mathematician Pierre-Simon Laplace (1749-1827) who generalized it, 

proved it, and made it useful, and this more or less became the theorem used today 
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(McGrayne, 2011). While it gained popularity in the business and military world, it 

grew out of favor in the mathematical one with the development of frequentist 

statistics in the 1920s (Rothman et al., 2008). 

1.6.2 Frequentist History 
 

 Karl Pearson (1857-1936), Ronald Fisher (1890-1962), Jerzy Neyman (1894-

1981), and Egon Pearson (1895-1980), were very influential statisticians in the 

frequentist movement, and quite abhorred Bayesian theory and its uncertainties 

(McGrayne, 2011). Much of their experiments stemmed from small data sets using 

controlled plant and animal genetic studies. Uncertainties were not defined by their 

probability, but by the relative frequency with which events occurred. Initially, studies 

were limited to those that could be repeated over and over, relying only on samples 

for their data and conclusions. Frequentism became the mainstream due to its 

simplicity and ease of interpretation for the average scientist (McGrayne, 2011). As 

statisticians started to question the applicability of frequentist methods to 

observational studies, especially in situations where the dynamics of exposure and 

outcome were poorly understood, Bayesian methods started to return to the 

mainstream (Rothman et al., 2008).  

1.6.3 Bayesian vs. Frequentist 

 

 Statisticians usually align into one of three groups depending on their attitude 

towards how to assess the results of diagnostic testing: use of frequentist approach 

only; use of Bayesian approach only; and those who acknowledge that both methods 

have their respective advantages and disadvantages and there exist situations where 

one method may be more appropriate than the other (Dohoo et al., 2010, McGrayne, 

2011). 'Bayesians' are often criticized for the use of prior information, which is said to 
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make the process subjective rather than objective, and therefore, has no place in 

science. 'Bayesians' will often counter that at least prior knowledge being utilized is 

transparent, whereas prior knowledge in frequentist methods, such as deciding what 

confounders to use, is often not justified or reported (Rothman et al., 2008). In many 

situations, results from Bayesian models using non-uniform priors (where data is 

allowed to speak for itself, without influence from prior information) compared to 

those derived from a frequentist approach, are expected to be similar (Dohoo et al., 

2010).  

 'Frequentists' are criticized for utilizing methods that were originally derived 

and formulated for experimental studies (where multiple study repetitions will yield 

'objective' frequencies), to evaluate data generated from observational studies. For 

example, the confidence interval represents a range of values, that if the study was 

repeated an infinite number of times under the same circumstances and each study 

generated a 95% confidence interval, 95% of these would cover the true but unknown 

value of the parameter being estimated (Dohoo et al., 2010) which is very relevant in 

experimental studies. Credibility intervals, the Bayesian equivalent, represent the 

researcher’s beliefs that the range of numbers contains the true value (e.g. being 95% 

certain that the true value lies between 35.1% and 46.7% (Rothman et al., 2008; 

Dohoo et al., 2010).  

 While Bayesian and frequentist methods differ fundamentally, Efron (2005) 

believes that the future will hold a combination of the two methods, as scientists 

tackle larger, more biologically complicated problems. One flaw that both methods 

share is the certainty in their belief that the results of their mathematical models, 

derived from observational studies; are truly reflective of the actual state in nature 

(Rothman et al., 2008).   
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1.6.4 Bayesian methodology 

 

 One of the cornerstones of Bayesian methodology is that estimation of 

unknown parameters such as test accuracy or prevalence is modeled as a distribution 

of values rather than a 'fixed' quantity (Messam et al., 2008). The other distinctive 

component is the formal incorporation of prior knowledge about this parameter into 

the mathematical model. Subjective information, or priors, are garnered from experts 

in the field or from literature. In laymen's terms, priors represent what the expert 

would 'bet' the results would be, without knowing what the current data are (Rothman 

et al., 2008). This information is modeled as a beta distribution (a, b) which is often 

generated using BetaBuster software (available at 

http://www.epi.ucdavis.edu/diagnostictests/betabuster.html). The information is then 

formally incorporated through a likelihood function with the study data. The 

combination of priors and the probability distribution of data generates a posterior 

distribution which represents the parameter being estimated (Rothman et al., 2008). 

This final distribution typically is unrecognizable as a distribution, not generally 

representing a beta, gamma, or normal appearance. Therefore, a sub-sample is taken, 

often using a Gibbs sampler and a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm. If 

N independent samples are taken, the mean, mode, or median of this distribution is the 

estimate of the parameter being investigated, and the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles are 

the 95% credibility intervals, rather than confidence intervals used in frequentist 

statistics (Branscum et al., 2005).   

 The main software currently used for Bayesian analysis are WinBUGS (free) 

Windows based software developed by the Medical Research Council Biostatistics 

Unit in Cambridge, UK (http://www.mrc-bsu.cam.ac.uk/bugs/), and OpenBUGS, an 

open-source software developed at the University of Helsinki 

http://www.epi.ucdavis.edu/diagnostictests/betabuster.html
http://www.mrc-bsu.cam.ac.uk/bugs/
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(http://www.openbugs.info/w.cgi/FrontPage). Both programs are almost identical; 

however, OpenBUGS will continue to undergo development while WinBUGS will no 

longer be updated, but continue to remain available. BUGS, which is the common 

acronym in both names, stands for ‘Bayesian inference Using Gibbs Sampling’. Each 

user specifies the mathematical model, generally using modified code from other 

studies.  

1.6.4.1 Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms 

 

 Since the posterior distribution of the Bayesian model is usually not 

representative of a recognized distribution family, the Markov Chain Monte Carlo 

(MCMC) algorithm is used to simulate or 'generalize' the distribution. As the name 

implies it is based on a chain-like simulation that attempts to 'converge' or reach 

equilibrium where it is representative of the target distribution (Ntzoufras, 2009). This 

convergence is related to the iterations or number of 'steps' the chain takes. In the 

beginning, it is difficult to know how long each algorithm must be run, so there are a 

few diagnostic tests to help this process. One can never truly identify an algorithm as 

having converged; only that it has shown no evidence of not converging (Ntzoufras, 

2009). 
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1.6.4.2 Assessing Convergence 

 

 During the running of the algorithm in WinBUGS the trace plots of each 

parameter can be monitored. Trace plots plot the number of iterations that have run 

against the value of the parameter estimate generated. Visualization of this helps 

identify any irregularities or patterns forming. Ideally the plot should stabilize and 

have small periodicities (vertical displacements) within a well-demarcated zone of 

two parallel lines (Ntzoufras, 2009).  

1.6.4.2.1 Autocorrelation Plots 

 

 After a simulation has been run, an autocorrelation plot should be inspected. 

This is a plot of lag versus autocorrelation values between -1.0 and 1.0 (Ntzoufras, 

2009). As this plot stabilizes at zero it determines the rough estimate of thinning (lag) 

needed for the model when it is run in order to obtain an independent sample. High 

correlations often indicate the need for 'thinning' of the data. This represents how 

many samples need to be 'dropped' from the sampling to keep the values independent. 

1.6.4.2.2 Gelman-Rubin diagnostic 

 The Gelman-Rubin diagnostic (Gelman and Rubin, 1992) is available in 

WinBUGS and accessed through the 'bgr diag' box. Instead of running a single 

MCMC, three chains are run simultaneously using three different sets of initial values 

(starting points). An R statistic, a red line representing convergence, is generated from 

the variation in the means of the posterior distributions of the three chains (Ntzoufras, 

2009). Two other lines are also generated, blue (with-in sample variation) and green 

(pooled posterior variance) and these lines should stabilize together as convergence 
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occurs and R (BGR ratio) approaches 1. This diagnostic is able to assess the influence 

that the initial starting values have on the final posterior estimates (Ntzoufras, 2009). 

1.6.4.2.3 Formal tests 

 

 CODA is an acronym for Convergence Diagnosis and Output Analysis, a 

software program used for Gibbs sampling analysis. Initially written for the S-plus 

software and then rewritten for R, it provides four diagnostic tests: Geweke (Geweke, 

1992), Raftery-Lewis (Raftery and Lewis, 1992), Gelman-Rubin (Gelman and Rubin, 

1992), and Heidelberger-Welch (Heidelberger and Welch, 1992) diagnostic tests. 

 Raftery-Lewis is the main diagnostic test used in this software and is a very 

helpful tool in determining the length of the Gibbs sampler to be generated (Ntzoufras 

2009). It helps evaluate convergence by assessing the accuracy of the quantiles 

estimated (usually 2.5% percentile), rather than the mean of the posterior distribution. 

The default measure of accuracy is often 0.005 and a probability of 0.95 (Ntzoufras, 

2009).  

1.7 Conclusions 
 

 International trade has contributed to the spread of paratuberculosis 

(Fridriksdottir et al., 2000; Behr and Collins, 2010; Windsor, 2013). It is predicted 

that this disease will play a greater role in trade agreements and negotiations in years 

to come, as international pressure increases from countries who have implemented 

paratuberculosis control programs (National Research Council, NRC, 2003). Most 

prevalence, risk factor, and test evaluation studies have focused on the dairy cattle 

population. This focus is due to the established high herd-level prevalence of infection 

in this industry, the potential economic consequences if milk were determined to be a 

potential source of infection to humans, and the potential dairy-industry specific 
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management practices that facilitate the transmission of infection (NRC, 2003).  

While Map has also been detected in sheep and goat’s milk and consumption of these 

milk-based products is on the increase, little information is available on 

paratuberculosis in dairy small ruminants.  

 Previous paratuberculosis test evaluation and prevalence studies were often 

performed on study populations that were not representative of the target population 

(Nielsen and Toft, 2008; 2009) and thus failed to yield data that are comparable. It is 

very important when designing future paratuberculosis control programs that 

decisions are based on data that are truly reflective of the population and account for 

test uncertainty. These assessments should be performed using tests that have been 

validated in both dairy sheep and dairy goats (NRC, 2003) and using statistical 

methodology that can account for the inherent poor sensitivity demonstrated by 

currently available commercial tests.  

 There is a direct need for a large-scale paratuberculosis study of dairy small 

ruminants performed on a random sample of the population to which the results will 

be extrapolated.  
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Objectives 

 

1. Determine the herd-level prevalence and within-herd prevalence of 

paratuberculosis (Johne’s disease) in Ontario dairy sheep flocks and dairy goat 

herds.   

2. Identify potential risk factors for herds and flocks being test positive for 

paratuberculosis. 

3. Determine the level of agreement between diagnostic tests used to detect 

paratuberculosis and validate them using a reference test (faecal culture) and 

alternatively using latent class analysis and Bayesian methods. 

The tests to be evaluated: serum agar gel immunodiffusion, serum ELISA 

(Prionics), serum ELISA (IDEXX), individual milk ELISA (Prionics), 

individual milk ELISA (IDEXX), faecal PCR, faecal culture (*reference 

test), bulk milk tank PCR and bulk milk tank 'Hyper-ELISA 

 

4. Determine circulating strains of Mycobacterium avium ssp. paratuberculosis 

in Ontario dairy sheep flocks and dairy goat herds through genotyping 
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CHAPTER TWO 

Paratuberculosis in the small ruminant dairy industry in Ontario, Canada: 

prevalence and evaluation of risk factors 

 

To be submitted to Canadian Veterinary Journal (CVJ) 

 

Abstract  

 

A cross-sectional study was undertaken (October 2010-August 2011) to 

estimate the prevalence of paratuberculosis within the small ruminant dairy industries 

of Ontario, Canada.  From twenty-nine randomly selected dairy goat herds and 21 

conveniently selected dairy sheep flocks, 580 goats and 397 sheep (lactating and 2 

years of age or older) were randomly selected and blood and faeces sampled.  Faecal 

samples were analyzed using bacterial culture (BD BACTEC™ MGIT™ 960) and 

polymerase chain reaction (Tetracore®), and the sera samples were tested with the 

Prionics® Parachek™ serum ELISA. Each producer also completed a farm 

management questionnaire. Using Bayesian analysis, in dairy goats, true herd-level 

prevalence was estimated to be 83.0% (95% PI: 62.6-98.1) and in dairy sheep was 

estimated to be 66.8% (95% PI: 41.6-91.4). Analysis of the questionnaire data 

indicated deficiencies in biosecurity and youngstock management.  These data 

indicate a need for a paratuberculosis control program in Ontario based on education, 

and the implementation of strategies to reduce on-farm transmission between animals. 

Keywords: paratuberculosis, sheep, goat, risk factors, prevalence Bayesian, latent 

class 
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2.1 Introduction 

 

 Paratuberculosis (Johne's disease) is a chronic, enteric wasting disease, 

primarily of domestic ruminants, caused by infection with Mycobacterium avium ssp. 

paratuberculosis (Map). In Ontario, previous research and control strategies have 

primarily focused on the dairy cattle industry due to the large number of dairy farms 

in the agricultural sector and the potential threat that milk could represent if a causal 

link were discovered between Map and Crohn’s disease in humans. Map has also been 

detected in food products such as goat and sheep milk and cheese (Djonne et al., 

2003; Muehlherr et al., 2003; Botsaris et al., 2010; Favila-Humara et al., 2010), but 

little is known about the prevalence of paratuberculosis in the small ruminant dairy 

industries of Ontario. Over the last ten years, the small ruminant dairy industry in this 

province has grown rapidly due to the increased demand for goat and sheep milk-

based products (CDIC; written communication, Jennifer Haley, 2012). With this 

growth comes increased scrutiny from a food safety and welfare standpoint, and an 

increased voice from producers asking for research focusing on production-limiting 

diseases. However, before resources can be allocated for research and policies for 

disease control formulated, an accurate microbial risk assessment must be performed. 

An important limitation of these risk assessments is the scarcity of accurate, relevant, 

and comparable prevalence data (Gardner et al., 2004; Lammerding and Fazil, 2000). 

 Paratuberculosis largely goes unrecognized in small ruminant species in 

Canada due to a lack of producer awareness, poor sensitivity of diagnostic tests at the 

individual animal level (National Research Council, NRC, 2003), and because the 

main clinical sign, wasting, is a common feature of many other diseases in these two 

species: caprine arthritis encephalitis (CAE) in goats, maedi-visna (MV) in sheep, 

internal abscesses from Corynebacterium pseudotuberculosis (caseous lymphadenitis, 
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CL), scrapie, internal parasitism, dental disease, etc. in both species (Beeman et al., 

1989; Smith and Sherman, 2009). Further, small ruminants may only exhibit diarrhea 

in 20% of cases (Carrigan and Seaman, 1990; Stehman and Shulaw, 2002), and this 

generally occurs very late in clinical disease (NRC, 2003; Smith and Sherman, 2009). 

This is in contrast to cattle where the main clinical sign, other than wasting, is 

intractable and profuse diarrhea (NRC, 2003; Behr and Collins 2010). The lack of a 

pathognomonic clinical sign(s) means the disease will often be well-established in a 

herd/flock before the first clinical paratuberculosis case is diagnosed (Smith and 

Sherman, 2009). 

Since the 1980s, sporadic cases of paratuberculosis have been diagnosed in the 

sheep and goat populations of Canada (Morin, 1982; Moser 1982, Collins et al., 

1990). An abattoir study of culled sheep in Quebec (1999-2000) estimated the 

prevalence to be 3% (95% CI: 2%-5%) based on histopathological diagnosis 

(Arsenault et al., 2003). To date, no randomized herd/flock-level studies have been 

published in Ontario or other provinces in Canada in either species. Furthermore, few 

well-designed dairy sheep and dairy goat studies exist in other areas of the world 

(Liapi et al., 2011; Nielsen and Toft, 2008), despite the disease being well-recognized 

globally (Smith and Sherman, 2009). Even fewer studies are available on risk factors 

specific to the small ruminant industry. Poor nutritional status, exposure of 

youngstock to manure of adults, and ingestion of Map contaminated milk have been 

highlighted as predisposing factors in goats (Radostits et al., 2007), while Dhand et al. 

(2007) observed that high stocking density in lambing paddocks was associated with 

higher levels of infection in sheep. 

 Transmission is mainly faecal-oral with infectious animals shedding the 

bacteria in their faeces and contaminating the environment, feed, water, and skin 
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surfaces (Whittington and Sergeant, 2001; Tiwari et al., 2006). Infection is often 

contracted early in life (before six months of age) when animals are most susceptible 

(Hagan, 1938; Chiodini et al., 1984; Kreeger et al., 1991), but signs of clinical disease 

may take 2-14 years to appear depending on the dose of Map received (Whittington 

and Sergeant, 2001), animal species (Begg and Whittington, 2008; Stehman and 

Shulaw, 2001), and within farm prevalence (Weber et al., 2005). During this period of 

latency, ante mortem diagnosis is challenging. As an animal progresses from infected 

to infectious to affected (Nielsen and Toft, 2008), antibody titres can fluctuate 

(Nielsen et al., 2002a) and faecal shedding can be intermittent (Behr and Collins, 

2010).  When the animal is shedding, there are still laboratory challenges to detecting 

the bacterium in faeces, either through culture or polymerase chain reaction (PCR) 

(Christopher-Hennings et al., 2003; Gumber and Whittington, 2007). Overall, ante 

mortem tests demonstrate low sensitivity for detecting infected animals and there is 

no perfect reference test (Nielsen et al., 2002b). Therefore, it is commonly recognized 

that apparent prevalence calculations, based on a test result, under-estimate the true 

level of infection (Behr and Collins, 2010; Whittington and Sergeant, 2001; Liapi et 

al., 2011). One method of compensating for this under-reporting is statistically, 

through the use of latent class analysis (LCA). With this method, prevalence is not 

based on the results of one reference test, but on a combination of test results (Buijze 

et al., 2011), and may demonstrate increased accuracy if these combined tests cover 

more than one spectrum of the disease (i.e. both infectious and diseased states) (Wang 

et al., 2006; Nielsen and Toft 2008). 

LCA is often combined with Bayesian statistics to deal with situations 

involving imperfect tests and gives one the ability to estimate a true prevalence of 

infection. If test performance is a known fixed quantity, true prevalence can be 
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estimated from the test's apparent prevalence using the Rogan and Gladen approach 

(1978).  However, in paratuberculosis studies, test performance can vary between 

populations contingent on factors such as age distribution (Nielsen and Toft, 2008) 

and stages of infection present  (Gardner et al., 2011). Representing test uncertainty as 

a probability distribution, rather than a fixed parameter more adequately represents 

these variations (Messam et al., 2008). Bayesian statistical modeling utilizes this 

approach. This method also incorporates current knowledge or prior information, 

about test performance (i.e. test sensitivity/specificity), to attempt to further reduce 

the uncertainty (Branscum et al., 2004). The Bayesian approach therefore takes this 

prior information, or 'priors', models this as a distribution, and combines it with study 

data also modeled as a distribution to get the estimate for true prevalence. This 

estimated true prevalence is also represented as a distribution, called the posterior 

distribution, but is usually summarized by a statistic such as the posterior mean or 

median. 

The objectives of this study were first to determine (i) the apparent and true 

herd/flock-level prevalence of paratuberculosis infection, and (ii) the apparent and 

true within herd/flock prevalence on infected farms, in both the dairy sheep and dairy 

goat industries in Ontario. Prevalence estimates would be based on the results of three 

different tests: faecal culture, faecal PCR and serum enzyme-linked immunoassay 

(ELISA). The second objective was to evaluate potential risk factors that might 

predispose farms to being infected.  
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2.2 Materials and Methods 

 

2.2.1 Case Definitions 

 

 For the purpose of this study, a herd/flock consisted of adult milking animals 

over the age of two years, and was considered Map-infected if it contained one or 

more 'infectious' (faecal culture or PCR positive) or 'affected' (ELISA positive) 

animals for the determination of apparent prevalence. To determine true herd-level 

prevalence, a herd/flock was considered infected if it contained one or more ‘infected’ 

animals. An infected animal was defined by the joint result of the three tests (faecal 

culture, faecal PCR, and serum ELISA). In other words the animal is infected with 

Mycobacterium avium ssp. paratuberculosis and the infection is severe enough that 

the animal either becomes infectious (sheds the bacteria in its faeces) or affected 

(develops an immune response) or both (Nielsen and Toft, 2008; Nielsen et al., 2011).  

2.2.2 Herd and Animal Sampling 

 

  A cross-sectional study was conducted over a ten-month period between 

October 2010 and August 2011.  Sample size calculations were based on allowable 

error of 5%, 95% confidence, intra-class correlation coefficient of 0.1, estimated 

prevalences of 15% (goats) and 10% (sheep), and sampling 20 lactating females, two 

years of age and older per farm. This resulted in a need for 580 goats from 29 herds 

and 400 sheep from 20 flocks.   

Goat herd inclusion criteria were: being located in Ontario, licensed to produce 

goat milk, and currently milking more than 20 animals over the age of two years. The 

Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs (OMAFRA) is the Ontario 

provincial ministry responsible for licensing goat milk production and maintains the 
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contact information for all licensed producers which numbered 250 at the time of 

sampling. Seventy-three dairy goat producers were selected from this list for 

recruitment by letter-post, using randomized, stratified sampling based on small 

(<100 animals), medium (100-400 animals), and large-sized herds (>400 animals) and 

anticipating a 40% response rate. Two rounds of letter recruitment occurred. From 38 

responding producers, 36 indicated an ability and willingness to participate, 29 herds 

fulfilling the inclusion criteria were randomly selected based on herd size. 

The production of sheep milk is not regulated by the province of Ontario; 

therefore, the provincial government does not have a list of producers shipping sheep 

milk for human consumption, and the number and location of dairy sheep producers 

in the province is unknown. Subsequently, recruitment of flock owners was based on 

contacting all producers on an old list from OMAFRA and asking licensed milk 

processing plants for the contact information of farms supplying them with sheep 

milk. We continued to recruit flocks until the desired sample size of 20 flock owners 

was achieved. These farms fulfilled the flock inclusion criteria of: milking at least 20 

ewes in Ontario and shipping milk to an off-farm processor, however, one farm 

lacked 20 milking ewes over two years of age so an additional farm was recruited to 

fulfill the desired sampling target of 400 animals.  

Each farm was visited once at milking time. Twenty milking does or ewes 

over the age of two years were randomly selected from each farm and faecal and 

blood samples were taken.  None of the herds/flocks had been vaccinated against 

paratuberculosis and disease status was unknown at the time of the study. Data from 

sampled animals (animal kidding/lambing dates, age/birthdates) were collected, when 

available.  
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2.2.3 Questionnaire  

 

A questionnaire focused on management and biosecurity practices was 

developed and pre-tested. The multiple choice questions covered topics such as 

purchasing behaviour, handling of youngstock, and farm history of infectious disease 

and took approximately 90 minutes to complete (see Appendix 1). The questionnaire 

was left with producers the day of the visit, with a self-addressed, stamped envelope, 

to be returned at their earliest convenience. Test results were not released to the 

producer until the questionnaire had been received.   

2.2.4 Sample Handling and Testing 

 

 All samples were collected by the same handler and stored at 4-8°C until 

submitted to the appropriate laboratories within 18 hours of collection. Faeces were 

processed fresh when possible; however, samples from 7 goat and 10 sheep farms had 

to be initially frozen at -80°C due to high work-volume at the laboratory.  Blood was 

centrifuged for 10 minutes at 1000 x g within 12 hours of collection and the serum 

frozen at -80°C. Three tests were performed on the samples collected: faecal culture 

(FC), direct real-time polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) on faeces, and an ELISA 

by Prionics (Parachek®, Schlieren-Zurich, CH) on serum. 

 Faecal culture took place on the BD BACTEC™ MGIT™ 960 Mycobacterial 

detection system (Becton Dickinson and Company, Franklin Lakes, NJ) using 

BACTEC™ MGIT™ Para TB medium (modified Middlebrook 7H9 liquid media 

with pyruvate and antibiotic supplement) after a three-day decontamination period, 

according to manufacturer’s instructions. Culture positive samples underwent both 

acid-fast staining and PCR confirmation with the hspX gene (Culture Confirmation 

Protocol, MAP Extraction System, Tetracore®, Rockville, MD, USA). RT-PCR was 
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performed directly on the faeces prior to decontamination using the Map extraction 

system by Tetracore® and the 2g extraction method with modifications for the Roche 

LightCycler 2.0 (Roche Applied Science, Laval, QC, CA), using the cycle threshold 

(Ct) of ≤42.0. The serum ELISA was interpreted using the optical density cut-off of 

>0.3 (mean negative control plus 0.2), which is a small ruminant specific cut-off 

stipulated by the manufacturer. 

2.2.5 Statistical Analyses 
 

2.2.5.1 Frequentist statistical analysis 

 

 Apparent herd-level prevalence and apparent within herd prevalence were 

estimated separately for each test and then determined using the three tests in parallel 

interpretation (Dohoo et al, 2010). An animal was considered 'infected' if it tested 

positive on any one test (i.e. assuming 100% specificity), and a herd/flock was 

considered to be infected if it contained one or more infected animals. All calculations 

were performed in Stata 11.2 (StataCorp LP, College Station TX, US) using 95% 

confidence intervals.  

2.2.5.2 Bayesian statistical analysis 

 

 A three-test Bayesian model was constructed separately for each species. 

Models based on binomial distributions were used in each case. An adaption of the 

Branscum et al. (2004) two-stage cluster model was used to allow for the possibility 

that any herd/flock had the potential to test negative, and using a cut-off of one animal 

testing positive to designate herds/flocks as having a high probability of infection or 

'infected'. The two separate models were fitted in WinBUGS (Spiegelhalter et al., 

1996), using the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm and Gibbs sampler.  

Parameter estimates were generated using the medians of the posterior distributions 
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and the 2.5% and 95% percentiles as the 95% probability intervals after 50 000 

iterations, with the first 10 000 iterations discarded as the burn-in period.  

A non-informative prior was used for herd/flock-level and within farm 

prevalence as no literature or knowledge was available in Canada or North America 

on which to base this. Informative priors were used for the test characteristics 

(sensitivity and specificity) and were estimated from the literature and modified by 

Dr. M. T. Collins, University of Wisconsin (Table 2.1). Beta distributions for these 

priors were then generated using the BetaBuster software (available at 

http://www.epi.ucdavis.edu/diagnostictests/betabuster.html). Intra-herd variation in 

prevalence was modeled as a gamma distribution (15.59, 3.02) as per Hanson et al. 

(2003) and Branscum et al. (2004) which was used to generate the prior, using code 

obtained from co-author N. Toft in the statistical program R (R Development Core 

Team, 2008).  

2.2.5.2.1 Model Fit 

 

 Convergence was assessed using visual inspection of parameter traces, 

histories, Monte Carlo (MC) errors and autocorrelations. Diagnostic convergence was 

assessed using convergence diagnosis and output analysis (CODA) software (Best et 

al., 1996, Plummer et al., 2006). CODA outputs from WinBUGS were evaluated in 

the statistical program R using the Raftery-Lewis (1992) test, examining the I statistic 

for variations exceeding five (Ntzoufras, 2009).  

To assess the influence of the initial values, the Gelman-Rubin (Gelman and 

Rubin, 1992) statistic was performed using three different sets of starting points. To 

assess the effect of the prior selections on the model, a sensitivity analysis was 

performed. The model was re-run with different priors (non-informative (1,1); and 

wider intervals (4.2, 29.3) and (42.6, 5.6)) for each of test sensitivity and specificity, 

http://www.epi.ucdavis.edu/diagnostictests/betabuster.html
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and the posterior estimates were evaluated for any subsequent changes. Lastly, 

dependence between the faecal tests in the model was evaluated through the 

monitoring of the probability intervals of covariance parameters for the presence of 

zero and comparing the Deviance Information Criteria for variations of greater than 

two (Spiegelhalter et al., 2002) 

 

2.3 Results 
 

2.3.1 Descriptive Statistics 
 

 The response rate to recruitment letters in the goat industry was 52.1% 

(38/73). No data was available on non-responders as the initial list of licensed 

producers used for recruitment was confidential. The response rate was not 

quantifiable for the sheep industry as no accurate database of producers existed in the 

province. Overall, a total of 29 goat herds and 21 sheep flocks participated in the 

study. 

2.3.1.1 Goats 

 

 Faecal and blood samples were collected from 580 goats in total, with 20 goats 

sampled from each of 29 herds. Overall mean herd size was 284 animals. Descriptive 

statistics of the 29 herds are listed in Table 2.2. The exact date of birth of sampled 

animals was available for 256 goats (44.1%), yielding a mean age of 40 months, while 

exact kidding dates were available for 436 goats (75.2%). Breed data were 

unavailable as no farm contained only purebred animals and the breed could not be 

determined with certainty at the time of sample collection. The study sample included 

a mix of Saanen, Alpine, Toggenberg, Nubians, and La Mancha breeds and cross-

breeds. 
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2.3.1.2 Sheep 

 

In total, faecal and blood samples were available from 21 flocks (397 sheep) 

with an average flock size of 167 ewes (Table 2.2). The average age of 89 

(percentage) sampled sheep with recorded birthdates was 45 months. Lambing dates 

were available for 200 sheep (67.3%).  Breed information was not available for the 

same reasons as with the goat population; however, sampled animals were East 

Friesians, British Milk sheep or a cross-breed of both.  

2.3.2. Statistical Analysis Results 

 

2.3.2.1 Herd-level Prevalence 

 

 The apparent herd-level prevalence was 79.3% (95% CI: 60.3-90.2%) for 

goats, and flock-level prevalence was 57.1% (34.0-78.2) for sheep. Apparent 

prevalence estimates based on serum ELISA and faecal PCR are presented in Table 

2.3. The true herd/flock-level prevalence estimates using the three-test Bayesian 

model were 83.0% (95% PI: 62.6-98.1) for goat herds and 66.8% (95% PI: 41.6-91.4) 

for sheep flocks. In comparison to apparent herd/flock level prevalences, true 

prevalence estimates increased minimally from the apparent prevalences for faecal 

culture and PCR in goats and faecal culture in sheep, while the apparent prevalence 

for faecal PCR in sheep was higher than the true prevalence generated. The use of the 

Bayesian model had the largest influence on the serum ELISA results; the apparent 

prevalence estimated by the ELISA was only approximately two-thirds of the true 

prevalence value in both species. 
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2.3.2.2. Within herd prevalence 

  

Within infected herds/flocks, the mean apparent prevalence of culture-positive 

animals was 18.3% for goats and 7.2% for sheep. Prevalence estimates based on 

serum ELISA and faecal PCR are presented in Table 2.3. When estimates were 

generated from the Bayesian model, infected goat herds had a median within farm 

true prevalence of 35.2% (95% PI: 23.0-49.8) while infected sheep flocks had within 

farm true prevalence of 48.3% (95% PI: 27.6-74.3). For within farm estimates, the 

true prevalence was almost two to three times the apparent prevalence of each 

individual test and was marginally higher than the apparent prevalence derived from 

counting any animal that was positive on any of the three tests (parallel interpretation) 

(Table 2.3). The distribution of within herd true prevalences ranged from 10.3%-

65.5% on infected goat farms and 22.7%-73.5% on infected sheep farms. Probability 

intervals were wide for all estimates. 

2.3.2.3 Bayesian model 

 

The final models converged well. Posterior estimates varied by <0.02% with 

larger burn-in periods of 15 000-20 000 or more iterations (100 000-150 000). 

Autocorrelations became low before a lag of 20 and MC errors were very small (< 1% 

of the probability intervals). The graph of the Gelman-Rubin diagnostic supported 

convergence as well, as �̂�  quickly aproached one and the inter- and intra-sample 

variations were stable. The Raftery-Lewis diagnostic demonstrated that the burn-in 

period and iteration numbers were adequate and the parameter I was <5, which 

indicated no thinning was necessary. To assess the impact that the priors were having 

on the model, sensitivity analysis was performed. Alternate priors for all test 

sensitivities and specificities for the serum ELISA and faecal PCR had little impact on 
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prevalence estimates; altering the prior for test specificity of faecal culture had the 

greatest influence. Reduction in faecal culture specificity caused the herd level 

prevalence to drop as low as 70.6% (within herd prevalence: 35.1%) in goats and 

57.0% (within herd prevalence 37.4%) in sheep with a non-informative prior. 

However, we are confident in the high specificity prior used for this parameter since 

an animal must shed large numbers of bacteria in order to culture positive, due to the 

reduction in numbers caused by the rigorous decontamination procedure. 

Furthermore, culture positive results are confirmed through acid-fast staining and 

PCR confirmation, which is Map-specific (Ellingson et al., 1998). 

 Two models were evaluated; one accounting for dependence between faecal 

PCR and faecal culture and another where all tests were independent. The probability 

intervals of the covariance parameters for sensitivity and specificity in the dependent 

model contained 0, so the independent model was chosen for the primary analysis. 

Posterior estimates were unchanged when either model was run. 

2.3.3 Questionnaire results 

 

Questionnaires from all 29 goat producers were completed, while 18/21 sheep 

milk producers completed questionnaires (85.7%). In order to statistically determine 

risk factors from data, two comparison groups of sufficient size are needed. In this 

study, where herd-level prevalence exceeded 80% and flock-level prevalence 

exceeded 65%, there was not a sufficiently sized disease-negative group with which 

to make comparisons. Instead, the questionnaire data were summarized, and a profile 

was developed of current management practices that possibly contribute to the high 

prevalence of disease in these industries. Relevant summary statistics are listed in 

Table 2.4.   
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Overall, only one flock was closed to live animal movements on to the farm. 

When animals were purchased, they were generally purchased from other producers 

and behaviours such as isolation, asking about Johne's disease status, or Johne's 

disease testing of new purchases, were not common. There was an overall lack of 

Johne's testing and few producers were suspicious that they may have this disease on-

farm. When raising youngstock, there was a tendency for producers to leave offspring 

with their dams (for 7-21 days) and there was a higher tendency in the sheep industry 

to not raise replacement animals away from contact with manure from adult animals.  

 

2.4 Discussion 

 

 In order for the prevalence estimates to be as representative of the target 

population as possible, stratified, random recruitment of goat milk producers was 

used. While a high response rate was obtained, the estimates obtained may still be 

influenced by the characteristics of those producers who chose to respond or not to 

respond.   Initially, there was concern that this study may be susceptible to selection 

bias and only producers free of Map infection would participate; however, the high 

prevalence of disease in the study herds/flocks indicates this is unlikely to have 

happened. 

 A lack of an official sampling frame for sheep milk producers hampered our 

effort to randomly sample this population. However, based on the profile of the 

producers sampled, and our current knowledge about the industry, we feel it is 

representative of the overall industry. Incomplete record-keeping by producers with 

regards to herd sizes, kidding/lambing dates, etc. was also a hurdle in obtaining 

accurate data to describe the industry.  
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2.4.1 Prevalence 
 

The true herd-level prevalence and the true within herd-level prevalence 

estimates were calculated separately for each species as previous work demonstrated 

that species-specific differences in test accuracy and disease pathogenesis are likely 

(Kostoulas et al., 2006). The prevalence parameters estimated represent the status of 

milking animals over the age of 2 years.  

 

2.4.1.1 Herd-level prevalence 
 

Overall, the true herd-level prevalence estimates were greater than the 

apparent prevalence generated by tests interpreted separately, and less than all three 

tests interpreted in parallel (where imperfect specificity is not accounted for), which 

was expected. In most situations, Bayesian methods will yield true prevalence 

estimations higher than their apparent prevalence counter-parts (Liapi et al., 2011; 

Pozzato et al., 2011; Nielsen et al., 2011), if test specificity is high. Faecal culture, the 

‘gold standard’ ante mortem reference test for Map has almost perfect specificity 

(Whittington and Sergeant, 2001); thus, in this study, faecal culture true prevalence 

was greater than apparent prevalence in both species, although minimally. This was 

also the case for faecal PCR in goats; however, in sheep the apparent prevalence was 

marginally higher which could be due to the imperfect specificity PCR demonstrates 

and the potential for false positives. With respect to the serum ELISA, true herd-level 

prevalence was dramatically higher than the apparent prevalence in both species.  

This potentially indicates the overall low sensitivity that serum ELISA possesses at 

the herd-level in small ruminants, and could be potentially related to the cut-off 

chosen by the manufacturer or the inherent ability of the ELISA. Sensitivity analysis 

indicated that by increasing the specificity priors for faecal PCR and serum ELISA, 
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we would have generated a much higher true prevalence than the one reported here; 

however, we were unwilling to place higher priors due to uncertainty surrounding the 

performance of these tests in small ruminants. 

Few large scale randomized studies have been performed in dairy small 

ruminants (Liapi et al., 2011, Nielsen and Toft, 2009), so there is a relative lack of 

prevalence estimates for comparison. A recent study from Cyprus that sampled a 

similar population (>24 months) and also used Bayesian methods, found a goat herd-

level prevalence of 48.6% (95%PI: 30.4-68.5%) and a sheep flock-level prevalence of 

60.8% (95% PI: 42.3-78.8%) using a different serum ELISA.  An Ontario study of 

dairy cattle herds (Hendrick et al., 2005) yielded an apparent herd-level prevalence of 

58% based on serum ELISA positive animals, while a California study of dairy cattle 

herds found 75.3% of herds had one or more positive animals based on serology 

(NAHMS, 2007).  

2.4.1.2. Within herd prevalence 

 

Within herd/flock true prevalence estimates of (35.0% in goats and 48.3% in 

sheep) are two to ten times higher than within herd apparent prevalence determined 

by each of the individual tests. This indicates there is dramatic underestimation of the 

level of infection within the herd when there is no compensation for the poor 

sensitivity of paratuberculosis tests at the individual level.  

This is especially true when using faecal culture in sheep flocks. Historically, 

there have been two main strains of Map in North America. The S-strain (a.k.a. type 

I/III) and the C-strain (a.k.a. type II), the S-strain is most commonly isolated from 

sheep and takes longer to grow in vitro (Abendano et al., 2012), and is more fastidious 

about the culture media it is grown on (Behr and Collins, 2010). Gumber and 
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Whittington (2007) observed that when they used the same BACTEC® MGIT™ 

culture system used in this study, they could not find any evidence that the media in 

this system supported growth of the S-strain, therefore positive samples would be 

mislabeled negative, because they failed to grow in vitro. Therefore, using this system 

in this study, would have underestimated the prevalence in sheep flocks if the 

predominant circulating strain was the S-strain. 

A similar within farm prevalence to the true within farm prevalence estimate 

in this study, was reported in Norway where infected goat farms had apparent 

prevalence close to 50% (Saxegaard et al., 1998; Djonne et al., 2002). 

2.4.1.3. Bayesian model 
 

The decision to use a binomial distribution for the goat population is supported 

by the aforementioned mean herd size of >200 animals, and the majority of goat 

farms (26/29; 89.6%) having >200 animals. The sampling of 20 animals per farm 

resulted in a sample size(n)/herd size ratio(N) of >0.1, which meets the criteria 

outlined by Su et al. (2004) for use of the binomial distribution. However, the 

majority of sheep farms (19/21; 90.5%) had flock sizes less than 200 animals, and the 

mean flock size was 167 animals. Since this represented binary sampling, under 

normal circumstances the sheep flocks should have been modeled using a 

hypergeometric distribution (Hanson et al. 2003, Berry and Lindgren 1996). 

Prevalence estimates in the sheep population may be slightly over-estimated (van 

Schaik et al., 2003) and the probability intervals wider (Su et al., 2004) due to the use 

of the binomial rather than hypergeometric distribution.  

Sample size calculations for this study were based on a frequentist approach 

and did not allow for misclassification of animals due to imperfect test accuracy, in 

particular test sensitivity, which is a limitation of this study. Future prevalence studies 
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using Bayesian methods should use sample size calculations based on Bayesian 

methods as they often require larger sample sizes to get the desired level of precision 

(Rahme et al., 1999).  

2.4.2 Questionnaire Summary 

 

Limited conclusions can be drawn from our questionnaire results due to the 

cross-sectional nature of the study and the lack of a comparison group of ‘uninfected’ 

herds/flocks. However, many issues highlighted in our data have been previously 

shown to be risk factors for numerous infectious diseases, including paratuberculosis. 

Our results therefore provide insight into the behaviour of Ontario dairy sheep and 

dairy goat producers that can be taken in to consideration when designing 

paratuberculosis control programs. 

In this study, there was only one closed farm in either of the sheep or goat 

populations sampled. Many animals were purchased without thorough questioning of 

the infectious disease status of the farm it was coming from, and there was a lack of 

isolation and testing of new arrivals. Biosecurity has been highlighted as a risk factor 

for paratuberculosis in sheep in other studies (Dhand et al., 2010; Reviriego et al., 

2000) and is key to many infectious disease control programs. Closing herds to 

purchased/borrowed animals is an inherent challenge to the small ruminant industry. 

The major obstacle to correcting this behaviour is the lack of uptake of artificial 

insemination as highlighted by the responses of these producers. Artificial 

insemination (AI) for purposes of introducing new genetics has been promoted by the 

goat industry, but is not in common use despite the ease with which it can be done at a 

relatively moderate cost. Transcervical AI is very difficult in sheep due to their 

cervical conformation, necessitating the use of in utero AI by laparoscopy, which is 
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financially prohibitive for most producers. Until AI becomes more commonplace, the 

observed indiscriminate purchasing and introduction practices should be targeted with 

education, which would help to minimize the introduction of other infectious diseases 

as well.  

It is suspected that a contributing factor to indiscriminate purchasing may have 

been the growth over the last ten years in the demand for sheep and goat milk (CDIC; 

written communication Jennifer Haley). This has elevated the price of milk that 

producers receive for their product and encouraged the expansion of already existing 

operations and the start-up of new ones. Replacement stock has been in high demand, 

which has encouraged producers to sacrifice sound biosecurity practices in the name 

of profit. Compounding this shortage of replacement animals is the import restrictions 

in place for the Canadian scrapie eradication program which while important makes it 

challenging to import new breeding stock.  

Current on-farm biosecurity paratuberculosis disease control programs in 

Ontario concentrate on implementing management practices to reduce exposure of 

replacement youngstock to Map (OJEMAP). As observed in our questionnaire data, 

some dairy goat producers have already integrated some management practices such 

as removal of offspring at birth, feeding alternate colostrum and milk replacement 

products and rearing youngstock separately from the adults in order to control other 

infectious diseases such as CAE, CL, abortions, and parasites, but the behavior was 

not widespread. Sargison (2008) observed that paratuberculosis was highest in farms 

raising their own replacement ewes, and hypothesized it was due to faecal 

contamination of the udder surface. Continued uptake of paratuberculosis prevention 

strategies may be more successful if producers see the reduction in transmission of 

other pathogens as well (NRC, 2003).  
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Manure management has also been identified as a risk factor in other studies in 

cattle (Sweeney, 1996; Daniels et al., 2002), specifically, the spread of manure on 

pastures (Raizman et al., 2005). Not spreading manure on grazing pastures was also a 

preventative risk factor in sheep in Portugal (Coelho et al., 2007). The high proportion 

of producers spreading uncomposted manure on grazing pastures in this study is a 

behaviour that can be readily corrected through education of producers. One of the 

main benefits of this study was the raising of awareness about paratuberculosis among 

the producers and various stakeholders (government agencies, milk processors) of this 

industry. 

The results of this study indicate a need for a province-wide control strategy in 

dairy small ruminants. A high herd/flock-level prevalence precludes eradication, as 

there are few, if any, producers without the disease from which to purchase 

replacements. It is a potential option only for breeders and those with low within farm 

prevalence.  

Since a vaccine against paratuberculosis is not available in Canada, for the 

majority of producers, control becomes the default strategy. Specifically, the prompt 

identification and removal of infectious animals (faecal shedders) and the 

management of identified risk factors. However, testing and culling of infected 

animals is expensive and time-consuming for small ruminant producers due to the 

large number of animals milked and the relatively low individual economic value of 

each animal (Behr and Collins, 2010). Intervention strategies aimed at the rearing of 

replacement animals away from contact with adult animals and their manure is 

hindered in small ruminants by the seasonal lambing/kidding periods and multiple 

births routinely experienced by both sheep and goats. These two factors make the 

peri-parturient period a very compact and labour-intensive period for producers. 
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Therefore, management control strategies have to be developed specifically with 

small ruminant producers in mind. Much can be learned and extrapolated from the 

dairy cattle control programs, but there are key differences to the small ruminant 

industries that need to be considered to maximize the uptake and success of these 

strategies. 

 

2.5 Conclusions 
 

Overall, the observed prevalence of paratuberculosis in dairy goat and dairy 

sheep at both the herd/flock level and within-farm were high, but better reflect the 

true state of infection since they account for clustering and test uncertainty. This 

compensation and the nature of the study design means the results are highly 

representative of the paratuberculosis infection status of the target population. These 

results indicate the need for a voluntary control program to be developed in the dairy 

small ruminant industry of Ontario. The questionnaire results indicate that this 

program needs to educate producers on appropriate external biosecurity practices that 

can be economically and practically implemented for use in small ruminants, and 

encourage the uptake of youngstock and manure management practices that will not 

only reduce transmission of paratuberculosis, but potentially other infectious and 

parasitic diseases as well. 
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Table 2.1.  Prevalence, sensitivity, and specificity priors  for faecal culture, faecal 

polymerase chain reaction, and the serum ELISA test used in the 3-test Bayesian 

model estimating herd-level and within farm paratuberculosis prevalence in 29 dairy 

goat herds and 21 sheep flocks in Ontario, Canada (October, 2010 to August, 2011). 

 Goats Sheep 

Parameter 

Prior data 

Beta 

distribution 

(a,b) Prior data 

Beta  

distribution  

(a,b) 

 mode % sure    mode % sure   

SeFCUL 0.4 90%<0.6 (4.98, 6.96) 0.15 90%<0.4 (2.15, 7.52) 

SpFCUL 0.9975 95%>0.995 (2291.17, 

6.74) 

0.9975 95%>0.995 (2291.17, 

6.74) 

SeFPCR 0.3 90%< 0.6 (2.41, 4.29) 0.3 90%< 0.6 (2.41, 4.29) 

SpFPCR 0.98 95%>0.95 (107.20, 

3.17) 

0.98 95%>0.95 (107.20, 3.17) 

SeELISA 0.3 90%<0.5 (4.33, 8.77) 0.28 90%<0.4 (9.26, 22.23) 

SpELISA 0.95 95%>0.9 (99.7, 6.19) 0.95 95%>0.9 (99.7, 6.19) 

Herd-level 

prevalence 

NI NI (1,1) NI NI (1,1) 

Within herd 

prevalence 

NI NI (1,1) NI NI (1,1) 

NI = non-informative 

parameters highlighted in bold differ from goats 

Se = sensitivity 

Sp = specificity 
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Table 2.2. Characteristics of 29 goat herds and 21 sheep flocks sampled for 

Mycobacterium avium ssp. paratuberculosis between October 2010 and August 2011, 

in Ontario, Canada. 

Farm 

Species 

Herd/Flock 

Size 

# Farms 

in each 

category 

in 

Ontario 

(%)  

Total 

farms 

sampled 

Total 

animals 

sampled  

Mean  

herd/flock 

size* 

 

Mean 

age 

animals 

sampled 

(months) 

Mean 

days 

in 

milk 

Goat Small 

(<100 

animals) 

30 3 60 71 41 227 

 Medium 

(100-400 

animals) 

217 23 460 223 40 194 

 Large 

 (>400 

animals) 

16 3 60 772 44 208 

All 

herds 

  29 580 284 40 202 

Sheep Small  

(<100 

animals) 

NK 16 297 63 54 92 

 Medium  

(100-400 

animals) 

NK 4 80 212 39 126 

 Large 

 (>400 

animals) 

NK 1 20 1000 42 174 

All 

flocks 

  21 397 167 45 124 

*number of breeding females, not total animals 

NK = not known 
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Table 2.3. Herd-level and within-herd level apparent paratuberculosis prevalence of 

29 dairy goat herds and 21 dairy sheep flocks in Ontario, Canada based on sampling 

20 animals per farm between October, 2010 and August, 2011. 

 Apparent Prevalence (95% CI) 

 Goat Sheep 

Test  

 

Herd-level 

n=29 

 

Within 

Herd 

n=20 

 

Herd-level 

n=21 

 

Within-

herd 

n=20 

 

Serum ELISA  55.2%  

(35.7-73.6) 

7.2% 

(4.1-10.4) 

38.1%  

(18.1-61.6) 

2.8% 

(1.2-4.4) 

Faecal PCR 82.8%  

(64.2-94.1) 

16.6% 

(11.9-21.2) 

71.4%  

(47.8-88.7) 

14.3% 

(10.9-17.7) 

Faecal Culture 79.3%  

(60.3-90.2) 

18.3% 

(12.0-24.6) 

57.1%  

(34.0-78.0) 

7.2% 

(4.7-9.7) 

All 3 tests in 

parallel 

interpretation 

100% 31.3% 85.7% 26.2% 

CI = Confidence Interval 
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Table 2.4. Table of relevant Johne's disease questionnaire responses for the Ontario 

dairy goat and dairy sheep industries  

Question Answer Goats (n=29) Sheep (n=18) 

New and returning animals    

1. Farm is closed (no sheep or 

goats enter herd/flock) 

No 0/29 1/18 (5.6%) 

2.Use artificial insemination Yes 3/29 (10.3%) 0/18 

3. Purchase from other  

producers 

Yes 28/29 (96.6%) 15/17 (88.2%) 

4. Ask about purchasing farms 

history of Johne's disease 

No 13/29 (44.8%) 3/15 (20.0%) 

5. Purchased animals are 

quarantined 

Never 10/29 (34.5%) 10/14 (71.4%) 

6. If you quarantine for how 

long? 

 56.4 days 19 days 

7. Purchased animals are tested 

for Johne's disease? 

Yes 1/28 (3.6%) 2/15 (13.3%) 

Disease status     

8. Within the last 3 years have 

you had cattle on your farm? 

Yes 12/29 (41.4%) 14/18 (77.8%) 

9. In the last 3 years has there 

been evidence of caseous 

lymphadenitis in your/flock 

Yes 21/29 (72.4%) 3/16 (18.8%) 

10. Has Johne's been diagnosed 

in your herd/flock 

Yes 4/29 (13.8%) 2/17 (11.7%) 

11. If no, do you suspect you 

have Johne's disease 

Yes 13/25 (52.0%) 2/15 (13.3%) 

12. Have you tested for Johne's 

disease 

Yes 6/29 (20.7%) 4/17 (23.5%) 

13. % herd/flock culled due to 

wasting 

1-5% 14/29 (48.3%) 4/17 (23.5%) 

 6-10% 4/29 (13.8%) 3/17 (17.6%) 

Variables Affecting Within 

Farm Transmission 

   

14. Average time lamb/kid left 

with dam after birthing 

- 7.4 days 21.5 days 

15. Feed colostrum from dam 

to own kid/lamb 

Always 12/29 (41.4%) 15/16 (93.8%) 

16. Feed milk replacer Always 18/28 (64.3%) 5/16 (31.2%) 

17. Replacement animals 

exposed to manure from mature 

animals 

Yes 13/28 (46.4%) 14/16 (87.5%) 

18. Manure spread on grazing 

pastures or hayfield 

Yes 19/29 (65.5%) 12/17 (70.6) 

19. Average length of time 

between when spreading 

occurred and fresh manure was 

last added  

- 

50.6 days 105.2 days 

20. Manure was spread right 

out of the barn 

Yes 8/29 (27.6%) 3/12 (25.0%) 
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CHAPTER THREE 

 

Evaluation of bulk tank PCR and Hyper-ELISA for detection of 

paratuberculosis at the herd-level in sheep and goat dairies 

 

To be submitted to Small Ruminant Research 

 

Abstract 
 

Paratuberculosis is a chronic, wasting disease caused by infection with 

Mycobacterium avium ssp. paratuberculosis (Map) primarily affecting domestic 

ruminants such as cattle, sheep and goats. Infected dairy farms suffer economic losses 

related to reduced milk production, premature culling and reduced carcass value. 

Control measures are typically introduced at the herd-level through the 

implementation of management strategies to decrease transmission, individual animal 

testing and/or vaccination. However, these control measures are expensive and 

labour-intensive. Ideally, an accurate herd-level test would exist that had the potential 

to accurately identify infected farms. Bulk tank milk testing has been explored in the 

dairy cattle industry using ELISAs, Map culture and PCR-based testing with little 

research in small ruminants.  The objective of this study was to evaluate the 

performance of the bulk tank PCR test (IS900), and a 'Hyper-ELISA' (IDEXX® 

ELISA, but with an altered protocol) test against farm Map-status and within herd 

prevalence obtained from testing 29 dairy goat herds and 21 sheep flocks from across 

the province of Ontario. The PCR test had inadequate sensitivity to recommend its use 

in either sheep flocks (15.8%) or goat herds (0%). However the Hyper-ELISA 

demonstrated good sensitivity and specificity and would be an adequate herd-level 

test. In goat herds, sensitivity was 34.8% and specificity was 100% while in sheep 
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flocks they were 50.0% and 77.8% respectively. Performance of the ELISA improved 

when the cut-off was lowered from 0.1 to 0.05 and when the critical reactor cut-off 

for a farm testing positive was raised from one or more test positive animals to four or 

more in goats.  

Keywords: paratuberculosis, bulk tank milk, PCR, Hyper-ELISA 

 

3.1 Introduction 

 

Paratuberculosis, or Johne's disease, is a chronic wasting disease primarily of 

domestic cattle, sheep and goats. The disease caused by infection with 

Mycobacterium avium ssp. paratuberculosis (Map) presents an inherent challenge to 

domestic ruminant dairy industries. It negatively affects production (premature culling 

and reduced milk yields) in infected herds, and testing and control measures are 

expensive and time-consuming. Furthermore, it is a potential public health concern, 

since strains of Map have been detected in patients with Crohn’s disease, a disease 

similar in pathology to Johne's disease without as yet, a fully determined etiology 

(Thomas et al., 2008).  Until any role of Map in the epidemiology of Crohn’s disease 

is definitively elucidated, its presumed association constitutes a threat to the public 

perception of the safety of ruminant-sourced milk. There is widespread agreement 

among the scientific community about the importance of reducing Map levels in 

animals used for food-production (Behr and Collins, 2010); however, control of 

paratuberculosis is hampered by poor test performance, and in particular, the poor 

sensitivity of many commercial tests for detecting infection at the individual animal 

level. This poor performance is mostly due to intermittent shedding of the bacterium, 

the inconsistent immune response mounted by infected animals, as well as the 

difficulty in detecting the organism with standard laboratory methods (Whittington 

and Sergeant, 2001). Therefore, many control programs are not based solely on 
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animal testing (NRC, 2003), but on implementing management behaviours on-farm 

that interrupt the transmission of Map between animals, such as removing animals at 

birth and feeding heat-treated colostrum, or raising youngstock without exposure to 

the manure of adult animals (Bastida and Juste, 2003). These control measures are 

expensive, take commitment and are time-consuming to implement. Accurate 

determination of herd status is important in deciding whether to make herd-level 

changes. There is a need for a herd-level test that will accurately classify herds/flocks 

as infected or not, and that will serve as a tool to measure the progress or efficacy of 

control measures. 

Bulk tank milk has been proposed as an attractive substrate to which a herd-

level test could be applied (Grant, 2001; Kennedy and Benedictus, 2001) as it is 

conveniently and inexpensively sourced (UK integrated study 2009).  In Ontario, 

dairy cattle and dairy goat industries are governed by the provincial Milk Act (1990). 

The regulations require that bulk tank milk samples be monitored regularly for milk 

quality, which includes somatic cells, presence of inhibitors and other chemicals and 

bacterial levels. There are other optional forms of bulk tank testing available, through 

private laboratories, that include testing for the presence of contagious mastitis 

pathogens (e.g. Staphylococcus aureus) (Muelherr et al., 2003), and other infectious 

disease agents such as Coxiella burnetii (van den Brom et al., 2012), the causative 

agent of Q fever in humans. Previous bulk tank milk studies involving 

paratuberculosis in cattle have evaluated the following tests: bacterial culture, 

polymerase chain reaction (PCR), and enzyme-linked immunoassays (ELISAs) (Grant 

et al., 2001; Stabel et al., 2002; Favila-Humara et al., 2010). Culture is not a relevant 

surveillance tool due to the relatively high cost, lengthy delay (3-12 months) for 

results to be returned (Grant et al., 2002; Stabel et al., 2002)  and low recovery 
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proportion (Stabel et al., 2002). However, PCR testing based on IS900 (Stabel et al., 

2002; Muehlherr et al., 2003) and a ‘Hyper-ELISA’ protocol  (Wilson et al.,  2010) 

have both shown potential for herd-level testing due to their quick turn-around time 

(24-48 hours) and relatively low cost, but more information is needed on the accuracy 

of these tests in identifying infected herds. 

Map and Map antibodies are shed in the milk of both clinically and 

subclinically infected animals (Sweeney et al., 1992; Streeter et al., 1995); however, 

this shedding may be intermittent and at a low enough level that dilution with milk 

from non-infected animals may reduce levels below detection (Favilla-Humara et al., 

2010). Nielsen et al. (2000) suggested that the higher the proportion of infected cows 

in a herd, the higher the probability a bulk tank sample will test positive using an 

ELISA test. Beyerbach et al. (2004) and van Weering (2007) have proposed that bulk 

tank milk ELISA testing may be a sensitive tool (75-85%) on dairy cattle farms when 

within-herd seroprevalence is 3-5% or higher.  

Paratuberculosis has recently been recognized as widespread in the Ontario 

dairy small ruminant industries with true herd-level prevalences estimated to be 

83.0% (95% PI: 62.6-98.1) in dairy goat herds and 66.8% (95% PI: 41.6-91.4) in 

dairy sheep flocks (Chapter 2: Paratuberculosis in the small ruminant dairy industry in 

Ontario, Canada: prevalence and risk factors).  As Map-control programs for this 

industry are being considered the dilemma moving forward is how to identify and 

monitor infected herds and flocks. As control measures are implemented there is also 

a need to determine if these measures are successful and cost-effective. The objectives 

of this study were to evaluate bulk tank PCR and Hyper-ELISA tests as potential tools 

for classifying dairy goat herds and dairy sheep flocks as Map infected or not.  
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3.2 Materials and methods 
 

3.2.1 Farm Sampling 
 

 This study was part of a larger study investigating the prevalence of 

paratuberculosis on small ruminant dairy farms in Ontario, Canada. Between October, 

2010 and August, 2011, 29 randomly selected dairy goat herds and 21 convenience 

sampled dairy sheep flocks from across the province participated in this study. 

3.2.2 Sample Collection 
 

Each farm was visited once during morning or evening milking and 20 

lactating animals over the age of two years were randomly selected for faecal and 

blood sample collection. Approximately 20 grams of faeces were collected per rectum 

into sterile plastic vials using a sterile lubricant and individual sterile polyethylene 

gloves for each animal to minimize contamination. Whole blood samples were 

collected by jugular venipuncture into non-additive BD Vacutainer® (Becton 

Dickinson and Company, Franklin Lakes, NJ) tubes.  

In goat herds and in the sheep flocks that used a bulk tank, the bulk milk tank 

was agitated post-milking for at least 30 minutes, and then a 50 mL sample was taken. 

In sheep flocks that collected and stored milk in pails, the individual pails were 

agitated using a sterile straw for each pail, and a 10 mL sample from each bucket was 

removed. The individual samples were then pooled in a separate pail, agitated again 

with a sterile straw and from the pooled sample, a 50 mL sample was taken. All milk 

samples were stored in plastic vials containing a 1.5mg tablet of the preservative 

bronopol (2-bromo-2-nitro-propane-1,3-diol) that were provided by the milk testing 

laboratory (CanWest DHI, Guelph, ON). The vials were inverted until the tablet 

dissolved and the milk was a uniform colour. All samples (blood, milk, and faeces) 
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were collected by the same investigator, stored at 4-8°C during transit and submitted 

to the respective laboratories within 12-18 hours. 

3.2.3 Laboratory Testing 
 

3.2.3.1 Individual Animal Testing 
 

In brief, all faeces were processed either immediately as fresh or frozen and 

tested at a later date. Faecal samples from six goat herds and ten sheep flocks had to 

be frozen (-80°C), as they could not be processed the same day as submission. Faeces 

were manually broken up to form a homogeneous mixture. A real-time PCR was 

performed on this mixture prior to decontamination for culture. DNA was extracted 

using the MAP Extraction System (Tetracore®, Rockville, MD, US) and the Two 

Gram, Mini Beadbeater, and Purification Protocols according to manufacturer’s 

instructions. The VetAlert™ Real-Time PCR Test Protocol (Tetracore®) was then 

followed with modifications for the RocheLightCycler® 2.0 thermocycler (Roche 

Applied Science, Laval, QC, CA). The target gene of this kit is hspX. Samples that 

reached fluorescence with a cycle count (Ct) ≤ 42.0 were considered positive for Map. 

Faeces underwent a three-day decontamination period according to 

manufacturer’s instructions, prior to being cultured using the BD BACTEC™ 

MGIT™ 960 Mycobacterial detection system (Becton Dickinson and Company, 

Franklin Lakes, NJ) and BACTEC™ MGIT™ Para TB medium (modified 

Middlebrook 7H9 liquid media with pyruvate and antibiotic supplement), according 

to manufacturer’s instructions. Confirmation of positive samples was through acid-

fast staining and PCR confirmation-hspX gene (Culture Confirmation Protocol, MAP 

Extraction System, Tetracore®). 
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The serum was centrifuged for 10 minutes at 1000 x g within 12 hours of 

collection and then frozen at -80°C. Serum was thawed and processed in batches of 10 

farms using an indirect ELISA by Prionics® according to manufacturer’s instructions. 

An optical density cut-point of >0.3 was used to designate animals as positive (small 

ruminant cut-off, negative control +0.2). 

3.2.3.2 Bulk Tank Milk Testing 

 

 All milk samples underwent testing at the CanWest DHI milk laboratory 

(Guelph, ON, CA). Samples were stored at approximately 4⁰C until testing could be 

performed.  

3.2.3.2.1 PCR 
 

Fifty milliliter milk samples were centrifuged at 2500 x g after mixing with 

100μL Tween®20 (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) for 30 minutes at 4oC. After 

removing the milkfat layer and decanting the liquid fraction, the pellet was re-

suspended in 1mL PBS-EDTA mixture, centrifuged at 14,000 RPM for 10 minutes at 

room temperature, and the liquid aspirated. The pellet was then bead-beated using 

Zirconia/silica beads in250µL of PBS for 2 minutes and then centrifuged an 

additional 10 minutes (14 000 RPM). The top 200 µL of supernatant then underwent 

DNA extraction using the DNeasyblood and tissue kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA), 

according to manufacturer’s recommendations and stored at -20°C until batches of 5-

10 could be processed. Samples were subsequently thawed and underwent 

amplification and analysis using the real-time PCR MPara-teQ milk assay (AntelBio, 

Lansing, MI). This assay is based on a DNA sequence in the IS900 element and was 

performed according to manufacturer’s instructions using a Roche thermocycler. 
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Using this quantitative PCR method, samples were considered positive if the crossing 

threshold (Ct) was <41. 

 

3.2.3.2.2 Hyper-ELISA 
 

All bulk tank samples were tested using the IDEXX® Mycobacterium 

Paratuberculosis Antibody Test Kit (Westbrook, ME, US) using a modified ‘Hyper-

ELISA’ protocol (Wilson et al., 2010; Innes, 2011). In summary, the bulk tank milk 

samples were inverted until well mixed, then diluted at a lower ratio with test diluent 

(1:1.5) than is used for testing of individual milk samples. The samples were 

processed according to manufacturer's instructions as for individual milk samples 

with the exception that the incubation time of the sample and the conjugate was 

doubled (i.e., 1h); the dilution of the conjugate was lowered (i.e., 1:67); and the length 

of the colour development stage was doubled (Wilson et al., 2010; Innes, 2011). 

Samples were designated positive or negative by the sample to positive ratio or S/P 

value. The cut-off of >0.1 was used to designate herds/flocks as positive.  

3.2.4 Statistical Analysis 
 

 All data were stored in Microsoft® Excel (2007) and descriptive statistics, 

apparent prevalences, and test accuracies calculated using StataIC 11.2 (StataCorp, 

2009).  
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3.3 Results 
 

3.3.1 Descriptive Statistics 
 

 Farm descriptive statistics for the 29 dairy goat herds and 21 dairy sheep 

flocks participating in this study, are presented in Table 3.1. Individual animal results 

were available on 580 goats, representing 29 goat herds and 397 sheep representing 

21 sheep flocks from across Ontario. Faecal and serum results were available on all 

977 animals and were used to determine farm status. On the day of sampling there 

was milk from an average of 7.0 milkings (3.5 days) in the dairy goat bulk tanks. The 

sheep farms that stored milk in bulk tanks averaged 6.7 milkings (3.4 days) per tank. 

Seven sheep farms (33.3 %) stored milk in buckets immediately after milking and 

subsequently froze it. Sampling of these farms therefore, represented a composite of 

one milking only. Comparisons were not made between farms that stored milk in 

buckets and those that stored in bulk tanks, as buckets represented only one milking 

and in order to fairly compare them to bulk tanks, a cumulative sample of 3-4 days 

would have been needed.  

3.3.2. Apparent herd-level prevalences 

  

 When faecal culture was used as the reference test and the criteria of one or 

more animals being test positive was used to determine herd status, apparent herd-

level prevalence was 79.3% (23/29) of goat herds and 57.1% (12/21) of sheep flocks.  

When the serum ELISA was used as the reference test, 55.2% (16/29) of goat herds 

and 38.1% (8/21) of sheep flocks had one or more animals test positive. When faecal 

culture, faecal PCR and the serum ELISA were interpreted in parallel, meaning if one 

animal from a herd tested positive on any one of the three tests then a herd was 
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deemed MAP-infected, then apparent prevalence was 100% in goat herds and 85.7% 

in sheep flocks.   

3.3.3 Bulk tank PCR 
 

PCR results were available from 19 sheep flocks, two flock bulk milk samples 

had inadequate volume due to handling errors to complete the PCR testing after the 

Hyper-ELISA was performed. With the PCR testing 65.5% of goat herds and 73.7% 

of sheep flock samples were processed within 30 days of sample collection. 

No goat herds tested positive on bulk tank PCR, but three sheep flocks had 

positive test results. All three PCR-positive sheep farms were also positive with the 

Hyper-ELISA; the farms with the two lowest cycle threshold (Ct) values (33.85 and 

38.49), had the two highest Hyper-ELISA scores (1.51 and 1.62), respectively. All of 

the PCR-positive farms machine-milked the ewes and used bulk tanks.  

Using faecal culture to classify herd status (≥1 test positive animals), bulk tank 

PCR was able to detect 3 of the 12 flocks that had at least one faecal culture positive 

animal, resulting in a sensitivity of 25.0% (95%CI: 5.5-57.2), 100% specificity, and 

100% positive predictive value.   

3.3.4 Bulk tank milk Hyper-ELISA 
 

 Bulk tank Hyper-ELISA results were obtained from all 29 herds and 21 flocks 

tested. Mean storage time and other descriptive statistics for the bulk tank test are 

presented in Table 3.2. With Hyper-ELISA testing 68.9% of goat herds and 52.4% of 

sheep flock samples were processed within ten days of submission.  

 Overall, eight sheep flocks and eight goat herds had positive bulk tank Hyper-

ELISA tests. If this test alone was used to calculate the herd-level apparent prevalence 
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of paratuberculosis it would be 27.6% in goat herds and 38.1% in sheep flocks based 

on the manufacturer's cut-off of  >0.1. The mean Hyper-ELISA score of goat herds 

was 0.084 and for sheep flocks was 0.257 (95%CI: 0.046-0.468).  It is noted that this 

mean value in sheep flocks exceeds the cut-point of ≥0.1 that designates a herd as 

positive. The highest sheep Hyper-ELISA score was three times higher than any goat 

herd equivalent.   

Using individual animal faecal culture results from section 3.3.2. where 23 

goat herds had at least one Map culture-positive animal, the Hyper-ELISA sensitivity 

can be evaluated. The bulk tank Hyper-ELISA was able to detect 8 of the 23 faecal 

culture positive goat herds, yielding a sensitivity of 34.8% (95%CI:16.4-57.3), 

100.0% specificity, and 100.0% positive predictive value (PPV). In sheep flocks, 

again using faecal culture as the herd classification reference test, sensitivity was 

50.0% (95%CI: 21.1-78.9), the Hyper-ELISA test detected 6/12 faecal positive sheep 

flocks. However, specificity was lower at 77.8% (95%CI: 40.0-97.2), and the PPV 

was only 75.0%. Two farms had positive bulk tanks with no positive faecal culture 

results. Serum ELISA results are listed in Table 3.3. 

If the cut-off value on the Hyper-ELISA was reduced from 0.1 to >0.05, the 

bulk tank Hyper-ELISA detected a greater number of faecal positive goat herds, 

11/29, improving sensitivity to 47.8%, while maintaining a specificity and positive 

predictive value of 100%. In sheep flocks, the sensitivity increased to 66.7% 

(identifying 8/12), however specificity was reduced to 55.6%.   

If the criteria for a farm being positive was raised to ≥4 or more positive test 

results, whether fecal culture or serology (~25% of sampled animals) and the Hyper-

ELISA was re-evaluated at the original cut-off of >0.1, sensitivity improved to 61.5% 
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in goats and remained the same in sheep flocks. Lastly, if the cut-off was reduced to 

0.05 and the criterion was raised to ≥4, it only improved the sensitivity of the Hyper-

ELISA test in goat herds and not in sheep flocks.  Table 3.3 lists the serum results. 

3.4. Discussion 
 

3.4.1 Bulk tank milk PCR 

 

Overall there is a paucity of Map bulk tank studies published, and even fewer 

involving dairy small ruminants. Some of these studies only report the apparent 

prevalence of paratuberculosis based on bulk tank test results, without knowing true 

herd status. For example, a study in the UK in 2001 (Grant et. al.), detected only one 

goat farm and no sheep farms as PCR-positive (n=204), whereas another study in 

Switzerland in 2006, observed an apparent prevalence of 23% in goats and 23.8% in 

sheep (Muehlherr et al.). While it must be recognized that these two studies differed 

slightly from the current one in DNA extraction and amplification methods, and 

utilized different primers, the results are comparable to the Ontario PCR apparent 

prevalences of 0% in goat herds and 15.8% in sheep flocks.  

When only apparent prevalence is reported, we do not know if this value 

accurately represents the true herd-level prevalence of paratuberculosis. Herd status 

must also be known to determine if the bulk tank results are under-estimates or over-

estimates of the level of infection. In the present study, paratuberculosis herd-level 

prevalence was not previously known; the farm's status was determined from the 

results of the individual animal sampling that occurred at the same visit that the bulk 

tanks were sampled.  

When herds were classified as infected or non-infected based on these 

individual results, the apparent herd-level prevalence was higher than what the bulk 
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tank milk test would have declared. Apparent herd-level prevalence using faecal 

culture (≥1 animal positive) was 79.3% in goats and 57.1% in sheep. This indicates 

the PCR test is dramatically underestimating the level of infection in the industry; the 

underestimation is even greater if we compare the bulk tank results to the true herd-

level prevalences of 83.0% of goat herds and 66.8% in sheep flocks, when Bayesian 

methodology is used. Overall, bulk tank PCR test sensitivity is poor as a herd-level 

test (0.0% in goats and 25.0% in sheep). 

It was expected that the bulk tank PCR test would be a sensitive herd-level 

test, given the results reported in two other studies. Stabel et al. (2002) found that the 

bulk tank PCR test they used had a sensitivity of 77% for detecting dairy cattle farms 

with one or more faecal culture positive animals. A study in Mexico (Favila-Humara 

et al., 2010), which also used a PCR test based on IS900 observed 100% sensitivity 

after sampling 14 cattle and 3 goat herds.  

The bulk tank PCR test result is a function of two parameters: (i) the detection 

threshold of the test and (ii) the concentration of Map in the milk. In terms of 

detection limits, the analytical sensitivity of the AntelBio PCR test is estimated to be 

approximately 0.15 cfu/mL (personal written communication, Byrem, 2013).  

However, the detection level determination was based on data generated using spiked 

samples and bovine milk. Since ovine and caprine milk differs in fat, protein, and 

other components (Klinger and Rosenthal, 1997), these data are not directly 

transferrable. In addition, when spiked samples are used, the true concentration of 

organisms cannot be accurately determined (Slana, et. al., 2008). Given that there is 

likely to be some variability in the estimated detection level, the results of the current 

study are still relatively good when compared to the detection limits of some of the 
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PCR tests used in other studies, 5-100 cfu/mL (Grant et. al., 2002; Herthnek et. al., 

2008; Pillai and Jayarao, 2008).  

The concentration of Map in bulk tank milk is dependent on the amount of 

bacteria shed in to the milk (directly and indirectly) and the dilution effect created by 

the contribution of milk from animals that are not infected or infected, but not yet 

shedding. The bulk tank sample taken in this study represented the milk from all 

lactating animals in the herd or flock. Some animals may have been as young as 12-13 

months and therefore unlikely to be shedding bacteria if they were infected. Clinical 

signs of disease are rarely seen before two years of age in small ruminants (Stehman 

and Shulaw, 2002). The amount of bacteria in the milk is a result of direct shedding of 

the bacteria in the milk or indirectly through faecal shedding resulting in 

contamination during the milking process and Grant et al., (2002) suggested the 

contribution made from each may be impossible to determine. However, there have 

been numerous attempts to model Map contamination of milk in dairy cattle herds 

mathematically (Nauta and van der Niesson, 1998; Okura et al., 2013, Weber et al., 

2008). All models took into consideration direct and indirect sources of 

contamination. Estimates of the concentration of Map in bulk tank milk pre-

pasteurization have been reported: 0.27 cfu/mL in a dairy cattle herd with 5% 

prevalence of clinical cases and 10% prevalence of subclinical cases in a cattle herd 

(Nauta and van der Niesson, 1998) and 3.19-3.40 cfu/mL for a herd with a true within 

herd prevalence of infection of 30% (Okura et al., 2013). Considering that 

mathematical models are robust estimates only, they still raise the possibility that the 

PCR test used in this study at its current detection threshold (>0.15 cfu/L), may only 

detect farms with a high within herd prevalence and concurrent faecal contamination 

during milking (poor milking hygiene). Therefore, even if a farm had a high within 
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herd prevalence of infection, it may not be detectable by this test if udder hygiene is 

good. The common thread in all the cattle-based models was the great influence that 

faecal shedding had on results, and that removing faecal shedders from the herd was 

possibly the best control strategy to reduce the Map level in the bulk tank. This 

observation may or may not be true in small ruminants. Small ruminant faeces are 

firm and pelleted unlike the liquid stool of cattle. When sheep and goats defecate very 

little disperses on to surfaces and other animals in close proximity.  

 Since PCR testing identifies the presence of the infectious agent and therefore 

in this study measures the level of Map contamination in milk, perhaps it is better 

utilized as a ‘milk quality test’ (Weber et al., 2008; Herthnek et. al., 2008). From a 

milk quality standpoint, the test results are optimistic - milk contamination with Map 

may be low in dairy goats and dairy sheep in Ontario. 

3.4.2 Bulk tank milk Hyper-ELISA 
 

We are not aware of any published Hyper-ELISA studies in small ruminants to 

date, however the same protocol was used in an American study of dairy cattle in 

Utah (Wilson et. al., 2010). They published a similar prevalence estimate (39% 

positive farms) to the ones we obtained, 27.6% in goat herds and 38.1% in sheep 

flocks, but no estimates on test accuracy were reported.  

When faecal culture was the reference test used to classify a herd/flock as 

being positive (≥1 faecal culture positive animals), the test sensitivity for the Hyper-

ELISA test in goat herds was low at 34.8% (100% specificity) and in sheep flocks 

was 50.0% (77.8% specificity). Decreased specificity in the sheep results compared to 

the goat may be due to the difficulty of growing the S-strain of Map, likely 

compounded by the method of faecal culture used in this study. The BACTEC MGIT 

system has previously been shown (Whittington, 2006, 2009; Gumber and 
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Whittington, 2007) to not cultivate the S-strain of the bacteria well, and this is the 

strain predominantly found in sheep. Therefore, it is likely that our study missed 

many infected, S-strain shedding sheep. If this were the case an infected farm with 

animals that are actively shedding Map in their faeces, but not culturing positive, may 

have a positive bulk tank result thus reducing specificity.  As well, by sampling only 

20 animals per farm, it is possible that infected animals may not have been tested. 

Wilson et al. (2010) considered the Hyper-ELISA bulk tank test to be 100% specific 

in dairy cattle in Utah. Any subsequent animal testing on farms that questioned their 

positive bulk tank results, identified at least one test positive animal in the herd. 

Therefore, in situations where bulk tank samples are positive further evaluation of the 

farm is indicated before the result is declared a 'false positive'.   

In a study involving dairy cattle in Ontario, the same bulk tank Hyper-ELISA 

test (Innes, 2011) was evaluated, comparing bulk tank results to individual cow milk 

ELISAs. Sensitivity was found to be 54.5% (specificity 90.6%), for farms having one 

or more animals with a positive individual milk ELISA result;  however, when the 

criteria for being a positive farm was increased to two or more individual milk ELISA 

positive animals, sensitivity increased to 63.3%. Improving sensitivity of the test by 

raising the number of critical reactors has been done previously with other bulk tank 

ELISAs (Beyerbach et al., 2004, van Weering 2008). When we raised the number of 

critical reactors to ≥4 faecal culture positive animals, reduced the cut-off of the 

HyperELISA test to 0.05, or did both simultaneously, we greatly improved the 

sensitivity (while retaining high specificity) of the test in goats.  When we reduced the 

cut-off in the sheep population, it improved sensitivity as well, however when the 

critical reactor level was raised results were less predictable. This may be a result of 

the poor performance of the faecal culture system again as mentioned earlier or 
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related to the overall low number of sheep testing positive on either faecal culture or 

serum ELISA tests.  

 

3.5. Conclusion 
 

 In summary, the Hyper-ELISA bulk tank test is suitable as a herd surveillance 

tool for infection in both sheep and goat dairies and herd-level diagnostic sensitivity 

improves when prevalence of critical reactors is increased in goats. Test sensitivity 

was also improved by adjusting the Hyper ELISA cut-off down to 0.05 for both 

species. However, it is not a suitable tool to rule out infection, as sensitivity was 

sufficiently low as to be of concern. The sensitivity of the PCR test in this study is 

poor and therefore is not considered an adequate herd-level test. Once the route of 

bacterial contamination in milk is clarified, PCR testing may play a role as a monitor 

of milk quality, identifying farms that are the main contaminators of the milk supply.  
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Table 3.1. Descriptive statistics of 29 dairy goat herds and 21 dairy sheep flocks that 

provided bulk tank milk samples in an Ontario-based study of paratuberculosis in the 

small ruminant dairy industry. 

Farm 

type 

Total 

farms 

sampled 

Total 

animals 

sampled 

Mean 

number 

breeding 

age 

ewes/does 

per farm 

Mean age 

in 

months of 

animals 

sampled 

(years) 

Mean 

days 

in milk of 

animals 

sampled 

Milking 

machines 

routinely 

used 

Milk 

stored 

in 

bulk 

tanks 

Goat 29 580 284 41 
(3.4) 

202 27 
(93.1%) 

29 
(100%) 

Sheep 21 397 168 45 
(3.8) 

124 10 
(47.6%) 

14 
(66.7%) 

* Producers who did not use milking machines, hand-milked 
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Table 3.2. Bulk tank milk Hyper-ELISA and PCR results from paratuberculosis 

testing of 29 dairy goat herds and 21 dairy sheep flocks in Ontario, Canada (October 

2010-August 2011) 

Farm 

type 

 

Number 

samples 

processed 

Positive 

tests 

(%) 

Mean Hyper-

ELISA level of 

all farms 

sampled 

(95%CI) 

Median 

(range) 

Mean number 

of days all 

samples were 

stored 

before testing 

(range) 

Hyper-

ELISA 

results 

     

Goat  29 8 
(27.6%) 

0.084  
(0.032-0.137) 

0.01 
(-0.01-0.48) 

9.3  
(2-42) 

Sheep 21 8 
(38.1%) 

0.257  
(0.046-0.468) 

0.07 
(0.00-1.62) 

13.4  
(1-30) 

PCR 

results 

     

Goat 29 0  
(0) 

NA NA 33.5  
(9-100) 

Sheep 19 3 
(15.8%) 

34.63  
(34.05-37.13) 

38.49 
(33.85-39.94) 

31.3  
(11-48) 

NA = not applicable 
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Table 3.3. Sensitivity and specificity results for the Hyper-ELISA bulk tank test 

based on different herd classification criteria and test cut-offs from 29 dairy goat 

herds and 21 dairy sheep flocks in Ontario, Canada. 

Hyper-ELISA 

Cut-point 

≥0.1 

Goats Sheep 

Number 

of 

farms 

Se (%) Sp (%) 
Number 

of farms 
Se (%) Sp (%) 

≥1 FC+ (5%) 23 34.8 100.0 12 50.0 77.8 

≥2 FC+ (10%) 19 42.1 100.0 10 50.0 72.7 

≥4 FC+ (20%) 13 61.5 100.0 2 50.0 63.1 

≥1 SP+ (5%) 16 43.8 92.3 8 87.5 92.3 

≥2 SP+ (10%) 12 58.3 94.1 3 100.0 100.0 

≥4 SP+ (20%) 5 60.0 79.1 0 NA NA 

Hyper-ELISA 

Cut-point 

≥0.05 

 

≥1 FC+ (5%) 23 47.8 100.0 12 66.7 55.6 

≥2 FC+ (10%) 19 57.9 100.0 10 70.0 54.5 

≥4 FC+ (20%) 13 76.9 93.8 2 50.0 94.7 

≥1 SP+ (5%) 16 62.5 92.3 8 87.5 61.5 

≥2 SP+ (10%) 12 75.0 88.2 3 52.6 47.4 

≥4 SP+ (20%) 5 80.0 70.8 0 NA NA 

Se = sensitivity 

Sp = specificity 

FC+= number of animals per farm that were faecal culture positive;  

(%)= number FC+ animals/20 animals sampled per farm * 100% 

SP+ = number of animals per farm that were positive on the serum Prionics ELISA; 

(%)=number SP+ animals/20 animals sampled per farm * 100% 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 

Paratuberculosis in the Ontario small ruminant dairy industries: evaluation 

of seven diagnostic tests using frequentist and latent class analysis/Bayesian 

methods 

 

To be submitted to Preventive Veterinary Medicine 

 

Abstract 

 A cross-sectional study of the Ontario dairy sheep and dairy goat populations 

was performed between October 2010 and August 2011. The objective was to 

estimate the test sensitivity and specificity of seven commercially available 

paratuberculosis tests: faecal culture, faecal polymerase chain reaction (PCR), two 

serum enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs), agar gel immunodiffusion 

(AGID) and two milk ELISAs. Twenty-nine dairy goat herds were selected using 

stratified random sampling based on herd size, and 21 dairy sheep flocks were 

conveniently selected. Twenty lactating animals over the age of two years were 

randomly selected from each farm resulting in 580 samples from lactating does and 

397 samples from lactating ewes. Each animal was sampled for faeces, blood, and 

milk.  

 Statistical analysis was performed using frequentist methods and also using 

latent class analysis (LCA) with Bayesian methodology. The  apparent animal-level 

prevalence estimate using faecal culture as the reference standard was 18.3% (goats) 

and 7.6% (sheep), while the estimates derived from the 7-test 1-population model 

estimated a prevalence of 19.0% in goats and 9.4% in sheep. Faecal culture had the 

highest sensitivity in the goat population (81.1%), while in the sheep population, 

faecal culture demonstrated a sensitivity of 49.5% and faecal PCR a sensitivity of 

42.4%. Faecal culture in both populations had an estimated specificity of 98.1% in 
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goats and 97.4% in sheep while the specificity for PCR in both species was <90.0%. 

Both serum ELISAs in sheep and goats demonstrated higher sensitivities than the 

serum AGID. 

 

Keywords: paratuberculosis, Bayesian, latent class analysis, sheep, goats, diagnostic 

tests, test evaluation 

 

4.1 Introduction 
 

 Paratuberculosis, or Johne's disease, is a widely-recognized chronic enteric 

wasting disease of domestic ruminants caused by infection with Mycobacterium 

avium ssp. paratuberculosis (Map). Transmission is mainly faecal-oral, although 

infected animals can also shed bacteria in colostrum and milk (Sweeney et. al., 1992; 

Streeter et. al., 1995), and in utero transmission has been shown to occur (Alinovi et 

al., 2009; Whittington and Windsor, 2009). This facultative intracellular bacterium 

has not demonstrated the ability to replicate outside mammalian hosts; therefore, 

infected animals are the primary source of infection (TAFS, 2009). Consequently, 

control programs concentrate on identifying and culling infected animals and 

implementing management strategies to reduce spread. The success of test/cull 

programs is based on the accuracy of the tests being used. Most tests for Map 

infection have been designed and evaluated with the dairy cattle industry as the main 

target population, due to the magnitude of the industry, prevalence of infection, and 

the economic impacts that paratuberculosis has on this industry (reduced milk 

production, premature culling, reduced carcass value) (Tiwari et al., 2006; McKenna 

et al., 2006; Radostits et al., 2007). The dairy cattle industry throughout the world, 

and here in Canada, has implemented voluntary control programs in an effort to 
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reduce the level of Map infection (NJDCP, Australia; NDJEI, United States; 

Groenendaal et al., 2003, Netherlands; NVJP, Canada; OJEMAP, Ontario).  While the 

dairy sheep and dairy goat industries exist on a smaller scale in Ontario, recent 

evidence (Chapter 2: Johne's disease in the small ruminant dairy industry in Ontario, 

Canada: prevalence and risk factors) indicates that the true herd-level prevalence of 

Johne’s disease in these industries is high, 83.0% (95% PI: 62.6-98.1) in dairy goats 

and 66.8% (95% PI: 41.6-91.4) in dairy sheep. There is a need for the implementation 

of small ruminant paratuberculosis control programs; namely programs based on 

those already established in the dairy cattle industry. However, prior to the inclusion 

of any form of individual animal testing, the performance of the currently available 

commercial tests must be evaluated in each of the dairy sheep and dairy goat 

populations (NRC, 2003). 

 Map is a very slow-growing bacterium that can remain undetected in infected 

animals for long periods of time. The incubation period (time from infection to 

clinical signs), is prolonged. Animals infected under six months of age may take two 

to five years before demonstrating clinical signs of wasting (Sargison, 2008; 

Siguroardottir et al., 1999) or diarrhea (Stehman and Shulaw, 2002). However, the 

latency period (time from infection to infectiousness to others), is shorter than the 

incubation period. This allows the spreading of infection long before an animal 

demonstrates clinical signs of disease, and results in the "iceberg phenomenon" 

whereby one diagnosed diseased animal represents multiple infected animals in 

varying stages of the disease still in the herd (Whitlock and Buergelt, 1996).  

 Identifying infected animals in the latent stage requires testing for the agent 

itself or an immune reaction to the agent. There is much individual variation in both 

shedding patterns of the bacteria and in immune response. This variation can be 
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influenced by many factors, e.g. species of animal (Kostoulas et al., 2006); infection 

dose and age of exposure to Map (Mitchell et al., 2012); parity and stage of lactation 

(Nielsen et al., 2002); as well as other unknown factors.  Poor accuracy of laboratory 

methods also contributes to the uncertainty in ante mortem diagnosis.  Potential cross-

reactions can occur in antibody tests (Manning et al., 2007), DNA-based tests 

(Cousins et al., 1999), and culture, if other methods for confirmation are not used 

concurrently, resulting in decreased test specificity. Inhibitory compounds in body 

fluids, faeces and culture media can also interfere with the performance of polymerase 

chain reaction (PCR) tests (Christopher-Henning et al., 2003) and culture results 

(Gumber and Whittington, 2007), thus decreasing test sensitivity. All of these factors 

combined, result in there being no ante mortem test that can reliably establish the 

presence or absence of the disease; there is no ‘gold’ standard reference test. If we 

then use an imperfect reference test when evaluating other tests in comparison, we can 

expect that the reported sensitivity and specificity of the evaluated test(s) will be 

distorted (Valenstein et al. 1990; Hui and Walter, 1980). 

 Paratuberculosis test evaluations in the ante mortem state historically have 

used faecal culture with PCR and acid-fast stain confirmation as the standard 

reference test (Stabel, 1997). Practically speaking, this test procedure has near 100% 

specificity due to the rigorous decontamination method pre-culture, and the post-

culture confirmation (Whittington and Sergeant, 2001). The detection limit of culture 

is estimated at 2.3x101 – 2.3x103 bacteria (Gumber et al., 2007), therefore, the 

likelihood that an animal would shed this amount of the bacteria and not be truly 

infected is remote. However, the general consensus is the test has poor sensitivity 

(Whitlock et. al., 2000). A large number of bacteria need to survive the 

decontamination process in order to be identified in culture; therefore, a sample with 
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low numbers of Map will be misclassified as negative. There is also evidence that the 

content of the culture media used greatly influences test results (Damato and Collins, 

1990; Dimareli-Malli et al., 2013). There are two predominant strains of Map bacteria 

known to infect domestic ruminants in North America; type I (or S-strain) primarily 

infects sheep (Stevenson et al., 2002) and type II (C-strain) primarily infects cattle 

and goats (Pavlik et al., 1995), although colonization of the other species does occur 

(de Juan et al., 2005, 2006; Behr and Collins, 2010). The two strains have different 

growth requirements (de Juan et al., 2006, Florou et al., 2009), grow at different rates 

(Gumber and Whittington, 2007; Abendano et al., 2012), and may have differing 

susceptibility to antibiotics supplemented in the growth media or used during 

decontamination (Gumber and Whittington, 2007). Therefore, use of the incorrect 

media for the Map strain present in the sample may also yield false-negative results.  

 The uncertainty surrounding the reliability of reference tests led to the 

development of latent class analysis (LCA) (Hui and Walter, 1980). With this method 

of test evaluation, no reference test is required; multiple diagnostic tests are used 

simultaneously to group animals/samples based on probability of disease or infection 

(Buijze et al., 2011). This analysis can be done using maximum likelihood estimation 

(Hui and Walter, 1980) or Bayesian methods (Johnson et al., 2001). The advantage of 

using Bayesian methodology is the ability to deal with non-identifiable models (when 

there are more parameters of interest to be estimated then there are degrees of 

freedom in the data) (Joseph et al., 1995) and tests that may be dependent or 

correlated biologically (e.g. two tests based on antibody identification) (Buijze et al., 

2011). If dependence is ignored, the test performance estimates can be biased 

estimates (Toft et. al., 2005). Bayesian models account for conditional dependence 

through the inclusion of covariance parameters; as accuracy estimates can vary 
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dramatically between dependent and independent models (Gardner et al., 2000). If 

models are non-identifiable, and made identifiable through the addition of a second 

population, then the assumptions of the Hui Walter paradigm must be met for the 

model to be valid and the results to be unbiased (Enoe et. al., 2000). These 

assumptions are: the tests must be conditionally independent (not correlated 

biologically based on disease-status), the study population should consist of two or 

more sub-populations of different prevalences, and the test sensitivity and specificity 

should be constant in each of these sub-populations (Toft et al., 2005).  

 Diagnostic test evaluations, especially those involving chronic or latent 

diseases, often lack focus with regards to the purpose of the test being evaluated; 

therefore, a clear understanding of the target condition and a detailed description of 

the case definition are imperative (Gardner et al., 2011). The use of LCA makes these 

entities even more difficult to define. Case definitions using LCA are based on the 

'joint results of the diagnostic tests' being used (Nielsen et al., 2011). In using two or 

more tests with differing biological processes (i.e. identifying those animals shedding 

the bacteria versus identifying those exhibiting an immune response), this becomes 

enigmatic, but potentially helpful in understanding the spectrum of a disease that has 

continued to challenge researchers for over a hundred years. 

 The objective of this study was to estimate the sensitivities and specificities of 

seven commercially available diagnostic tests for paratuberculosis in dairy sheep and 

dairy goats: faecal culture, direct faecal PCR, two serum ELISA tests, AGID, and two 

milk ELISA tests, using a cross-sectional study of randomly selected lactating animals 

from the dairy sheep and dairy goat populations of Ontario, and applying LCA and 

Bayesian methodology. 
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4.2. Materials and methods 
 

4.2.1. Study design 
 

 A cross-sectional study was conducted over a ten-month period between 

October 2010 and August 2011. This study received approval from the University of 

Guelph Research Ethics Board (10JN004) for human participants and the University 

of Guelph Animal Care Committee (10R057) for use of animals. 

4.2.2 Sample size 
 

 Calculations were based on an allowable error of 5%, 95% confidence, intra-

class correlation co-efficient of 0.1, estimated prevalences of Map infection of 15% 

(goats) and 10% (sheep) and sampling 20 animals per farm. This resulted in a need for 

580 goats from 29 herds and 400 sheep from 20 flocks.   

4.2.3 Herd sampling 
 

 No farm had concurrent or recent cohabitation with other domestic ruminant 

species and no farm had ever used a vaccine for the prevention of paratuberculosis in 

their animals (no vaccine is approved for use in Canada).  Map infection status on all 

farms was unknown at the time of enrollment in the study. 

4.2.3.1 Dairy goat population 
 

 Inclusion criteria for farm participation in the study were: dairy goat 

herds located in Ontario, licensed to ship goat milk for human consumption, and 

currently milking more than 20 animals over the age of two years. The Ontario 

Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs (OMAFRA) is the Ontario provincial 

ministry responsible for licensing goat milk production and maintains the contact 

information for all 250 licensed producers. Seventy-three dairy goat producers were 
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selected from this list for recruitment by letter-post, using randomized, stratified 

sampling based on small (<100 animals), medium (100-400 animals), and large-sized 

herds (>400 animals) and anticipating a 40% response rate. Two rounds of letter 

recruitment occurred. From 38 responding producers that agreed to participate, 29 

herds fulfilling the inclusion criteria were randomly selected based on herd size. 

4.2.3.2 Dairy sheep population 
 

 The production of sheep milk is not licensed under the Ontario Milk Act; 

therefore, the Province of Ontario does not have a list of dairy sheep producers. 

Recruitment of flock owners was based on contacting all producers on an outdated list 

from the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food (OMAF), and via licensed milk 

processing plants within the province forwarding a letter requesting participation to 

their producers supplying milk. Some processors also provided a contact list to the 

researchers. This resulted in 21 flock owners volunteering to participate who fulfilled 

the flock inclusion criteria: milking at least 20 ewes in Ontario and shipping milk to 

an off-farm processor. 

4.2.4. Sample Collection 

 

 Each farm was visited once during the 10-month sampling period. Visits were 

organized during milking time when 20 milking does/ewes over the age of two years 

were randomly selected (using a generated list of random numbers). The inclusion 

criteria at the animal-level were: milking doe/ewe greater than two years of age and 

greater than three days post-kidding/lambing. Animals were excluded if they had 

mastitis in one or more gland, or no faeces could be detected intra-rectum at the time 

of sampling; in such cases, the next animal fulfilling the inclusion requirements was 

substituted. Faeces, milk, and blood were collected from each animal as follows: 
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1. Milk was collected prior to milking, but after the foremilk had been stripped out. 

Equal amounts were collected from each gland, yielding approximately 40mL in 

total.  The milk was collected in plastic vials (one per animal) provided by 

CanWest DHI (Guelph, ON) and containing the preservative bronopol (2-bromo-2-

nitro-propane-1,3-diol). 

2. At least 20 grams of faeces were collected into sterile plastic vials using a sterile 

lubricant and individual sterile polyethylene gloves for each animal to minimize 

contamination. 

3. Whole blood samples were collected by jugular venipuncture into non-additive BD 

Vacutainer® (Becton Dickinson and Company, Franklin Lakes, NJ) tubes and the 

serum was centrifuged for 10 minutes at 1000 x g within 12 hours of collection. 

 All samples were collected by the same handler, transported in a Styrofoam 

cooler with ice packs, and stored at 4-8°C, until submission to the appropriate 

laboratory within 12-18 hours of collection. All technicians processing samples were 

blind to the results of any of the other tests. 

 Herd size, animal identification, and relevant information such as age and 

kidding/lambing date (when available) were collected at the time of sampling from 

the producers’ records.  
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4.2.5 Laboratory Testing 
 

 A total of seven diagnostic tests were used in this study: faecal culture (FC), 

faecal PCR (FP), serum agar gel immunodiffusion (AGID), Prionics® milk ELISA, 

IDEXX® milk ELISA, Prionics® serum ELISA, and IDEXX® serum ELISA. The 

faecal tests and serum ELISAs were performed at the Animal Health Laboratory 

(AHL, Laboratory Services Division, University of Guelph, Guelph, ON). The 

Animal Health Diagnostic Center (AHDC, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY) processed 

and performed the AGID test, while the milk ELISAs were processed at CanWest 

DHI. 

4.2.5.1 Faecal Sample Processing 
 

 All faeces were submitted fresh; however, due to high work volume, some 

samples were frozen (-80°C) if they could not be processed the same day as 

submission (six goat herds and ten sheep farms). In a BSL-2 safety cabinet, fresh or 

thawed faecal pellets were manually broken up into a homogeneous mixture using a 

wooden tongue depressor. Two grams of faeces were weighed out and added to 

17.5mL of sterile water and then lightly vortexed. Once the precipitate had settled 

after 30 minutes, 2.5mL of supernatant were removed for bacterial culture and 2.5mL 

were removed for real-time polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) analysis.   

4.2.5.1.1 Culture of Mycobacterium avium ssp. paratuberculosis 
 

 Faecal samples were cultured using a three-day decontamination procedure 

and the liquid culture BD BACTEC™ MGIT™ 960 Mycobacterial Detection system 

(Becton Dickinson and Company), according to manufacturer's recommendations. 

Each sample was incubated in the BACTEC™ system where it underwent automatic 
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daily monitoring for fluorescence. Fluorescence occurs in response to the 

consumption of oxygen in the medium by actively respiring microorganisms. The 

standard incubation length for samples in the system is 49 days; however, this was 

extended to 240 days in order to give the opportunity for slower-growing strains of 

Map (Type I) to be detected. Culture positive samples underwent acid-fast staining 

and PCR confirmation with the hspX gene (Culture Confirmation Protocol, MAP 

Extraction System, Tetracore®, Rockville, MD, USA). 

4.2.5.1.2 Direct real-time polymerase chain reaction test (RT-PCR) 
 

  Faecal samples were processed with the MAP Extraction System 

(Tetracore®). The Two Gram, Mini Beadbeater, and Purification Protocols were used 

according to manufacturer’s instructions. After extraction, the VetAlert™ Real-Time 

PCR Test Protocol (Tetracore®) was followed with modifications for the 

RocheLightCycler® 2.0 thermocycler (Roche Applied Science, Laval, QC). The 

target gene of this kit is hspX.   Samples that reached fluorescence with a cycle count 

(Ct) ≤ 42.0 were considered positive.  

 Even though the hspX gene is thought to be exclusive to Map (Ellingson et al., 

1998) and a Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) search indicated no 

matches (personal written communication, Tracy Fecteau, Tetracore®), there was still 

concern regarding possible cross-reaction with Corynebacterium pseudotuberculosis, 

the causal agent of caseous lymphadenitis, a common disease in Ontario sheep and 

goats. Antibodies to C. pseudotuberculosis, had earlier been shown to cause false 

positive reactions in a previously available ELISA (Manning et al., 2007) and no 

literature could be found indicating hspX had been evaluated against C. 

pseudotuberculosis antigens. Therefore, a sample of C. pseudotuberculosis from a 
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stock of pure culture obtained from the AHL underwent the same RT-PCR test, 

processed as above.  

4.2.5.2 Milk and Serum ELISA tests 
 

 Milk and serum samples were each subject to indirect antibody detection using 

two ELISA kits: Prionics Parachek® (Schlieren-Zurich, CH) and IDEXX® 

Mycobacterium Paratuberculosis Antibody Test Kit (Westbrook, ME, US) according 

to manufacturer’s instructions. Manufacturer’s cut-off values for small ruminants 

were used when provided (serum Prionics only); otherwise, cut-off values provided 

for cattle were used (Table 4.1). Animals having values in ‘suspect’ range were 

deemed negative a priori. IDEXX® provided two different recommendations for cut-

off values for Europe and North America; the European values, which are lower, were 

used in this study.  

4.2.5.3 Serum agar gel immunodiffusion test (AGID) 
 

 The serum samples were plated on agarose gel in a 7-well template with 

antiserum and Paratuberculosis Protoplasmic Antigen (PPA) as per laboratory 

protocol of the AHDC.  Samples were read at 24 and 48 hours; the sample with a 

precipitin line between the test sera and antigen wells, continuous with the positive 

anti-sera line, was designated as positive. There is no pre-step involving incubation 

with Mycobacterium phlei prior to plating.  The ovine- and caprine-specific antigens 

(both based on the C-strain of Map) are used for each species. 
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4.2.6 Statistical Analyses 

  

4.2.6.1 Software 
 

 All data were collected and managed in Microsoft® Excel (2007). Descriptive 

statistics, frequentist diagnostic test evaluations, and contingency tables were 

generated in Stata® (StataCorp LP, College Station, Texas). Prior distributions for the 

Bayesian model were obtained from the GUI Betabuster 1.0 

(http://www.epi.ucdavis.edu/diagnostictests/betabuster.html) and models were 

simulated in WinBUGS 1.4.3 (Spiegelhalter et al., 1996) using the Markov Chain 

Monte Carlo (MCMC) technique and Gibbs sampler. The Raftery-Lewis diagnostic 

was performed using output from WinBUGS in the convergence diagnostic output 

analysis software, CODA (Best et al., 1996), rewritten for use in R (R Development 

Core Team, 2008). 

4.2.6.2 Purpose, Target Conditions and Case Definitions 
 

 The purpose was to provide an accurate appraisal of test sensitivities and 

specificities of the seven diagnostic tests, so that this information could be used to 

optimize test use for the detection of infected animals for their subsequent removal 

from the population. 

4.2.6.2.1 Frequentist Target Condition and Case Definition 
 

 When interpreting the data using faecal culture as the reference test, the target 

condition was infectious animals. The case definition was animals shedding Map in 

their faeces in high enough numbers to culture positive.  
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4.2.6.2.2 LCA Target Condition and Case Definition 
 

 In using LCA, where no reference test was used, the target condition was 

animals sufficiently infected with Map to become infectious (sheds the bacteria in its 

faeces), affected (develops an immune response), or both. The case definition 

represented a'mutual condition' where this occurs (Nielsen and Toft, 2008; Nielsen et 

al., 2011). In this study, it involved the joint results encompassed by all seven 

diagnostic tests. 

4.2.6.3 Frequentist Test Evaluation 
 

 Animal-level prevalence, sensitivity, specificity, and their 95% confidence 

intervals, were generated using faecal culture as the standard reference test. 

Agreement between tests was evaluated using Cohen’s kappa (Cohen, 1960). 

4.2.6.4 Bayesian Model Structure 
 

 The animal-level prevalence of Map infection, and the sensitivity and 

specificity of the seven diagnostic tests were all estimated using a latent class model 

(Enoe et al., 2000; Hui and Walter, 1980; Walter and Irwig, 1988) applied in a 

Bayesian framework (Johnson et al., 2001; Branscum et al., 2005). Data from all 

farms were collapsed into one general population for each species: goat and sheep. A 

7-test 1-population model was constructed for each species model based on the 3-test 

1-population model published by Branscum et al. (2005), and extended by Morton et 

al. (2012) in a 5-test 1-population format (see Appendix 2a (goats) & 2b (sheep) for 

contingency tables). For the purpose of this study, all animals, even those from the 

same farm, were considered independent. The data for each species was also divided 

into two geographical areas, farms north and south of a designated highway (Hwy 
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401), to evaluate the tests across populations of potentially differing prevalences and 

to assess if test accuracy fluctuated with prevalence. 

 Prior to constructing the 7-test model, smaller 3-, 4-, and 5-test models were 

constructed to evaluate the dependency that existed among all the tests. In these 

preliminary models, the faecal tests were considered conditionally dependent between 

themselves and independent from the serum and milk tests, as bacterial shedding is 

based on a potentially different biological phenomenon than antibody development. 

Dependence was also assumed among the three serum tests, and between the two milk 

tests, but serum and milk tests were considered independent from each other.  

 In order to account for this conditional dependence between some tests, 

covariance parameters for sensitivity and specificity for each test were included in 

each model. Since the degree of correlation between the tests was unknown, non-

informative priors were used for these covariances. These priors were constrained as 

per Dendukuri and Joseph (2001), which allows for negative or positive correlation 

between tests in both diseased and non-diseased populations. Tests with 0% or 100% 

sensitivity or specificity are deemed to be independent and thus correlation does not 

exist (Morton et al., 2012). Covariances whose 95% probability interval contained 

zero were removed and the model re-run. In order to determine which model to use 

for the primary analysis, all were compared using the Deviance Information Criteria 

(DIC); the model with the lowest DIC that was also biologically plausible was chosen 

(Spiegelhalter et al., 2002). 

 The preliminary 7-test model was initially run fully dependent with 

covariances for faecal tests (1), all three serum tests (3), and both milk tests (1) on 

both sensitivity and specificity, yielding ten covariances in total (5 sensitivity and 5 
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specificity). This was compared to an independent model, another with no 

covariances on specificities, and then models with no specificity covariances and each 

sensitivity covariance removed one at a time. Covariance probability intervals and 

DIC were evaluated/monitored as above. 

4.2.6.4.1 Model fitting 
 

 Models were run in WinBUGS 1.4.3 using Markov Chain Monte Carlo 

(MCMC) and the Gibbs sampler to generate posterior estimates.  The median of the 

posterior distribution was used as the point estimate of the parameters of interest (true 

prevalence, test sensitivity, and specificity) and the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles were used 

as the 95% probability intervals (PIs). The first 10 000 iterations were discarded (i.e. 

burn-in period) and 60 000 iterations were performed each time the model was 

simulated.   

4.2.6.4.2 Priors 
 

 Information about test performance was gathered from test evaluation studies 

in ovine and caprine species when available (Gumber et al., 2006; Kostoulas et al., 

2006; Gumber and Whittington, 2007), and when not, from comparable bovine 

studies (Whitlock et al., 2000; Alinovi et al., 2009). Beta-distributions were then 

generated in BetaBuster and the (a,b) values and graphs submitted to Dr. MT Collins 

(University of Wisconsin) for comment (Table 4.2). Priors were subsequently used for 

test sensitivity and specificity of all seven tests, while a non-informative prior was 

placed on prevalence. A sensitivity analysis was performed, utilizing non-informative 

priors (1, 1) and wide and narrow perturbations, and the posterior median estimates 

were compared for any drastic distortions and recorded if they occurred (Dendukuri 

and Joseph, 2001; Enoe et al., 2000). 
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4.2.6.4.3 Convergence 

 The correct estimation of the posterior distribution generated by the MCMC 

algorithm relies heavily on the convergence of the model (Ntzoufras, 2009).  

Convergence was assessed graphically by monitoring trace and history plots for 

irregularities and emerging patterns and examining the autocorrelations plots for 

amount of lag until drop-off to zero.  

 To detect the influence of initial values on convergence, different starting 

values (same priors) were utilized to generate three parallel simultaneously run 

MCMC chains which were then analyzed using the Gelman-Rubin diagnostic 

available in WinBUGS (Toft et al., 2007).  The �̂� statistic is a ratio of the variation in 

the means of the posterior distributions of the three chains to the within-sample 

variation (Ntzoufras, 2009) and was assessed for its proximity to one (Brooks and 

Gelman, 1998). 

 The Raftery-Lewis diagnostic was also employed using CODA in R (Best et 

al., 1996). This diagnostic is used to identify how many iterations the Gibbs sampler 

should be run to achieve a specified accuracy measure of particular percentiles. For 

this model, the 2.5%, 50% and 97.5% percentiles were assessed for +/-0.01 accuracy 

with 95% probability for each parameter in the model. The diagnostic also generates a 

measure of the autocorrelation represented in the sample, or the dependence factor (I).  

A cut-off of I>5 was used to assess potential failure of convergence (Ntzoufras, 

2009).The model was considered to be stable when it met the above criteria and when 

the posterior distribution estimates remained stable in the presence of variation in 

initial values, iterations, and burn-in periods. 
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 In order to assess if test sensitivity and specificity estimates differed from one 

another, the step function in WinBUGS was used. It is calculated as the difference in 

test sensitivity (specificity) for two tests, i.e. Step(X)=sensitivity of faecal culture – 

sensitivity of faecal PCR; �̅�  then represents the mean posterior probability of the 

sensitivity of faecal culture being greater than sensitivity of faecal PCR. The resulting 

mean probability estimate was interpreted in a similar fashion to the frequentist χ2 

statistic. For example, a probability of greater than 0.95 was considered a high 

probability that one test had higher test sensitivity than the other, whereas the Chi-

squared would use a cut-off of p≤0.05 to determine if they were significantly different 

from one another in their performance. 

4.3. Results 
 

4.3.1 Sampling Results 
 

  The response rate to recruitment letters in the dairy goat industry was 52.1% 

(38/73); there was no information available about non-responders as the initial list 

used for recruitment was confidential. The response rate was not quantifiable for the 

dairy sheep industry as no accurate database of producers existed in the province. 

Overall, a total of 29 dairy goat herds and 21 dairy sheep flocks were enrolled in the 

study. Since two of the twenty sheep farms lacked 20 milking animals over the age of 

two, one additional farm was added in order to fulfill the desired animal sample size 

of 400 sheep. Three sheep were later dismissed (under 2 years of age); therefore, the 

end sample size was 397 ewes. The targeted goal of sampling 580 goats was attained.  

Results were available for milk, serum, and faecal tests on all 580 goats and 397 

sheep. Animal- and herd-level demographic information is listed in Table 2.2 of 

Chapter 2. 
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4.3.2 Laboratory Results 

4.3.2.1 Culture of Mycobacterium avium ssp. paratuberculosis 
 

 The proportion of positive results for each test is listed in Table 4.3. Faecal 

culture yielded the most positive samples (106) in dairy goats and the second most in 

sheep (30). If used as the reference standard test, faecal culture would result in an 

overall animal-level prevalence of 18.3% (95% CI: 15.2%-21.7%) and 7.6% (95% CI: 

5.2%-10.6%), in dairy goats and dairy sheep, respectively.  The average time from 

when the sample was incubated in the BACTEC machine after decontamination, until 

determined to be culture positive (machine signaled), was 66 days (median - 36 days) 

for goat samples  and 104.2 days (median – 54.5 days) for sheep samples. 

Contamination proportions (i.e. the number of samples that cultured positive in the 

MGIT system, yet were negative on the confirmation tests (acid-fast and PCR)), was 

41.6% in goats (241/580) and 34.3% (136/397) in sheep. Of these ‘contaminated’ 

samples, 38/241 goats (15.8%) and 21/136 sheep (15.4%) were positive on the direct 

PCR test performed prior to the samples undergoing decontamination and culture. 

Contamination proportions varied greatly between farms 0-90% for both species, with 

median rates of 40.0% (goats) and 15.0% (sheep) per farm. Contamination 

proportions were not significantly different between frozen and fresh samples based 

on the χ2 statistic (goats χ2  = 3.13, p<0.077; sheep χ2  = 0.141, p<0.707).   

4.3.2.2 Direct real-time polymerase chain reaction test (RT-PCR) 
 

 Faecal PCR gave the most positive test results in sheep (60); twice the number 

that cultured positive (Table 4.3). In goats, there were 96 PCR-positive samples, 

similar to the number that was culture positive. Based on frequentist statistics, PCR 

had the highest overall test sensitivity at 33.0% (95%CI: 24.2-42.8) in dairy goats and 
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33.3% (95%CI: 17.3-52.8) in dairy sheep (Table 4.4). Conversely, PCR had the 

overall lowest specificity in both species (Table 4.4). The Ct values for positive goat 

samples ranged from 23.96-41.66 (mean positive Ct =36.02; median Ct =36.63). In 

sheep, Ct values for positive samples ranged from 21.88-41.19 (mean positive Ct 

=35.67; median Ct = 36.68). The agreement between faecal PCR and faecal culture 

was slight (Landis and Koch, 1977), with kappa = 0.209 in the dairy goat population 

and 0.135 in dairy sheep. 

4.3.2.3 Serum and Milk Tests 
 

 Relevant test positive results and sensitivity/specificity information are 

presented in Tables 4.3 and 4.4. In goats, the serum tests performed better than the 

milk tests; while in sheep the opposite was true. Agreements among the serum and 

milk tests are presented in Table 4.5.  

4.3.3 Bayesian Model results 
 

 After preliminary runs of the 3, 4, and 5 test models, the data consistently 

supported the presence of dependence among all three serum tests, and among both 

milk tests in the disease positive population. All covariance intervals for the faecal 

tests contained zero in both the diseased and non-diseased groups, indicating there 

was no dependence between these two parameters. All covariates in the disease 

negative population, regardless of test, had intervals containing 0 or a lower limit very 

close to zero (e.g. 5.32E-04). DIC for all variations of the dependency models never 

varied by more than 1.0; however, the independent models always had a DIC 30-40 

units higher than those in the dependent models, supporting the use of the latter (see 

Appendix 2c for the final model code). At no time did the relationships between tests 
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change; however, in general, sensitivity for each test increased as more tests were 

added. 

 The preliminary 7-test model was initially run fully dependent, fully 

independent, and with the variations as listed previously. Since all the goat dependent 

models had DICs within 0.971 of each other, the decision was made to use the fully 

dependent models as they conformed best to our understanding of the biological 

processes of the shedding of Map and the production of antibodies. With the sheep 

model, there was a marked negative correlation on the sensitivity estimate of faecal 

culture and faecal PCR in the dependent models. The model was therefore also 

evaluated without this correlation and the resulting DIC was 8 units lower than with 

the other dependent models. Models with lower DICs are preferred if the difference is 

greater than 2 (Spiegelhalter et al., 2002). The independent model possessed a DIC of 

46.66 (goats) and 14.32 (sheep) units higher than the fully dependent models. The 

model used for primary analysis is presented in Appendix 2c and covariances are 

listed in Table 4.6. If we compare kappa and covariances, some test combinations 

with relatively high kappa values did not demonstrate concurrent dependence (e.g. 

AGID and serum IDEXX in goats). However, using kappa may not be a good method 

to evaluate whether dependence may occur; Gardner et al. (2000) stated kappa may 

need to be calculated separately for the disease positive and negative cohorts to reflect 

dependence.  

 Monitoring of autocorrelations demonstrated that they dropped off to 0 by a 

lag of 10-15 on all parameters, and all traces demonstrated good convergence. The 

posterior estimates were not influenced by larger burn-in periods of 15 000-20 000 or 

additional iterations of 100 000 or 150 000.  When three MCMC chains were run with 

different initial values,  �̂�  quickly approached one for all parameters. When the 
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Raftery-Lewis diagnostic was performed with the goat data (sheep values in brackets) 

it indicated that the iteration number was adequate as N = 42870 (36845) at its 

maximum was less than the 50 000 that were run. The burn-in period was adequate M 

=  24(18); however, the I value of > 5 on sensitivity of the serum IDEXX test in the 

goat model (16.30) indicated autocorrelation, therefore, the model was re-run using a 

thinning interval of four rather than one and subsequently all I values were <5 (max 

4.46). Prior to the removal of the sensitivity faecal culture covariance in the sheep 

model, there was substantial autocorrelation of this parameter, with an accompanying 

need for a thinning interval over 20. This was resolved with the removal of this 

covariance and a thinning interval of 2 achieved the values listed above. The thinning 

interval is important for maintaining independence between successive observations 

in the MCMC chain; it indicates the number of iterations that must be dropped to 

maintain independence. While diagnostics cannot prove convergence has occurred, if 

failed, the tests indicate convergence has not occurred (Ntzoufras, 2009); there was no 

evidence for lack of convergence with either model. 

 With seven tests in this model and each test demonstrating overall low test 

sensitivity, it was important to assess the influence of cells containing zero (Enoe et 

al., 2000). When any of the cells containing a zero were replaced with a one, none of 

the parameters varied by more than 1%, indicating the influence of cells containing 

zero was not great in the final model. There were zero cells in all of the 3-test models, 

so this influence was inescapable with this dataset. 

 The final model needed to estimate 25 parameters in total: prevalence; test 

sensitivity and specificity for seven tests; and ten covariances. The model with seven 

(k) tests provides 2k-1 degrees of freedom in the data, or 127 degrees of freedom. 

Since this exceeds the number of parameters, the model is considered 'identifiable', 
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which means it is less reliant on the priors and does not need to fulfill the Hui Walter 

paradigm assumptions to be valid. However, the assumption of constant test 

sensitivity and specificity across populations with different prevalences was attempted 

to be evaluated. When the populations were divided in half the prevalence was within 

2% of the composite population prevalence and the test accuracy parameters were 

within 1-2% of the estimates from the original model. Sensitivity analysis was 

performed and demonstrated that the goat model was most heavily influenced by the 

priors placed on both of the faecal culture parameters (see Table 4.7 for priors used in 

sensitivity analysis and their influence) and the faecal PCR specificity parameter. 

There was a large degree of confidence in the faecal culture specificity prior, as the 

culture method used undergoes rigorous confirmation, so it was retained as is. When 

the sensitivity estimate of faecal culture underwent manipulation, only the posterior 

estimate was altered by more than 1%. Since the literature supports the lower 

sensitivity prior, this was also retained (Logar et al., 2012; Kostoulas et al., 2006; 

Whitlock et al., 2000). Finally, the specificity prior on faecal PCR was only an 

influence when it was made equal to the faecal culture prior. There is not enough 

literature on the faecal PCR method to support this; in addition faecal PCR can detect 

low levels of Map so that it is difficult to conclude if the Map is being shed from an 

infected animal or passively passed through the intestinal tract after recent ingestion 

from the environment, thus supporting a lower specificity prior than FC. The results 

of the model using these priors and covariances are presented in Table 4.4. 

 With the final model, all test sensitivities increased compared to the frequentist 

model. Specificity varied minimally by test, with some increasing and others 

decreasing, but never by more than 2.3%.  Overall prevalence increased slightly to 

19.0% in goats and 9.4% in sheep. The widths of the probability intervals were often 
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very similar, or marginally higher, than the frequentist confidence intervals. Listed in 

Table 4.8 are the results of the step function where tests were compared to determine 

if their sensitivities or specificities were higher than the other. In dairy goats, faecal 

culture had a high probability (1.0) that both its sensitivity and specificity parameters 

were higher than faecal PCR. Both serum ELISAs had at >0.95 probability of having 

higher sensitivity than the serum AGID. The serum ELISAs had >0.85 probability 

that they had higher sensitivity than their milk counter-parts and both Prionics test had 

>0.90 probability that they had higher sensitivity than the IDEXX tests. With dairy 

sheep, faecal culture had a high probability (1.0) of having higher specificity than 

faecal PCR. Both serum ELISAs had >0.90 probability of having higher sensitivity 

than the serum AGID.  

4.4. Discussion 
 

4.4.1 Study Design 
 

 Random, stratified sampling was used to sample the dairy goat population, and 

a good response rate was achieved; hence, the animals and farms sampled were likely 

representative of the population within which the tests will be used. However, it 

should be recognized that without access to the non-responder data, it difficult to 

differentiate the factors influencing producers to participate or not participate. It was 

initially predicted that this study would be subject to selection bias, with producers 

from infected farms declining to enroll to prevent identification of their Map-infection 

status. However, the results of Chapter 2 (Johne's disease in the small ruminant dairy 

industry in Ontario, Canada: prevalence and risk factors) imply this is unlikely to have 

occurred.  
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 With regards to the sheep flocks sampled, the representativeness is less clear. 

The lack of an accurate list of sheep milk producers hampered our effort to randomly 

sample this population. However, based on the profile of the producers sampled 

(Chapter 2: Johne's disease in the small ruminant dairy industry in Ontario, Canada: 

prevalence and risk factors), the wide geographical distribution of farms, and 

consultation with members of the sheep milk processing industry, we feel that flock 

selection was likely representative of Ontario dairy sheep farms. This combined with 

randomized animal sampling increased the strength of the external validity; however, 

extrapolation to other populations must be done with caution, especially populations 

with different prevalences and strains of Map, varied environmental mycobacterial 

flora, and farm management.  

 Test sensitivity and specificity are dependent on the spectrum of disease in the 

sampled population, otherwise known as spectrum bias. This bias is due to perceived 

improvement in test performance as the stage of disease progresses in an animal 

(Gardner et al., 2011).  The cross-sectional nature of this study provides an 

opportunity for the tests to be evaluated in a study population that is representative of 

the target population in infection stages. All samples were collected in one visit to 

minimize disease progression bias and loss to follow-up that might occur if samples 

were collected at different time points.  

 There was concern that this study may be susceptible to selection bias as it was 

perceived that only producers that believed their herd/flock was not infected with 

paratuberculosis would participate; however, the high prevalence of disease in the 

study herds - 83.0% (95% PI: 62.6-98.1) and flocks - 66.8% (95% PI: 41.6-91.4) 

(Chapter 2: Paratuberculosis in the small ruminant dairy industry in Ontario, Canada: 

prevalence and risk factors) suggests that this is unlikely to have happened. 
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Misclassification of test results may have occurred somewhere in the study as 

sampling almost 1000 animals and having all labels and samples coinciding for seven 

different tests and three diagnostic laboratories was a challenge; however, utilizing 

one person as the sampler, processor, and database manager helped keep this to a 

minimum. 

4.4.2 Bayesian Model 
 

 Latent class analysis has grown in popularity in Map test evaluation studies 

(Kostoulas et al., 2006; Nielsen et al., 2002; Wells et al., 2006). Bayesian models 

have become progressively complex as more tests and dependency covariates are 

included (Morton et al., 2012) and hierarchical models are becoming available 

(Carabin et al., 2005). The model in this paper highlights the importance of 

accounting for the dependence between tests, as has been stated in another paper 

(Dendukuri and Joseph, 2001). The model used for the primary analysis and the 

original independent model differed dramatically in the test accuracy estimates and 

DIC values obtained. 

 While the model used in this study is complex due to the number of tests and 

the covariance structure, it treated animals from the same farm as independent which 

is unlikely to be true and needs to be explored further to evaluate the ‘herd-effect’ that 

may be present. Mainar-Jaime et al. (1998), while using a random-effects model in a 

non-Bayesian framework, found a significant effect created by clustering in their test 

evaluation study. Animals on the same farm living in a common environment, sharing 

feed, water and likely genetics, will have a risk of infection more similar than animals 

living on different farms (Bernatsky et al., 2005). The heterogeneity in risk between 

farms and prevalence of disease will potentially influence test performance 
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evaluations (Carabin et al., 2005). Ideally, in this study since multiple animals (20) 

were sampled from the same herd, a hierarchical model should have been considered 

in order to compensate for the clustering of herd-level factors (Donald et al., 1994; 

Gardner et al., 2000). In addition, paratuberculosis tests will have higher sensitivity in 

animals with a greater severity of infection. Therefore, in theory, test estimates should 

be a function of individual characteristics that predispose or protect against disease, 

i.e. age and lactation (Joseph et al., 1995); however, both of these additions were 

beyond the statistical scope of the present study. Increased severity of infection can 

also be present when a higher prevalence of infection occurs (Weber et al., 2005), so 

test accuracy parameters may change as prevalence changes. When the data were 

divided into two sections by geographical location, test parameters did not vary. 

However, the prevalence was also the same in the sub-populations, so no conclusions 

could be drawn as to whether constant sensitivity/specificity across prevalences 

existed. 

 When making sample size calculations at the study design stage, it is 

important to consider the statistical method being used as this can influence the 

precision of the estimates obtained (Dendukuri et al., 2004, 2010); however, in this 

study the possibility of using Bayesian analysis was not known ahead of time. Toft et 

al. (2005) stated that LCA studies should generate similar intervals of precision to 

those obtained using frequentist methods. When comparing the estimates generated 

by the frequentist and LCA/Bayesian methods, all parameters estimated by the 

Bayesian model had equal or slightly larger probability intervals than the confidence 

intervals, so it does not appear that sample size impacted the study negatively. 

Kostoulas et al. (2006) demonstrated that low test sensitivity can also reduce 

precision. This was also seen in this study, where test sensitivities had wider intervals 
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than the specificities. When tests have low sensitivity and wide probability and 

confidence intervals, it makes it difficult to tell if one test is performing significantly 

better than another. 

 Bertrand et al. (2005) and Walter (2005) raised concerns that a high frequency 

of cells with small numbers or zeros in small sample sizes will make latent class 

models unstable. This is a definite concern with paratuberculosis research, where 

most tests demonstrate low test sensitivity. Zeros and numbers fewer than five were 

present in every model run from the 3-test to the 7-test model, but substitutions with a 

value of one had little impact on the model results. As Bayesian exact models become 

more commonplace this would be worth exploring further.  

4.4.3 Test Parameters 
 

4.4.3.1 Culture of Mycobacterium avium ssp. paratuberculosis 
 

 Faecal culture has been the ante mortem test of choice in many test evaluation 

and prevalence studies of paratuberculosis, largely because it has demonstrated the 

highest sensitivity and specificity of all the tests to date. This is supported by this 

study, more so in the dairy goat population than in dairy sheep. Faecal culture yielded 

the most positive tests in the goat population, and while estimates of sensitivity and 

specificity of the reference test are not obtainable using the frequentist method of test 

evaluation, an advantage of LCA is that estimates of all parameters are generated. The 

resulting sensitivity of 81.1% in dairy goats outperformed all other tests and 

demonstrated a high probability (1.0) that the sensitivity was higher than faecal PCR, 

the test with the next highest sensitivity (35.0%).  With respect to dairy sheep, faecal 

culture did not yield the highest number of positive tests, and results from the 

Bayesian model indicated it had a lower sensitivity than in goats (49.5%) and had a 
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low probability (0.338) of being higher than the sensitivity for faecal PCR, the test 

with the next highest sensitivity in sheep (42.4%). Kostoulas et al. (2006) had much 

lower sensitivities for faecal culture in the dairy sheep and goats studied in Greece, 

16.0% (95%CI: 0.02-0.48) and 8.0% (95%CI:0.02-0.17), respectively. A different 

faecal culture method (Herrold's egg yolk media, HEYM) was utilized, and animals 

>1 year were sampled, which could explain the lower sensitivities observed. 

 Despite the superior performance of faecal culture, the test itself has poor 

utility for use in a paratuberculosis control program as an individual animal test. The 

test is two to five times as expensive as tests that measure antibodies.  The prolonged 

time to obtain results also prevents its routine use in most control programs. The 

average time for cultures to signal positive in this study (goats – 66 days, sheep – 100 

days) fell outside of the standard length of time that cultures would normally be kept 

(49 days). Thirty per cent of positive goat cultures and 60% of positive sheep cultures 

would have been classified as negative had the standard time been observed. 

Increasing incubation times to accommodate these results may not be practical, 

increased expense would be incurred by laboratories as space in the automated culture 

system would be occupied, preventing the culture of other specimens. In addition, 

little is known about the efficacy of the signaling media in the BACTEC system 

beyond the 49 days, and as length of incubation increases, so too does the risk for 

contamination of the samples. The rate of contamination observed in this study was 

high in comparison to other studies (Gumber and Whittington, 2007; Whittington, 

2009); however, as mentioned, the samples were kept longer than is usual. Previous 

authors have observed that contamination rates can vary by farm, but whether caused 

by environmental microflora (ex. Pseudomonas diminuta), diet, or season (Gumber 

and Whittington, 2007) is as yet unknown. While both species had a similar farm-
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level contamination proportion, goats had a higher within-herd level proportion than 

sheep. What is unique in this study is that 15% of contaminated samples, in both 

species, may have been positive and not ‘contaminated’. These samples tested 

positive on direct PCR prior to decontamination, but on culture, they signaled positive 

in the system, but failed to confirm positive on acid-fast or PCR confirmation. 

Unfortunately, no data were kept on which aspect of confirmation the samples failed, 

which would have helped to clarify the contamination question. Compounds (e.g. egg 

yolk) leftover from the media and not removed during the extraction process can 

potentially inhibit DNA amplification (Christopher-Hennings et al., 2003). 

Furthermore, the hspX-based PCR test potentially has lower sensitivity in comparison 

to IS900 as a confirmatory test since only one copy of this hspX gene exists in each 

Map bacterium, while 17 copies of IS900 potentially exist (Li et al., 2005). This 

decreased sensitivity was also observed by Ellingson et al. (2004) in a comparison 

study between confirmatory tests using hspX and IS900; however, hspX also 

exhibited 100% specificity whereas IS900 had some false-positive reactions, which 

may be due to possible cross-reactions with other non-Map mycobacteria (Cousins et 

al., 1999; Englund et al., 2002) 

 It has yet to be determined which circulating strains of Map are found in the 

small ruminant population in Ontario; however, the disparity in the performance of 

faecal culture between the two species highlights the need to further investigate the 

situation. Previous work performed by Gumber and Whittington (2007) raised 

concern that the liquid culture media (modified Middlebrook 7H9) in the BACTEC 

MGIT system may not support the growth of non-laboratory adapted type S-strains.  It 

is unknown what the root cause is, but the researchers postulated it may have been the 

lower concentration of egg yolk in comparison to another media being used or the 
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presence of vancomycin in the growth media. The S-strain which is primarily found in 

the domestic sheep population and occasionally in goats and cattle, is very slow-

growing and fastidious with its growth requirements showing preference for 7H10-

based media (de Juan et. al., 2006) and a dependence on mycobactin J and egg yolk 

(Whittington 1999). In contrast, the C-strain, grows at a faster rate and shows 

preference for 7H9-based media (de Juan et al., 2006). If S-strains were the 

predominant strains in the sheep population in this study, it may explain the lower 

level of performance of faecal culture. If not, it may be explained by the different 

forms that paratuberculosis can exhibit on histopathology. Lesions at post-mortem in 

cattle primarily assume a multibacillary, or lepromatous form, characterized by sheets 

of macrophages containing acid-fast bacteria and prominent intestinal thickening and 

rugae (Stabel, 2000). In sheep and goats, pathology can be similar to cattle or have the 

appearance of the paucibacillary form. Lesions are more focal in nature, tuberculoid 

and granuloma-like, and less obvious (Clarke et al., 1996). It is felt that this range in 

lesion-type may be a product of immune status rather than strain-type (Sargison, 

2008; Dennis et al., 2010). Regardless, a common observation is that faecal culture 

demonstrates higher sensitivity in animals with multibacillary rather than 

paucibacillary lesions (Whittington et al., 2000; Gumber and Whittington, 2007). 

Therefore, prevalence of the different forms in each of the sheep and goat populations 

would influence success of culture.  
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4.4.3.2 Direct real-time polymerase chain reaction test (RT-PCR) 
 

 Direct use of PCR on faeces has the potential to be a rapid and sensitive 

method of Map diagnosis, especially in sheep where faecal culture is a challenge 

(Garrido et al., 2000). As previously mentioned, there has yet to be any cross-reactors 

identified with the hspX gene; however, there is always the risk that Map DNA from 

other animals or the environment can contaminate the sample. PCR methods are also 

unable to differentiate ‘infected’ animals from passive shedders (i.e. those animals 

that ingested the bacteria from a contaminated environment within the last 14 days 

and the bacteria ‘passes through’ without infecting the animal) (Manning et al., 2003; 

Reddacliff and Whittington, 2003; Whitlock et al., 2006), which may explain the 

lower than expected specificity of direct faecal PCR. 

 In theory, faecal PCR can be positive after identifying a single gene from one 

bacterium, unlike faecal culture, which may have a detection limit of approximately 

2.3x101 – 2.3x103bacteria (Gumber and Whittington, 2007), so PCR sensitivity should 

be high. A case-control study using cattle and a LCA/Bayesian approach estimated 

faecal PCR sensitivity to be 60% and specificity to be 97% (Alinovi et al., 2009). 

These numbers reflect the performance of the test in a case-control study and were 

higher than the sensitivity observed in this study, which was 35.0% in goats and 

42.3% in dairy sheep. It is difficult to isolate DNA from faeces as Map aggregates in 

clusters (Christopher-Hennings, et al., 2003), so finding even a substantial amount of 

bacteria in a large volume of faeces can be difficult. Small ruminants present an 

additional challenge as their faeces are in pelleted form with low moisture content, 

making homogenization of the sample laborious. To date, there is no information 

available on where in faecal pellets Map is more likely to be found and how this may 

impact processing.  The PCR kit used in this study was designed for use with cattle 
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faeces, so no reference is made for alternative species or cut-off values. 

Manufacturer’s instructions specifically state that sampled faeces should be fresh and 

moist. All samples submitted in this study were collected fresh, but were dry due to 

the nature of the faeces. Due to Map’s thick, waxy cell wall, lysis to access DNA for 

extraction is difficult (Gangadharam and Jenkins, 1998). The protocol used in the 

Tetracore® kit involves bead-beating which increases sensitivity (Behr and Collins, 

2010), but there is always the risk it can destroy DNA in the process. In addition to 

the physical challenges, faeces contain many compounds that can inhibit the PCR 

reaction: bile salts, ionic detergents, hemoglobin degradation products, polyphenol-

based substances, and humic-like acid, while residual egg yolk from the culture media 

can also be inhibitory (Stevenson and Sharp, 1997; Inglis and Kalischuk, 2003; 

Christopher-Hennings et al., 2003). All of these factors may have contributed to the 

lower than expected sensitivity observed here. While the lower price and faster turn-

around time make use of PCR appealing, the poor sensitivity of the test in the dairy 

goat population does not warrant it replacing faecal culture. In sheep, sensitivity of 

faecal culture had a low probability (0.338) of being higher than the sensitivity of 

faecal PCR. This implies that PCR would be a good substitute test; however, the 

lower specificity of faecal PCR (89.1% versus 97.4% in faecal culture) indicates a 

concern for false positive results. Very careful sample collection and strict adherence 

to laboratory protocols would be required so as to minimize cross-contamination from 

the environment, gloves, or other samples.  

 Since sensitivity and specificity of direct faecal PCR were similar in both dairy 

goats and dairy sheep (35-42% sensitivity and 89% specificity, respectively), it also 

supports the observation made earlier that the low detection of culture-positive sheep 

is likely due to the culture method and not due to lack of shedding.  
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4.4.3.3 Serum Tests 
 

 False positive results with serum ELISA tests with small ruminant Map testing 

has been an issue in the past. Antibodies to the bacterium C. pseudotuberculosis, 

responsible for caseous lymphadenitis, a disease commonly seen in goats and sheep, 

cross-reacted with a Map ELISA test previously in circulation (Manning et al., 2007). 

The kit, and the antigen on which it was based, are no longer in use and the 

incorporation of a ‘pre-step’ in other ELISA protocols has helped minimize false-

positives. Serum samples are now incubated with Mycobacterium phlei in an attempt 

to remove this and other cross-reacting antibodies (Yokomizo et al., 1985). Further, 

environmental mycobacteria such as Mycobacterium kansasii, Mycobacterium 

tuberculosis, and Nocardia asteroides, can also potentially cross-react with Map 

(Hilbink et al., 1994). Given this, there always remains the lingering question of 

potential cross-reactivity impacting results. Although this pre-incubation step is 

absent in the AGID protocol, no false positive test results were attributed to the AGID 

test in the Manning study. Specificity for the AGID has historically been high, with 

many studies reporting values between 98-100% in sheep and goats (Robbe-

Austerman et al., 2006; Gumber et al., 2006). Slightly lower specificities (95.0-

99.7%) have been reported with the ELISAs (Kostoulas et al., 2006; Salgado et al., 

2007; Whittington et al., 2003). This study supports these results in both species; 

therefore, the probability of cross-reactions in any of the three serum tests appears 

small. 

 The sensitivity of serological tests varies with the stage of disease (van Hulzen 

et al., 2012), population prevalence (Weber et al., 2005), histopathological lesions 

(i.e. multibacillary versus paucibacillary) and age (Nielsen and Toft, 2008). AGID has 

tended to perform less well with regards to sensitivity, than the ELISAs in comparison 
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studies (Gumber et al., 2006). ELISAs are considered primary assays because they are 

the result of antigen-antibody complexes, whereas the AGID is a secondary assay; 

there has to be enough antibody to bind to antigen and for the complexes to cross-link 

to each other in order to form a precipitate line (Whittington et al., 2003) and be 

deemed positive. Values for AGID sensitivity have ranged from 8.0-83.0%, 

depending on the population sampled and stage of disease, while ELISA sensitivities 

have ranged from 8.0-56.4% (Robbe-Austerman et al., 2006; Gumber et al., 2006). In 

the dairy goat population of this study, it was not surprising that the serum Prionics 

test had higher sensitivity (31.4%) than the AGID (22.2%). However, it was 

surprising that the IDEXX had a much lower sensitivity at 7.8%. In goats, the 

sensitivities of all three serum tests were significantly different from one another. The 

AGID test by nature measures both IgG and IgM, so even though it is on the surface a 

crude test in comparison to the quantifiable nature of ELISA tests, it may be the 

inclusion of the IgM that improves its performance over the IDEXX. Alternately, the 

cut-off for the IDEXX, determined using data obtained from dairy cattle, may be too 

high for small ruminants. The inclusion of IgM may also explain why AGID 

identified a different population of animals than the ELISA did in some studies 

(Robbe-Austerman et al., 2006). Within the dairy sheep population the serum tests 

performed quite differently from each other. The IDEXX test had higher sensitivity 

(34.9%) than the Prionics (28.0%), while AGID had the lowest at 14.4%.  

 It is premature to conclude which ELISA test performs best in each species as 

other factors may be impacting the results. The performance of ELISA tests are 

partially dependent on the cut-off evaluated by the manufacturer. Other studies 

(Whittington et al., 2003; Kostoulas et al., 2006; Robbe-Austerman et al., 2006) 

observed that sensitivity improved when they reduced the cut-off, but often at the 
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expense of specificity. Since IDEXX® had lower cut-offs for their serum test in the 

European Union than in North America, this lower value was chosen to evaluate the 

test to see if it improved its performance. The number of positive tests changed very 

little and only marginally improved sensitivity. Further evaluation of species-specific 

cut-offs may need to occur. The difference in test performance may be accounted for 

by reducing the cut-off of the Prionics in sheep and the IDEXX test in goats.  

 Whittington et al. (2003) observed that the performance of the Prionics and 

AGID serological tests were not correlated with the circulating strain of bacteria 

causing the disease, and that there was cross-reaction between the test antigens and 

the antibodies generated for each of the type II and type I/III strains. It is therefore 

unlikely that other factors are playing a role in the poor performance of the AGID test. 

The conclusion can thus be made that the performance of the AGID in this small 

ruminant population warrants the phasing out of this test and replacement by the 

aforementioned ELISAs. This will be unlikely to cause objections due to the labour-

intensiveness of the procedure and the difficulty in acquiring reagents (written 

personal communication, Animal Health Diagnostic Center, Cornell). 

4.4.3.4 Milk Tests 
 

 While milk testing for mastitis pathogens, somatic cell counts, and milk 

components is routinely used in the dairy cattle industry, widespread uptake has not 

yet occurred in the small ruminant dairy industry in Ontario. As the value of regular 

milk testing becomes appreciated, there becomes a need for species-specific 

evaluation of tests previously developed for use in cattle. Using milk-based ELISAs is 

a relatively cost-effective method of sample collection and testing for Map-infection 

status. In cattle, the milk test often had lower sensitivity and higher specificity than 

serum-based tests (Klausen et al., 2003). Further, the milk and serum tests were 
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shown to differ in their ability to detect disease depending on days in milk or milk 

yield (Nielsen and Toft, 2012). For example, antibodies tend to be present in higher 

levels in milk in early and late lactation (Nielsen et al., 2002). In the sheep population 

sampled in this study, the milk tests did not perform significantly differently from 

each another (sensitivity – 30.5-39.0%, specificity – 97.2-97.8%).  

It was interesting that the milk tests demonstrated a low probability that their 

sensitivities were higher than their equivalent serum tests, but this is not entirely 

unexpected. On evaluating five serum ELISAs and one milk ELISA in cattle, Collins 

et al. (2005) also found that the milk  ELISA performed equal to or better than the 

serum ELISAs. In the goat population in this study, the milk Prionics ELISA had a 

high probability that its sensitivity (22.4%) was higher than the milk IDEXX ELISA 

(11.7%). In goats, the serum tests had a high probability (>0.85) that their sensitivity 

was higher than their milk counter-parts. However, in sheep there was a low 

probability (0.406-0.646) that the serum sensitivity exceeded the milk sensitivity. This 

indicates there may be a slight advantage to using serum tests over milk tests in goats, 

but no advantage in sheep. 
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4.5 Conclusions 
 

 Accurate diagnosis of paratuberculosis infection is the first step in the control 

of this infection so that infected animals can be identified and removed from the 

population. Unfortunately, evaluations of test accuracies have often been determined 

in studies that used non-random sampling (Nielsen and Toft, 2008), such as known 

positive or negative populations.  The test parameters estimated in this study were 

obtained from a random sample of animals that would represent the entire spectra of 

Map-infection (clinical and sub-clinical) cases. Hence, these results are very 

applicable and relevant to producers and veterinarians faced with making diagnostic 

test decisions in an effort to reduce the level of Map infection in the small ruminant 

dairy industry. This study also had the additional benefit of accounting for test 

uncertainty by using LCA/BM. This method is growing in popularity, particularly in 

dealing with diseases with long latency periods such as is encountered with 

paratuberculosis.  
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Table 4.1. Attributes of five indirect antibody tests for Mycobacterium avium ssp. 

paratuberculosis used on milk and serum samples collected from dairy goats and 

dairy sheep in Ontario, Canada (October 2010 to August 2011).   

 Prionics IDEXX® (Pourquier) AGID* 

Sample tested Milk Serum Milk Serum Serum 

Target  

Antigen 

 

Protoplasmic  

antigen 

Cell wall  

associated antigen 

Protoplasmic 

antigen 

Manufacturer's 

cut-off values 

 

0.1 0.3 0.3 (EU) 

0.4 (NA) 

0.55 (EU) 

0.7 (NA) 

- 

Mean storage 

time (days) 

 

3.0 67.5 4.8 67.5 10.9 

Storage 

Temperature 

 

4°C 

 

-80°C 4°C 

 

-80°C 4°C 

 

Microplate 

reader 

 

 

BioTek

®1 

SpectraMax

® 3402 

BioTek 

® 

SpectraMax

®340 

- 

Laboratory Can-

WEST 

DHI 3 

AHL4  Can-

WEST 

DHI 

AHL AHDC5 

* AGID = agar gel immunodiffusion (serum) 

NA cut-offs used in North America  

EU - cut-offs used in European Union 
1 BioTek, Winooski, VT, US 
2 Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA, US 
3CanWest DHI, Guelph, ON, CA 
4Animal Health Laboratory, University of Guelph, ON, CA 
5Animal Health Diagnostic Center, Cornell University College of Veterinary 

Medicine, Ithaca, NY, US 
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Table 4.2. Sensitivity and specificity priors used in the 7-test 1-population model 

used to estimate the test accuracy parameters of seven diagnostic tests for 

Mycobacterium avium ssp. paratuberculosis in the dairy goat and dairy sheep 

populations of Ontario, Canada. 

  Goat Sheep 

Certainty  

(mode) a, b 

Certainty 

(mode) a, b 

Faecal 

Culture   

Se 90%<0.6 (0.4) 4.98, 6.96 90%<0.4 

(0.15) 

2.15, 7.52 

 Sp 95%>0.98 (0.99) 560.72, 

6.65 

95%>0.98 

(0.99) 

560.72, 6.65 

 

Faecal PCR Se 90%<0.6 (0.3) 2.41, 4.29 90%<0.6 

(0.3) 

2.41, 4.29 

 Sp 90%>0.95 (0.98) 107.20, 

3.17 

90%>0.95 

(0.98) 

107.20, 3.17 

 

Prionics®  

Serum 

ELISA  

 

Se 

Sp 

90%<0.5 (0.3) 

95%>0.9 (0.95) 

4.33, 8.77 

99.7, 6.19 
90%<0.4 

(0.2) 

95%>0.9 

(0.95) 

3.28, 10.12 

99.7, 6.19 

IDEXX® 

Serum 

ELISA  

Se 

Sp 

90%<0.5 (0.3) 

95%>0.9 (0.95) 

4.33, 8.77 

99.7, 6.19 
90%<0.4 

(0.2) 

95%>0.9 

(0.95) 

3.28, 10.12 

99.7, 6.19 

 

AGID+ Se 90%<0.2 (0.1) 4.14, 29.25 90%<0.2 

(0.1) 

4.14, 29.25 

 

 

Sp 95%>0.9 (0.95) 99.7, 6.19 95%>0.9 

(0.95) 

99.7, 6.19 

Prionics® 

Milk ELISA  

 

Se 

Sp 

90%<0.4 (0.28) 

95%>0.9 (0.95) 

9.26, 22.23 

99.7, 6.19 

90%<0.4 

(0.28) 

95%>0.9 

(0.95) 

9.26, 22.23 

99.7, 6.19 

IDEXX® 

Milk ELISA  

 

Se 

Sp 

90%<0.4 (0.28) 

95%>0.9 (0.95) 

9.26, 22.23 

99.7, 6.19 

90%<0.4 

(0.28) 

95%>0.9 

(0.95) 

9.26, 22.23 

99.7, 6.19 

+AGID = agar gel immunodiffusion (serum test) 

Se = sensitivity 

Sp = specificity 

Bolded values indicate where sheep priors differed from goat priors 
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Table 4.3. Test positive results from 580 dairy goats (29 goat dairy farms) and 397 

dairy sheep (21 dairy sheep farms) that underwent testing for Mycobacterium avium 

ssp. paratuberculosis infection with seven different tests, in Ontario, Canada (October 

2010-August 2011). 

Tests 
Goats 

(n=580) 
Sheep 

(n=397) 

Faecal Culture 106 (18.3%) 30 (7.6%) 

Faecal PCR 96 (16.6%) 60 (15.1%) 

Prionics® Serum ELISA 43 (7.4%) 12 (3.0%) 

IDEXX® Serum ELISA 7 (1.2%) 14 (3.5%) 

AGID 33 (5.7%) 7 (1.8%) 

Prionics® Milk ELISA 24 (4.3%) 12 (3.0%) 

IDEXX®Milk ELISA 6 (1.0%) 17 (4.3%) 
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Table 4.4. Parameter estimates of prevalence and the test sensitivities and specificities 

for seven Mycobacterium avium ssp. paratuberculosis diagnostic tests for dairy goat 

and dairy sheep populations using frequentist statistics and latent class analysis in 

Ontario, Canada, using dependent models. 

 Goat Sheep 

Parameter Frequentist 

(95% CI) 

 Latent Class 

Analysis/Bayesian 

Point Estimate 

Median (95% PI) 

Frequentist 

(95% CI) 

 Latent Class 

Analysis/Bayesian 

Point Estimate 

Median (95% PI) 

Prevalence 18.3 19.0 

(13.3-24.9) 

7.6% 9.4 

(6.2-12.1) 

Faecal Culture 

Se - 81.1 

(65.8-93.0) 

- 49.5 

(27.4-72.5) 

Sp  

 

- 98.1 

(95.6-99.3) 

- 97.4 

(96.1-98.5) 

Faecal PCR  

Se  33.0 

(24.2-42.8) 

35.0 

(24.2-49.1) 

33.3 

(17.3-52.8) 

42.4 

(21.5-65.5) 

Sp 87.1  

(83.8-90.0) 

89.4 

(86.4-92.2) 

86.4  

(82.4-89.7) 

89.1 

(86.0-91.7) 

Prionics Serum ELISA  

Se  25.5  

(17.5-34.9) 

31.4 

(22.2-42.6) 

6.7  

(0.8-22.1) 

28.0 

(12.6-48.5) 

Sp 

 

96.6  

(94.6-98.1) 

96.1 

(93.8-97.9) 

97.3  

(95.1-98.7) 

95.7 

(93.4-97.5) 

IDEXX Serum ELISA  

Se  6.6  

(2.7-13.1) 

7.8 

(3.8-13.7) 

10.0  

(2.1-26.5) 

34.9 

(18.5-54.4) 

a) Sp 

 

100.0  

(99.2-

100.0) 

98.9 

(97.9-99.6) 

97.0  

(94.7-98.5) 

95.6 

(93.2-97.4) 

Serum AGID 

Se  20.8  

(13.5-29.7) 

22.2 

(14.5-31.4) 

10.0 

 (2.1-26.5) 

14.4 

(6.5-25.9) 

Sp 

 

97.7  

(95.9-98.8) 

96.3 

(94.2-98.0) 

98.9 

 (97.2-99.7) 

98.4 

(97.1-99.3) 

Prionics Milk ELISA 

Se 

 

15.1  

(8.9-23.4) 

22.4 

(15.3-31.7) 

16.7 

 (5.64-34.72) 

30.5 

(18.0-45.4) 

Sp 

 

98.3  

(96.7-99.3) 

97.9 

(96.3-99.1) 

98.1  

(96.1-99.2) 

97.8 

(96.0-99.0) 

IDEXX Milk ELISA 

Se  3.8  

(1.0-9.4) 

11.7 

(6.9-18.4) 

20.0 

 (7.7-38.6) 

39.0 

(25.1-54.4) 

Sp 

 

99.6  

(98.5-100) 

98.5 

(97.2-99.4) 

97.0  

(94.7-98.5) 

97.2 

(95.4-98.6) 
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Table 4.5. Values of Cohen's kappa for various Mycobacterium avium ssp. 

paratuberculosis (Map) test combinations based on results obtained from Ontario 

dairy goats (n=580) and dairy sheep (n=397) (October 2010-August 2011).  

* lines in bold are those which show tests sharing the same biological phenomenon 

 

 

 

  

Test combinations Dairy Goats Dairy Sheep 

Faecal culture vs. faecal PCR* 0.209 0.135 

Faecal culture vs. serum Prionics 0.287 0.057 

Faecal culture vs. serum IDEXX 0.145 0.087 

Faecal culture vs. AGID 0.252 0.137 

Faecal culture vs. milk Prionics 0.192 0.204 

Faecal culture vs. milk IDEXX 0.082 0.198 

Faecal PCR vs. serum Prionics 0.206 0.064 

Faecal PCR vs. serum IDEXX 0.124 0.078 

Faecal PCR vs. milk Prionics 0.125 0.122 

Faecal PCR vs. milk IDEXX 0.072 0.113 

Serum IDEXX vs. serum Prionics 0.359 0.578 

AGID vs serum Prionics 0.550 0.300 

AGID vs serum IDEXX 0.451 0.348 

Milk Prionics vs. serum Prionics 0.574 0.570 

Milk IDEXX vs. serum IDEXX 0.549 0.509 

Milk IDEXX vs. milk Prionics 0.234 0.564 
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Table 4.6. Covariances used in the primary analysis model with full-dependence to 

estimate Map test accuracy in the Ontario dairy goat and dairy sheep populations. 

Covariance Goat (95%CI) Sheep (95%CI) 

Diseased   

Faecal culture + Faecal PCR  0.0229  
(-0.0553-0.0787) 

-0.5302  
(-0.7746-(-0.2711)) 

Serum IDEXX + Serum Prionics 0.0416  
(0.0105-0.0725) 

-0.1071  
(-0.2213-(-0.0532) 

Serum IDEXX + AGID 0.0386  
(0.0022-0.0727) 

-0.1261  
(-0.237-(-0.0543)) 

Serum Prionics + AGID 0.1067  
(0.0732-0.1395) 

0.1257  
(0.0739-0.1799) 

Milk Prionics + Milk IDEXX 0.0487  
(0.0119-0.0912) 

-0.0619  
(-0.1488-0.0313) 

Non-diseased   

Faecal culture + Faecal PCR  -3.906E-4  
(-0.0036-0.0059) 

0.0059  
(0.0011-0.0130) 

Serum IDEXX + Serum Prionics 0.0051  
(4.703E-5-0.0142) 

0.0360  
(0.0222-0.0529) 

Serum IDEXX + AGID 0.0052  
(6.617E-5-0.0142) 

0.0095  
(0.0011-0.0199) 

Serum Prionics + AGID 0.0182  
(0.0070-0.0328) 

0.0078  
(2.525E-4-0.0184) 

Milk Prionics + Milk IDEXX 0.0048  
(2.382E-5-0.0163) 

0.0271  
(0.0157-0.0415) 

* Covariances in bold support dependency by CIs not containing 0 
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Table 4.7. Priors used for sensitivity analysis in a 7-test 1-population Bayesian model 

for dairy goat and dairy sheep populations in Ontario. 

Parameter Primary Analysis 

A 

Sensitivity 

Analysis 

B 

Sensitivity 

Analysis 

C 

SeFCUL 2.4, 4.3 4.2, 29.3 1,1 

SpFCUL 560.7, 6.6 42.6, 5.6 107.2, 3.17 

SeFPCR 2.4, 4.3 2.4, 4.3 1,1 

SpFPCR 107.2, 3.17 42.6, 5.6 107.2, 3.17 

SeSERUMPRIONICS 4.3, 8.8 4.2, 29.3 1, 1 

SpSERUMPRIONICS 99.7, 6.2 560.7, 6.6 107.2, 3.17 

SeSERUMIDEXX 4.3. 8.8 4.2, 29.3 1, 1 

SpSERUMIDEXX 99.7, 6.2 560.7, 6.6 107.2, 3.17 

SeAGID 4.4, 29.3 1, 1 1, 1 

SpAGID 99.7, 6.2 560.7, 6.6 107.2, 3.17 

SeMKPRIONICS 9.26, 22.2 4.2, 29.3 1, 1 

SpMKPRIONICS 99.7, 6.2 560.7, 6.6 107.2, 3.17 

SeMKIDEXX 9.26, 22.2 4.2, 29.3 1, 1 

SpMKIDEXX 99.7, 6.2 560.7, 6.6 107.2, 3.17 
Se = Sensitivity        

Sp = Specificity 

FCUL = faecal culture 

FPCR = faecal polymerase chain reaction   

SERUMPRIONICS = PRIONICS enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (serum) 

SERUMIDEXX = IDEXX enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (serum) 

AGID = agar gel immunodiffusion test (serum)    

MKPRIONICS = Prionics enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (milk) 

MKIDEXX = IDEXX enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (milk) 
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Table 4.8. Probabilities of one test having higher sensitivity or specificity than 

another for individual test result comparisons in a 7-test 1-population Map infection 

Bayesian model for Ontario dairy goat and dairy sheep populations. 

Test Combination Test Sensitivity 

(Se) and Specificity 

(Sp) 

Goats Sheep 

Faecal culture vs. Faecal PCR Se 1.0 0.338 

Sp 1.0 1.0 

 

Serum Prionics vs. serum IDEXX Se 1.0 0.277 

Sp 0.999 0.437 

 

Serum Prionics vs. AGID Se 0.963 0.933 

 Sp 0.421 0.003 

 

Serum IDEXX vs. AGID Se 1.0 0.9822 
Sp 0.156 0.002 

 

Serum Prionics vs. milk Prionics Se 0.939 0.406 

Sp 0.944 0.911 

 

Serum IDEXX vs. milk IDEXX Se 0.862 0.646 

Sp 0.004 0.097 

 

Milk Prionics vs. milk IDEXX Se 0.996 0.182 

Sp 0.757 0.411 

* Values highlighted in bold are > 0.950 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

 

Identification of Mycobacterium avium ssp. paratuberculosis strains isolated 

from dairy sheep and dairy goats in Ontario, Canada 

 

To be submitted to Journal of Clinical Microbiology or Veterinary Microbiology 

 

Abstract 

 

 Typing of Mycobacterium avium spp. paratuberculosis (Map) strains are 

important epidemiologically as they can influence diagnostic test evaluation and 

prevalence studies that utilize bacterial culture. Further sub-typing of Map has the 

potential to identify transmission patterns. If bacteria exhibit enough diversity in the 

population this allows traceability of infections and the generation of hypotheses for 

sources of infection such as newly purchased animals or from dam to offspring.  

 The objective of this study was to type the Map isolates acquired during 

random sampling of dairy goat (n=29 farms) and convenience sampling of dairy 

sheep (n=21 farms) populations in Ontario, Canada, from October 2010 to August 

2011. Isolates were grown on the BACTEC® MGIT™ 960 liquid culture system and 

were typed using LSPA8, LSPA20, and Map1506. Subsequent sub-typing was based 

on variable number tandem repeat (VNTR) and mycobacterial interspersed repetitive 

units (MIRU) in conjunction with multilocus short sequence repeats (MLSSR) based 

on the 8-ggt locus. 

 The type II (cattle strain) was the dominant strain of Map isolated from the 

dairy goat faecal samples (n=21); one goat harbored type III (intermediate strain). 

Very few sheep isolates cultured positive or were typeable. The two sheep isolates 

were type III. MLSSR of the type III strains demonstrated they all had three allele 

copies at the 8-ggt locus. In the goat strains, 8-ggt either had 4 or 5 copies and VNTR-

MIRU indicated three sub-types showing diversity only at MIRU-292 locus otherwise 
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the strains were identical on the other locus. Three farms had animals all of the same 

sub-type and three other farms had two or more sub-types circulating, indicating there 

was some diversity on farms sampled.  

 While the typing and sub-typing of strains yielded valuable insight in this 

study, the results will become even more relevant as more isolates from sheep and 

goats undergo typing and sub-typing and are in turn compared to those present in 

cattle in an attempt to better understand the critical steps in the transmission cycle. 

Keywords: paratuberculosis, sheep, goats, genotyping LSP, VNTR-MIRU, MLSSR, 

MAP1506 

 

5.1 Introduction 

 

Mycobacterium avium ssp. paratuberculosis (Map) is the causative agent of 

paratuberculosis, a chronic, incurable wasting disease of domestic ruminants. 

Transmission is mainly faecal-oral; infected animals shed the bacteria in faeces 

contaminating the environment, water and food sources. The bacteria can also be shed 

in the colostrum and milk of clinical and subclinical cases of disease (Sweeney et al., 

1992; Streeter et al., 1995), in utero (Whittington and Windsor, 2009) and has been 

isolated in the skeletal muscle and blood (Okura et al., 2011; Smith et al., 2011). 

Historically, the primary method of diagnosis ante mortem has been faecal culture; 

however, Map is a fastidious organism to grow in vitro. The bacteria are mycobactin 

dependent (Lambrecht and Collins, 1992) due to an inability to produce the iron-

chelating compound itself, are extremely slow-growing leaving it susceptible to 

overgrowth with other faster growing bacteria, may require supplementation with egg 

yolk (Harris et al., 2005) and can be inhibited by compounds such as ampicillin 

(Gumber and Whittington, 2007), vancomycin (Thornton et al., 2002), and residual 
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hexadecylpyridinium, a chemical used to decontaminate samples prior to culture 

(Harris et al., 2005). Therefore, composition of the culture media plays a critical role 

in the success of Map laboratory cultivation.  

Early in paratuberculosis research it was recognized that Map was more 

difficult to culture from suspect cases of paratuberculosis in sheep than from cattle, 

and it was suspected that two strains of the bacteria existed, one more commonly 

infecting cattle and one more commonly infecting sheep (Dunkin and Balfour-Jones 

1935; McEwen, 1939; Taylor, 1945). It was not until genotyping was developed as a 

diagnostic tool that this was confirmed (Collins et al., 1990). Initially, the strains were 

labeled C, for the isolate obtained from cattle and S, for the isolate obtained from 

sheep. However the C strain had also been isolated from goats and sheep, which 

indicated the strain, was not limited to a particular host species. Since this time, an 

intermediate strain (I strain) has also been identified; the DNA hybridization pattern is 

a composite of both the C and S strains, while the restriction pattern is closer to the S 

strain (Collins et al., 1990). Currently, the nomenclature Type I (formerly S, sheep 

strain), II (formerly C, cattle strain), and III (formerly intermediate strain) is preferred 

to avoid confusion (Stevenson et al., 2002). 

The Map genome of the Type II strain (K-10) was completely sequenced in 

2005 (Li et al., 2005). This advancement provided researchers with improved 

information to develop diagnostic test targets and better understand the molecular 

evolution of the bacteria and disease (Behr and Collins, 2010). Since that time, type 

III sheep strains of Map have also been sequenced: specifically S397, JTC1074, and 

JTC7565 (Bannantine et al., 2012). To date, type I has not been sequenced (written 

communication, John Bannantine). Comparisons between the genomes of different 
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mycobacteria and different strains of Map allow for the identification of genomic 

regions possessing different nucleotide composition that are unique to each.   

The Map genome consists of a single, circular sequence of 4,829,781 base 

pairs (4Mb) divided in to genes (4587) and intergenic spaces (Li et al., 2005). HspX, a 

single-copy gene unique to Map (Ellingson et al., 1998), has been utilized in a 

commercial polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-based diagnostic test (Tetracore®, 

Rockville, MD, USA). Insertion sequences, which are sequences of transposable 

genetic elements, or nucleotides, can cause mutations in genomes and be used 

diagnostically as well, e.g. IS900, IS1311 (Whittington et al., 1998; Marsh et al., 

1999; Bull et al., 2000). These mutations can be intergenic (between genes) or 

intragenic (within genes) and can be deletions or insertions. Intergenic mutations have 

the greatest chance of long-term survival as intragenic mutations tend to disrupt 

essential genetic functions causing the mutation to 'die out' (Lynch, 2006).  

Long sequence polymorphisms (LSPs) are an example of insertion sequences 

used for genotyping. They were used previously to differentiate microorganisms such 

as mycobacteria from one another. Map can be differentiated from other 

Mycobacterium avium organisms by the absence of LSPA8 (Semret et al., 2005). The 

Map strains can be further differentiated by the absence or presence of LSPA20, as 

this 8-kb sequence is absent in C strains (Semret et al., 2006). With this method, it is 

possible to identify co-infection with Mycobacterium avium ssp. avium and Map and 

co-infection with Type S and C strains. However, it is not possible to further 

differentiate Type S from the intermediate strain; therefore, with this method strains 

are differentiated as C and S strains rather than I, II, and III. 

PE (Pro-Glu) and PPE (Pro-Pro-Glu) are protein families unique to 

mycobacteria (Griffiths et al., 2008). The genes that code for these proteins are 
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hypervariable and were initially used as markers for strain typing of tuberculosis 

(Sampson, 2011). Map has single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) variations in the 

PPE gene locus MAP1506 that allow for differentiation of Map strains (Griffiths et 

al., 2008). The combination of real-time PCR and analysis of melting curves have 

been used to distinguish Type I, II, and III (Castellanos et al., 2010).  

While both of these methods are able to identify strain type, further 

discrimination into subtypes is sometimes desired. Mycobacterial interspersed 

repetitive units (MIRU) combined with variable number tandem repeats (VNTR) is 

one method often used, while multilocus short sequence repeats (MLSSR) is another. 

They can be used in combination, but MLSSR appears to have greater discriminatory 

power (Douarre et al., 2011). 

It is important epidemiologically to identify the circulating strains of Map in 

populations, as it could potentially give insight in to husbandry practices (i.e. inter-

mixing of animal species), animal movement (sales, pasturing), and routes and origins 

of infection. Strain types may also influence the results of prevalence and test 

evaluation studies (Chapter 2: Paratuberculosis in the small ruminant dairy industry in 

Ontario, Canada: prevalence and risk factors; Chapter 4: Paratuberculosis in the 

Ontario dairy small ruminant industry: evaluation of seven diagnostic tests using 

latent class analysis and Bayesian methods) if the culture media utilized in the study 

preferentially grows one strain better than the other.  

Current laboratory culture methods may favour the growth of the Type II 

strain at the expense of Type I due to the short length of time the samples are 

incubated (Chapter 4: Paratuberculosis in the Ontario dairy small ruminant industry: 

evaluation of seven diagnostic tests using latent class analysis and Bayesian methods) 

and the culture media in use (Gumber and Whittington, 2007). In liquid culture media, 
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samples are frequently incubated for 6-8 weeks before being classified as negative. 

Sheep strains grow at a much slower rate than cattle strains (Collins et al., 1990). 

Eighty per cent of cattle isolates grow before 2 weeks and 100% by 28 days (Pozzato 

et al., 2011). In contrast, de Juan et al. (2006) observed that 70% of the sheep strains 

took longer than 3 months to grow and 50% took up to 7 months to grow on solid 

media. Adding to the challenge is the possibility that isolates obtained from sheep 

may be inhibited from growing in liquid culture systems such as the BACTEC MGIT 

960 system, a modified Middlebrook 7H9 based media which contains vancomycin, a 

higher concentration of ampicillin, and a lower egg yolk concentration than other 

media (Gumber and Whittington, 2007). 

If type I/III are systematically missed in faecal culture, many cases of Type I 

and possibly type III paratuberculosis would not be diagnosed by culture-based 

methods, predominantly in sheep. These false negative results would result in under-

estimation of the overall prevalence of disease, bias sensitivity and specificity 

estimates of new tests when culture is used as the reference standard, and hamper 

control programs because infectious animals would not be identified.  

The main objective of this study was to identify the circulating strains of Map 

that were present in the faeces of a randomly sampled population of Ontario dairy 

goats and dairy sheep using LSP and Map1506 sequencing. Since Gumber and 

Whittington (2007) had failed to grow the sheep strains in the BACTEC MGIT 960 

system (the method used to culture faeces in two previous projects (Chapters 2 and 

4)), there was additional interest in whether any type I or III cases of paratuberculosis 

had been successfully cultured using this technique. Lastly, VNTR-MIRU 

methodology was employed to identify if there were common strains within and 

between farms sampled.   
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5.2 Materials and methods 

 

5.2.1 Sampling 
 

 Between October 2010 and August 2011, 29 dairy goat herds and 21 dairy 

sheep flocks were randomly and conveniently selected respectively for participation 

in a large cross-sectional study that characterized the level of paratuberculosis in these 

two species in Ontario, Canada. This study received approval from the University of 

Guelph Research Ethics Board (10JN004) for human participants and the University 

of Guelph Animal Care Committee (10R057) for use of animals. Twenty lactating 

animals over the age of two years were randomly selected from each farm and 

sampled for faeces. These samples were collected with individual single-use 

polyethylene gloves. Samples were stored at 4-8°C until submission. The majority of 

samples were processed fresh; however, samples from 6 goat farms and 10 sheep 

farms had to be frozen at -80°C due to work-load issues at the laboratory.  

5.2.2 Faecal sample processing for primary culture 
 

 Processing of faecal samples was performed at the Animal Health Laboratory 

(AHL, University of Guelph, Guelph, ON).  In a BSL-2 safety cabinet, fresh or 

thawed faecal pellets were manually broken up into a homogeneous mixture using a 

wooden tongue depressor. Two grams of faeces were weighed out and added to 

17.5mL of sterile water and then lightly vortexed. Once the precipitate had settled 

after 30 minutes, 2.5mL of supernatant were removed for bacterial culture. Samples 

were decontaminated and cultured using the BD BACTEC™ MGIT™ 960 

Mycobacterial Detection system (Becton Dickinson and Company, Franklin Lakes, 

NJ) according to manufacturer’s instructions. The standard incubation length for 
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samples in the system is 49 days; however, this was extended to 240 days in order to 

give the opportunity for slower-growing strains of Map to be detected. Culture 

positive samples underwent acid-fast staining and PCR confirmation with the hspX 

gene, which is specific to Map only (Ellingson et al., 1998) (Culture Confirmation 

Protocol, MAP Extraction System, Tetracore®, Rockville, MD, USA).  

5.2.3 Sub-culture 
 

At the beginning of October 2012, uncontaminated MGIT tubes from culture 

positive faeces were sub-cultured on modified Middlebrook 7H10 solid media in 

order to purify the cultures. The composition of the media was as follows: 7H10 

(9.5mg), water (440mL), glycerol (2.5mL), OADC (oleic acid, albumin, dextrose, 

catalase) (50mL), Mycobactin J (0.5mL), and PANTA (10mL). The samples were 

incubated at 37°C, checked weekly for growth, and any visibly contaminated samples 

were discarded as they arose. All samples demonstrating growth by February 1, 2013 

were submitted for typing. 

5.2.4 Long Sequence Polymorphisms (LSP) Typing 

 

LSP-based typing was performed at the Department of Microbiology and 

Immunology, at McGill University, Montreal, QC. Sub-cultured isolates were 

subsequently lysed by boiling in lysis solution (25nM NaOH, 0.2mM EDTA) for 20-

30 minutes to extract the DNA. Extracts from all samples were processed for 

amplification as follows: 5 microlitres (5ng) of DNA were processed with 1 U Taq 

polymerase (MBI Fermantas), 5μl of 10x PCR buffer (MBI Fermantas) and 2.5 mM 

MgCl2. In brief, the amplification steps were: initial denaturation at 94°C for 5 

minutes; 35 cycles of denaturation at 94°C for 45 seconds; annealing at 60°C for 

LSPA8 or 55°C for LSPA20, both for 45 seconds; elongation at 72°C for 2 minutes; 
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and a final elongation step at 72°C for 10 minutes. PCR products were then separated 

by electrophoresis in 1.5% (wt/vol) agarose gels containing ethidium bromide. 

5.2.5 DNA extraction for MAP1506, MIRU-VNTR, and MLSSR typing 

 

 Lysis and DNA extraction of sub-cultured samples was achieved through a 2 

minute bead-beating step in lysis buffer followed by the spin-column DNeasy blood 

and tissue kit protocol (Qiagen, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada). Only Type II samples 

were further tested with MIRU-VNTR, but all samples were evaluated using MLSSR. 

All testing was performed at the Department of Production Animal Health, University 

of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta, Canada 

5.2.5.1 MAP1506 Typing 

 

 Amplification used 2μL of DNA, 10μL SsoFast ™EvaGreen® supermix (Bio-

Rad, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada), and 5 pmol of each forward and reverse primer 

and occurred as follows: 98°C for 2 minutes; 40 cycles at 98°C for 10 seconds; and 

annealing/extension at 57°C for 20 seconds. PCR products were then heated to 95°C 

for 1 minute and then cooled to 70°C for 1 minute (Griffiths et al., 2008). Reactions 

took place using an iCycler thermal cycler (Bio-Rad). Amplified DNA was submitted 

for Sanger sequencing (University Core DNA Services, University of Calgary, 

Alberta, Canada) and analyzed using Geneious software v.6.1 (Biomatters available at 

www.geneious.com). Map type was assigned based on SNPs described by Griffiths et 

al. (2008). 

  

http://www.geneious.com/
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5.2.5.2 MIRU-VNTR Typing 

 

 Eight specific VNTR loci (Thibault et al., 2007) were used for typing.  One μL 

of extracted DNA solution (see section 5.2.5) was added to a final volume of 19μL 

solution containing 1.25 U Top Taq (Top Taq PCR kit; Qiagen); 0.2 mM each of 

dATP, dCTP, dGTP, and dTTP (Invitrogen); 5 μLQ buffer, 2.5ul 10X buffer, 2.5μL 

Coral Red, 1.5μL MgCl2 (supplied by manufacturer), 1 μM of primers; and 1.5mM of 

MgCl2.  Amplification occurred using an iCycler thermal cycler (Bio-Rad) as follows: 

1 cycle at 94°C for 5 minutes; 40 cycles at 94°C for 30 seconds; 30 seconds at 58°C; 

30 seconds at 72°; and then 1 cycle at 72°C for 7 minutes. The PCR products were 

electrophoresed on 1.5% agarose gels and the amplicon size was used to assign 

VNTR alleles. 

5.2.5.3 MLSSR typing 

 

 Real-time PCR amplification of the ggt (8) locus was performed using the 

SsoFast ™EvaGreen® supermix (Bio-Rad, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada), 5 pmol 

forward and reverse primer and 2 μL of DNA.  Thermocycling conditions consisted of 

an initial denaturation at 95°C for 3 minutes, followed by 40 cycles at 95°C for 10 

seconds and annealing/extension at 68°C for 25 seconds. Amplified DNA was 

sequenced using Sanger sequencing (University Core DNA Services, University of 

Calgary, Alberta, Canada). The number of tandem repeats was identified using 

Geneious software.  Allele numbers were designated based on the number of copies or 

substitutions in the SSR sequence (Amonsin et al., 2004).  
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5.2.6 Data analysis 
 

 All data were stored in Microsoft® Excel (2007), and descriptive statistics 

performed in Stata® (StataCorp LP, College Station, Texas).  

 

5.3 Results 
 

 As of October 1, 2012 56 MGIT uncontaminated culture tubes from goat 

faecal samples and 14 sheep faecal samples were available for testing, and were 

plated onto solid media. After four months of incubation, 26 goat samples (46.4%) 

and 8 sheep samples (57.1%) demonstrated visible colonies and were submitted for 

further typing; these proportions were not significantly different based on the χ2 

statistic 0.65 (p<0.42). All colonies were non-pigmented. 

5.3.1 LSP Typing 
 

 Of the 26 goat and 8 sheep isolates submitted for typing, 23 goat (88.5%) and 

2 sheep isolates (25.0%) yielded bands and were therefore typeable. Results are 

presented in Table 5.1. Both sheep strains and all goat strains except one were missing 

LSPA8 indicating they were all Map species. The one goat isolate (#63) demonstrating 

LSPA8 was likely Mycobacterium avium ssp. avium (MAA) or ssp. hominissuis 

(MAH) (personal communication M. Behr). All 22 goat Map isolates and one sheep 

isolate (#41) possessed LSPA20 (C strain) while only 1 isolate was missing LSPA20 (S 

strain), and this was from a sheep (#21).  
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5.3.2 MAP1506 typing 

 

 Using MAP1506 typing, the two isolates from the sheep were determined to 

be type III (#21 and #41), one goat isolate was type III (#34) as well, one goat isolate 

was type I (#63), and the remaining goat isolates were type II (Table 5.1).  

 Three samples yielded conflicting results:  #63 (I with MAP1506, MAA or 

MAH with LSP), #34(III with MAP1506 and C with LSP), and #41(III with 

MAP1506 and C with LSP). These three samples were retested using DNA extracted 

by McGill to rule out the possibility of co-infection if a different colony had been 

sampled. However, the results remained the same (types I, III, III, respectively). 

Samples #41 and #34 were then subjected to retesting with LSPA20, where they were 

re-classified as S-strain, and all samples underwent further testing for IS900. Sample 

#63 was IS900 negative and was therefore thought to be non-Map (Table 5.1).  

5.3.3 VNTR-MIRU and MLSSR (ggt locus) typing 

 

 Results were available on 21 goat isolates for VNTR-MIRU (representing 11 

farms) and 14 goat isolates for MLSSR (10 farms), while sheep yielded results on two 

isolates for MLSSR (Table 5.2). Overall there was a failure to form bands for eight 

isolates in total for the MLSSR/ggt locus, while one goat isolate also failed to form a 

band on MIRU-47. Three samples had multiple bands, two on MIRU-10 and one on 

MIRU-47. 

 With the VNTR-MIRU method three different sub-types were identified 

among goat isolates, with the diversity demonstrated in locus MIRU-292 (3,4, and 5 

copies), and all other loci gave the same result in each animal. Sub-types with 4 

copies (n=10) and 3 copies (n=10) were the most common, while there was only one 

animal isolate with 2 copies. Of the 11 farms represented, six had isolates from 
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multiple animals sub-typed. Three farms had all animals with the same sub-type, two 

farms had two circulating sub-types, while one farm had two subtypes circulating in 

addition to the goat with the type III Map strain, and therefore demonstrated at least 

three different sub-types. 

 MLSSR on goat isolates yielded three different variants at the 8-ggt locus. The 

goat with type III had three copies as did all the sheep isolates. Seven isolates had 4 

copies at this locus and six isolates had 5. Animals with 3 copies at MIRU-292 all had 

5 copies at 8-ggt, and animals with 4 copies at MIRU-292 all had 5 copies at 8-ggt.

  

5.4 Discussion 
 

Genotyping is very important in understanding the epidemiology of 

transmission of diseases, for determining origins of 'outbreaks', and for surveillance. 

Genotyping is routinely used to trace outbreaks of disease due to E. coli O157:H7 

(Kudva et al., 2002), Salmonella typhimurium (Gilbert, 2008), and Campylobacter 

spp. (Sheppard et al., 2009). However, mycobacteria are more challenging to type due 

to their slow-growing behaviour (or non-growth), the thick cell wall they possess 

which makes DNA extraction a challenge, and their monoclonal genome (Bannantine 

et al., 2012).  

Overall, the sample size of isolates typed was small and many samples were 

lost to follow-up due to the difficulty of culturing these bacteria. Few samples were 

uncontaminated at the end of 11 to 24 months of incubation. An a priori decision to 

type samples when cultures were younger, would likely have resulted in a greater 

level of success; however, isolate typing was not budgeted for initially. As the initial 

study progressed (Chapters 2 and 4), there were discrepancies arising with respect to 

expected results for culture and polymerase chain reaction (PCR) test positive faecal 
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samples. Specifically, in goats, there were comparable numbers of positives with 

either test, while in sheep the proportion of culture positives was 50% that of PCR 

positives. The lower proportion of culture-positive sheep samples and the history of 

the MGIT system not growing sheep strains (Gumber and Whittington, 2007) 

highlighted the need to know more about strains circulating within the two 

populations of small ruminants. 

Contributing to the small sample size was the media on which the samples 

were sub-cultured. The recipe for Middlebrook 7H10 media and supplement did not 

contain egg yolk. While the initial MGIT tubes did, it is unlikely there was any 

residual egg yolk at the end of the incubation period to carry-over during sub-

culturing to the 7H10. Supplementing the media with egg yolk increases the recovery 

rate of Map and shortens the time to detection (Harris et al., 2005) for both cattle and 

sheep strains (Damato and Collins, 1990; Whittington et al., 1999). For both goats and 

sheep sub-culture was successful for approximately 50% of culture, which was not 

significantly different from one another, therefore it does not appear that sub-culturing 

preferentially affected samples from one species over the other.  

There were some discrepancies in test results from LSP and MAP1506 typing. 

Two samples were classified as C-strains by the LSP method but were classified as 

type III by MAP1506. As each isolate had been extracted separately at each institute, 

re-testing occurred with the extract from the other institute (i.e. University of Calgary 

tested McGill's extract). The second round of testing yielded no change in the 

University of Calgary's results, while at McGill both samples were re-typed 

differently, as S-strains. Testing of the extracts from both institutions ruled out co-

infection with different strains that may have been detected by one institute sampling 

one colony and the other institute sampling another. The other discrepancy was with 
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the Mycobacterium avium non-Map strain. With the McGill protocol an LSP step is 

taken to rule-out non-Map bacteria. When the University of Calgary analyzed the 

MAP1506 method it mistyped the MAA/MAH strain as type I. This supports the 

routine use of a Map confirmation step as this insertion sequence may be shared with 

other non-Map species. 

With only two sheep samples typeable, the sample size is too small to make 

any generalizations other than they were both type III. This typing is not overly 

surprising given that the Collins et al. study (1990) that first identified an intermediate 

(type III) strain obtained the isolate from a Canadian sheep. This strain has also been 

detected in sheep in Germany, South Africa, and Iceland (Mobius et al., 2009; de 

Lisle et al., 1992, 1993). No type I Map was isolated from sheep or goats in this study, 

so there is still a concern that the laboratory method used in Chapters 2 and 4 under-

represented the true number of animals that had Map in their faeces. This does not 

indicate type I is not circulating in Ontario; it only identifies a selection bias in the 

previous chapters due to the inability of it to grow in the MGIT system.  

All three isolates typed as III had three copies of ggt at locus 8 (MLSSR 

method). Sevilla et al. (2008) found 58% of sheep isolates also had three copies at this 

locus, as did five Spanish sheep isolates (Amonsin et al., 2004). In both of these latter 

studies typing to the level of I, II or III had not been performed. However, Mobius et 

al. (2008) did make the association between three copies at 8-ggt and classification as 

type III. It is unclear whether Map type I also possesses the same number of copies at 

this locus. Full genome sequencing has yet to be done on type I Map. 

The predominant strain in the goat population was type II, which also has been 

observed in Spain by de Juan (2006). The type III isolation was unexpected, but has 

also been identified in two goats in Spain (de Juan et al., 2005). The farm in the 
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present study that owned the goat with Type III was a relatively new producer who 

had amalgamated a herd from two smaller herds. While there was no concurrent 

cohabitation with sheep on his farm, it could not be ruled out that his goats had not 

had previous contact with sheep. The producer (#31) also had two animals yielding 

different sub-types of II, so, at minimum; this producer's goat herd had three 

circulating sub-types of Map. Two other farms also had animals with different sub-

types as determined by VNTR-MIRU, while three farms only had one sub-type. A 

Dutch study (van Hulzen et al., 2011) also found farms with only one circulating sub-

type, and an equal number of farms with more than two. They did trace-backs on 

some of the farms with multiple sub-types and found none of the animals had left the 

farm they were born on, however this does not preclude contact with purchased cattle.  

In this study, the use of MLSSR typing in combination with VINTR-MIRU 

did not provide greater discriminatory power, as all isolates with the same number of 

copies at MIRU-292 (e.g. 3) also had the same number of copies at 8-ggt (e.g. 5), so 

no additional information was gained from this procedure. Future use of genotyping 

methods may help identify the transmission patterns on a farm, but would: 1. require 

large numbers of animals to be sampled and 2. may require following them over time 

3. better culture methods and 4. better typing methods. The dominant copy number at 

locus eight in goats were 4 and 5 which is consistent with what was found in cattle 

types by Sevilla et al. (2008). 

No individual animals in this study appeared to be co-infected with two Map 

strains or sub-types unlike the study by van Hulzen et al. (2011). Multiple bands were 

detected on one locus of three isolates, but this could represent non-selective binding 

of the primers and will have to be explored at a later date. 
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In summary, the dominant Map strain among the dairy goat population in 

Ontario was type II. In sheep, it was type III, but this was based on only two samples. 

The results of this study will become even more relevant as more isolates from sheep 

and goats undergo typing and sub-typing. Patterns may emerge that help define the 

transmission cycle more clearly, but this will hinge on the level of Map diversity and 

the discriminatory ability of these methods. Whole genome sequencing of type I, and 

combining strain typing and sub-typing will help minimize the discrepancies such as 

those observed in this study and clarify some of the uncertainties with respect to the 

number of copies of genetic sequences.  
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Table 5.1. Map isolates from faecal samples typed using LSPA8, LSPA20, and 

MAP1506 genotyping from 23 dairy goats and 2 dairy sheep in Ontario, Canada. 

Culture 

sample 

number 

Animal 

Species 
LSPA8 LSPA20 LSP Type 

MAP1506 

Type 
IS900 

4 G A P C II P 

9 G A P C II P 

13 G A P C II P 

15 G A P C II P 

16 G A P C II P 

18 G A P C II P 

22 G A P C II P 

23 G A P C II P 

26 G A P C II P 

27 G A P C II P 

30 G A P C II P 

34 G A P C (S) III P 

43 G A P C II P 

46 G A P C II P 

47 G A P C II P 

48 G A P C II P 

56 G A P C II P 

57 G A P C II P 

59 G A P C II P 

61 G A P C II P 

63 G P - NM I  N 

65 G A P C II P 

71 G A P C II P 

21 S A A S III P 

41 S A P C(S) III P 

Bolded lines had conflicting values 

G = goat S = sheep A = absent  P = present NM = not Map 
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Table 5.2. Distribution of Mycobacterium avium ssp. paratuberculosis (Map) strain 

types by farm isolated from faecal samples of dairy goats (n=22) and dairy sheep 

(n=2) from Ontario, Canada. 

Frm 

# 

FC 

# 

Map 

type 

MIRU 

292 

MIRU

-3 

MIRU

-X3 

MIRU

-10 

MIRU

-7 

MIRU

-25 

MIRU

-32 

MIRU

-47 
GGT 

29 26 II 3 2 2 2 2 3 8 3 5 

31 23 II 3 2 2 2 2 3 8 MB FAIL 

31 27 II 4 2 2 2 2 3 8 3 4 

31 30 II 3 2 2 2 2 3 8 3 FAIL 

31 34 S/III X X X X X X X X 3 

34 57 II 4 2 2 2 2 3 8 3 4 

36 16 II 4 2 2 MB 2 3 8 3 FAIL 

36 22 II 3 2 2 2 2 3 8 3 5 

38 71 II 3 2 2 2 2 3 8 3 5 

38 48 II 3 2 2 2 2 3 8 3 5 

39 15 II 4 2 2 2 2 3 8 3 FAIL 

52 13 II 4 2 2 2 2 3 8 3 4 

53 9 II 4 2 2 2 2 3 8 3 4 

53 46 II 4 2 2 2 2 3 8 3 4 

53 43 II 4 2 2 2 2 3 8 3 FAIL 

53 56 II 4 2 2 2 2 3 8 3 4 

58 47 II 4 2 2 2 2 3 8 3 FAIL 

58 18 II 2 2 2 1 2 5 8 3 4 

58 59 II 3 2 2 2 2 3 8 FAIL FAIL 

68 65 II 3 2 2 2 2 3 8 3 5 

72 4 II 3 2 2 MB 2 3 8 3 FAIL 

72 61 II 3 2 2 2 2 3 8 3 5 

91 41 S/III X X X X X X X X 3 

101 21 S/III X X X X X X X X 3 

FC# = faecal culture number  

MB = multiple bands 
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CHAPTER SIX 

 

Discussion, study limitations, and recommendations for future research 

 

6.1 Introduction  

 

 Over the last 10 years, the Ontario dairy sheep and dairy goat industries have 

become a substantial agricultural industry (Canadian Dairy Goat Industry Profile, 

2006; Canadian Dairy Information Centre, CDIC, 2013). With this growth, has come 

an increased voice from producers asking for more research on production-limiting 

diseases, as well as increased scrutiny from the public and government agencies with 

respect to animal welfare and infectious diseases.  

 Paratuberculosis is a widely recognized infectious disease affecting the dairy 

cattle industry around the world (Hendrick et al., 2005; NAHMS, 2007; Behr and 

Collins, 2010). It has significant economic impacts on farms infected with the 

bacterium, Mycobacterium avium ssp. paratuberculosis. While reduced milk 

production, and premature culling are visible effects of the disease, it also causes 

great expense and time through testing and the implementation of control programs 

(McKenna et al., 2006; Juste and Perez, 2011). Many national and regional Map 

control programs have been implemented to reduce the level of Map in dairy cattle. 

To date, no official dairy small ruminant Map control programs exist in Canada.  
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6.2 Chapter Two: Paratuberculosis in the small ruminant dairy industry 

in Ontario, Canada: prevalence and evaluation of risk factors  

 

6.2.1 Discussion 

 

 While there had been incidental case reports in the literature (Moser, 1982) 

and a study of culled sheep (Arsenault et al., 2003) in Quebec, there was little 

information available on the level of disease or infection in the Canadian, and 

specifically the Ontario, dairy small ruminant industry. The goal of this study was to 

estimate the prevalence of infection. This information could then be used to establish 

whether there is a need for small ruminant control programs.   

 As outlined in Chapter Two, a cross-sectional study was undertaken whereby 

29 goat herds were selected through stratified random sampling, and 21 sheep flocks 

conveniently sampled, were visited once over a ten month period (October 2010 - 

August 2011). During each farm visit, 20 animals were randomly selected and 

sampled for faeces, milk, and blood; a bulk tank milk sample was also taken. These 

samples then underwent testing at three respective laboratories: CanWest DHI 

(Guelph, ON), Animal Health Laboratory (AHL, Guelph, ON), and Animal Health 

Diagnostic Center (AHDC, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY). Seven commercially 

available individual animal tests were used: faecal culture (FC), faecal polymerase 

chain reaction (PCR), two serum enzyme linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs), 

serum agar gel immunodiffusion (AGID), and two milk ELISAs. Two bulk tank milk 

tests were used: one commercially available PCR bulk tank test and one Hyper-

ELISA bulk tank test not yet commercially available. 

 Historically, prevalence data were calculated using the results of a single test. 

This was referred to as the apparent prevalence (AP), as it was acknowledged that 
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many tests had imperfect abilities to identify all Map-infected animals as positive (i.e. 

<100% sensitivity) or all non-infected animals as negative (i.e. <100% specificity). In 

this study, AP based on the test currently considered the ante mortem gold standard, 

faecal culture, yielded a herd-level apparent prevalence of 79.3% (95% CI: 60.3-

90.2%) in goats and 57.1% (95% CI: 34.0-78.2%) in sheep.  

 Rogan and Gladen (1978) developed a method of accounting for test 

imperfection by using test sensitivity (Se) and specificity (Sp)  to 'adjust' the apparent 

prevalence (AP) to a true prevalence (TP) using the following equation: 

𝑇𝑃 =
𝐴𝑃 + 𝑆𝑝 − 1

𝑆𝑒 + 𝑆𝑝 − 1
 

 

The limitations of this method are that if the Se, Sp, and AP are not specific to the 

population being studied, it can yield TP values outside the range of 0 to 1, which is 

non-sensical (Messam et al., 2008; Dohoo et al., 2010). Very rarely are test accuracies 

a constant, singular value. Test sensitivity and specificity vary by study due to the 

sampling method and target population utilized (Nielsen and Toft, 2008). Further 

complicating this is the influence of prevalence and stage of infection in chronic 

diseases such as paratuberculosis. Test performance has a tendency to improve as the 

severity of the infection progresses (Gardner et al., 2000). High prevalence leads to 

higher exposure levels causing the latency period to shorten as it is influenced by the 

ingested infectious dose (Weber et al., 2005). Therefore, studies may yield different 

test accuracy estimates based on the infection prevalence in the sampled population. 

A single fixed value for AP and TP are therefore not very representative of the 

population. Instead of using a frequentist approach as such, where these values are 

fixed, Bayesian methodology can be applied, incorporating the Rogan and Gladen 

approach, and model the parameters as distributions (Branscum et al., 2004). 
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Bayesian methods are often combined with latent class analysis (LCA), an approach 

that compensates for imperfect tests by incorporating results from two or more tests 

and eliminating the need for a 'gold standard' reference test (Kostoulas et al., 2006). 

 Prevalence data were analyzed using both the frequentist approach (AP was 

determined by the results of individual tests and then using three tests in parallel) and 

also using the LCA with Bayesian methods (LCA/BM) approach. This enabled us to 

assess the relationship between the two statistical methods. LCA/BM yielded higher 

true herd-level prevalence values of 83.0% in the goat herds and 66.8% in the sheep 

flocks, in comparison to AP.   This is consistent with what is observed in the literature 

(Liapi et al., 2011; Okura et al., 2010). Tests with low sensitivity analyzed with 

LCA/BM usually lead to true prevalences that are higher than the apparent 

prevalences especially if the test has near perfect specificity. The same results 

occurred when within prevalences were analyzed as well; within herd prevalence 

estimates in goats increased from 18.3% to 35.2% and from 7.2% to 48.3% in sheep.  

 These estimates may reflect the true situation better than a frequentist 

approach. Using a frequentist approach without adjusting for test uncertainty, the 

assumption is that the test is exhibiting 100% sensitivity and specificity. Realistically, 

the actual situation lies somewhere in between, with not all test positives actually 

having the infection and the test not detecting all cases of infection.  For example, in 

this study, a prevalence determined by a farm being infected when an animal tested 

positive on any of the seven tests (thereby assuming 100% specificity on any of the 

tests), yielded herd-level prevalence of 100% in goats. If the assumption of 100% 

sensitivity is followed, herd-level prevalence would be 79.3%. The true herd 

prevalences are thus falling in between these two extremes, accounting for 

imperfection in both sensitivity and specificity.   
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6.2.2 Study Limitations  

 

 Despite this analytic approach, the 'real' true prevalence is still unknown. Not 

all farms in Ontario were sampled and not all animals on each farm were tested. Even 

if all animals in the study population were tested, it still may not have been possible to 

define the 'real' true prevalence. With paratuberculosis, the low sensitivity of available 

tests precludes us from ever being able to determine the TP with a high degree of 

certainty.  

 This cross-sectional study went according to plan with respect to sampling of 

the goat population. Producers were enthusiastic and readily volunteered to 

participate, resulting in some producers’ participation being declined. The sheep 

producers were a different story; recruitment presented an incredible challenge to 

overcome in order to complete our target goal of 20 flocks. The problem originated 

with the lack of a list of current dairy sheep producers. If producers were licensed, 

their contact information would have been readily available and we would have 

accurately known how many producers actually did exist. In the absence of such a list, 

we relied upon milk processors contacting their producers on our behalf. One 

processor in particular was overtly against the study as he felt 'the industry could not 

handle any bad publicity'. Despite many overtures to this processor, he could not be 

brought 'on-board'. While this encounter made us highly attuned to the repercussions 

this study could have on the reputation of the industry, it did not dissuade us. We 

reached out to producers in other ways. Unfortunately, this did not result in a true  

random sample; however, it was the best that could be accomplished with the 

obstacles in place, and helped in understanding the complexities of the industry. The 

internet was used to identify the producers supplying some of the processing plants as 

they were listed on the processor's website, and we contacted them directly. Others 
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were identified through other participants who willingly supplied names. Since the 

old-order Amish and Mennonite communities often did not possess telephones, they 

were recruited in-person. The study may have an over-representation of this 

conservative community as the coordinator of the study was of the same cultural 

background with a commonly recognized last name. Since this community also keeps 

to themselves as much as possible, their livestock were likely to be more similar 

(closely related) than livestock from other producers, and their management styles 

were likely to be very similar as well.  

 The high prevalence of Map infection detected, prevented us from identifying 

possible risk factors for farms testing positive. This was highly disappointing 

considering the length of time it took to administer the questionnaire and analyze the 

data. However, preliminary analysis of the data yielded very little variation in the way 

producers were managing their farms (e.g. little uptake of artificial insemination, lack 

of removal of offspring at birth, minimal testing and inquiring about infectious 

diseases when purchasing animals); therefore, even if prevalence had been lower, 

there may not have been much useful information gleaned from the questionnaire 

data. 

 This study required a lot of labour, time and effort on behalf of the author in 

terms of contacting producers and performing the farm visits; however, she benefited 

greatly from the experience through increased knowledge of the industry, the 

consistent handling and labeling of samples, and the trust built with producers. A 

benefit of the trust built was that many producers wanted to be notified of further 

studies, and the conversations that occurred during the visits raised a lot of awareness 

about paratuberculosis and of other infectious diseases endemic to the industry.   
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6.2.3 Future research 

 

 Suggestions were made by producers for other areas where they would like to 

see more research. In particular, they would like withdrawal times for anthelmintics 

used in milking animals, as many producers would like to let their animals out on 

pasture. Many producers would also like to feed silaged feeds; however, there is a 

long held belief by them and their processors that this increases the level of Listeria 

monocytogenes in the milk, and therefore, in the cheese made from it, resulting in 

foodborne illnesses or cheeses that do not form properly.   

 Anecdotally, on farms with a high burden of Map infection and large numbers 

of affected/diseased animals, they were also struggling with other endemic diseases 

such as maedi visna, caprine arthritis encephalitis, caseous lymphadenitis, infectious 

abortions, and respiratory disease. The role of co-infection needs to be elucidated. 

Map may be like other mycobacteria that rely on inflammation or immunosuppression 

(Fisherman, 2011) created by other diseases to gain entry.   

 Implementing management changes to control Map will improve overall 

herd/flock health by eliminating other diseases as well (NRC, 2003). Therefore 

following the status of multiple diseases longitudinally to assess the impact of 

management changes for Johne's disease control on the prevalence of these other 

diseases, may help justify the changes to producers.   
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6.2.4 Conclusions 

 

 There is a need for the licensing of sheep producers in Ontario. The industry 

has matured to the point that there should be an accurate list of farms and their 

respective flock sizes. From an emergency management position, in the event of an 

infectious disease outbreak, not having such a list is potentially dangerous. From a 

continuing education/research standpoint, the industry cannot move forward and stay 

relevant unless credible information can be obtained and disseminated in an organized 

fashion.  

 Since both industries have a high herd-level prevalence of Map infection, 

>80% in goats and >65% in sheep, the next step, is the formation of a voluntary 

control program for each industry. The Ontario dairy cattle program could be used as 

a model; however, there are some features of the small ruminant industry that prevent 

a program, such as the existing risk assessment management program used in cattle 

(OJEMAP, 2012), from being directly applicable. Individual animal value is very 

small in comparison to dairy cattle (Behr and Collins, 2010) therefore, testing even a 

proportion of the herd/flock may not be economically feasible for many producers. 

Lambing and kidding seasons are compacted into a small window of time and this, 

combined with multiple offspring, means management interventions such as those 

directed at removing offspring at birth could be very labour intensive. Little research 

to date has been done on interventions related to small ruminants specifically. For 

example, management interventions such as feeding heat-treated colostrum need to be 

evaluated using sheep and goat colostrum. Sheep milk has a higher protein and milk 

fat content than cow's milk, which may make heat-treatment of colostrum not feasible 

or ineffective.  
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 Our risk factor summary indicated external biosecurity is a huge issue for both 

sectors; out of all the farms sampled (n=50), only one sheep farm was closed to 

animals entering the premises. In order to reduce the need to purchase animals, there 

needs to be a wider uptake of artificial insemination (AI) and a large emphasis placed 

on testing and isolation of purchased animals. Sharing/purchasing of breeding 

rams/bucks and purchasing from stockyards was commonplace among the studied 

farms and the disease risks needs to be highlighted.  

 It has been observed anecdotally, that with volatility in the milk market, 

increased demand for milk has, at times, caused producers to make animal purchases 

that were against their better judgment. This has resulted in the importation of 

infectious diseases, new to their farm, that have had negative impacts on production in 

the long-term.  

 

6.3 Chapter Three: Evaluation of bulk tank PCR and Hyper-ELISA for 

detection of paratuberculosis at the herd-level in sheep and goat dairies 
 

6.3.1 Discussion  

 

 Chapter two established that the prevalence of paratuberculosis should be of 

concern for the small ruminant dairy industries in Ontario. There is a need for the 

development of a herd-level test or monitoring tool that could identify infected 

herds/flocks and that could be used to evaluate the effectiveness of management 

interventions. Bulk tank tests would be very convenient; however, they have been 

hampered by the detection limits of the tests and the dilution effect created by milk 

supplied by non-infected and non-shedding animals. As such, and as demonstrated in 

Chapter 3, these tests are imperfect. Previous paratuberculosis bulk tank milk ELISA 

studies, also demonstrated low sensitivity (Innes, 2011, Nielsen et al., 2000). An 
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attempt was made to improve this performance by increasing reagent concentration 

and incubation times, and the result was the experimental 'Hyper-ELISA' protocol 

(Innes, 2011), which performed well in dairy cattle (Wilson et al., 2010). While the 

Hyper-ELISA did not identify all infected herds and flocks in the present study, it 

proved to have reasonable sensitivity (34.8%) for identifying Map infected farms. It 

could serve as a preliminary herd-level screening test in a control program where 

herd-level and within herd-level prevalences are high, as the test performed best when 

prevalences were greater than one or more animals being infected and when the cut-

off was lowered from 0.1 to 0.05.  

 The other bulk tank test evaluated in this study, based on PCR, did not 

perform well enough to be a herd-level test (i.e. sensitivity 0% in goats and 15.8% in 

sheep. At best it identified three flocks with a high within herd prevalence, but at the 

same time did not identify many other flocks with high prevalence. Perhaps as DNA 

extraction and amplification methods improve nucleic acid detection-based tests will 

perform better in the future. 

6.3.2 Study Limitations 

 

 This bulk tank project tested a large proportion of the available dairy goat and 

dairy sheep farms in Ontario, 29 goat farms and 21 sheep flocks (PCR-tested n=19). 

However, in comparison to other bulk tank studies, the sample size is quite small 

(Innes, 2011). In the Innes study of dairy cattle herds in Ontario, over 300 bulk tanks 

were tested, at the same time it must be recognized that the dairy cattle is of greater 

magnitude with over  >4000 producers  (CDIC, 2013).  

 Comparing the bulk tank test to a small sub-sample of individual animal tests 

per farm may not have been a fair comparison. Even though statistical compensations 
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were made, the test results from 20 animals is unlikely to yield a complete picture of 

the farm's true infection status. In addition, only individual animals over the age of 

two years were tested, while the bulk tank sample represented the contributions of all 

milking animals over one year of age, which likely contributed to the low test 

sensitivity. The animals between one to two years of age are less likely to shed Map 

in their milk and faeces, or have substantial antibody titres in comparison to those 

over two and therefore would dilute bulk tank test results.  

 Lastly, testing 'bulk tank milk' from the sheep farms is challenged by the 

different milk storage method among farms. With over half the farms storing milk 

frozen in containers after one milking, it is in reality not comparable to a bulk tank 

sample that may in some situations represent up to 14 milkings (7 days) of milk. Milk 

yield, antibody levels, and bacteria shedding may fluctuate as animals join and leave 

the flock and udder hygiene may vary as well, thus causing test variability over time.

  

6.3.3 Future research 

 

 While the bulk tank tests were used only once per farm during this study, it 

would be interesting to follow the results of 3-4 samples collected throughout the year 

since antibody secretion can vary with stage of lactation (Nielsen et al., 2002). In 

order to circumvent the contribution to the pool from high-producing non-infected 

animals, other methods of sampling could be explored. For example the first 20mL of 

milk could be collected from each animal (post-stripping and pre-milking), pooled in 

to one sample, and tested as one batch or in multiples of 5-10 similar to pooled faecal 

tests (Marsh and Whittington, 2001).  
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 Clarification of the source of the Map DNA in bulk tank milk also needs to 

occur, to determine whether it came from direct shedding in the milk or faecal 

contamination during milking. Knowing the source would direct control measures to 

reduce Map contamination of milk (i.e. improving udder hygiene if it is due to faecal 

contamination rather than shedding). One way to achieve this could be to test milk 

prior to entering the milking system and to compare this result to the bulk tank test; 

however, this would be very labour-intensive and only feasible on a small number of 

animals. The other option would be a risk assessment of the producers’ milking 

protocols, implementing improved milking hygiene steps and re-testing the bulk tank 

to see if this improved the test results.    

6.3.4 Conclusions 

 

 The two bulk tank tests evaluated can be used in conjunction with one another, 

as they may measure different things: level of Map contamination of milk (PCR) and 

level of infection in the herd/flock (Hyper-ELISA). As long as their limitations are 

recognized, they could be incorporated in to a control program. The collection of bulk 

tank samples would need to be standardized with regards to season of collection, and 

number of milkings in the bulk tank, or testing could be limited to one milking to 

make it comparable to those producers that milk into pails.
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6.4 Chapter Four: Paratuberculosis in the Ontario small ruminant dairy 

industry: evaluation of seven diagnostic tests using frequentist and latent 

class analysis/Bayesian methods 

 

6.4.1 Discussion 

 

 Many control programs use testing of individual animals to some degree. The 

majority of tests for Map were designed and validated in the dairy cattle industry, so 

Chapter four addressed the need for validating these tests in the dairy sheep and dairy 

goat populations as recommended by the NRC (2003) and specifically in Ontario. 

Previous literature highlighted the flaws and deficiencies in previous test evaluation 

studies (Nielsen and Toft, 2008), and from this have grown guidelines such as 

StAndards for the Reporting of Diagnostic accuracy studies (STARD). The objectives 

of STARD were to 'improve the accuracy and completeness of reporting' of test 

evaluation studies, which in turn would 'allow readers to assess the potential for bias 

(internal validity) in the study and to evaluate its generalisability (external validity)' 

(STARD, 2008). The adherence to these guidelines improves comparability between 

studies and yields greater transparency to obtained results. The STARD checklist 

made writing of the Chapter 4 more structured and highlighted necessary information 

that might not be common knowledge (e.g. test methodology details). Many peer-

reviewed journals include a reference to STARD in their information to authors 

(STARD, 2008). 

 In general, a diagnostic accuracy study is a 'study that evaluated the ability of a 

test to differentiate between patients who have the target condition and those who do 

not have the target condition' (STARD, 2008). While this may seem to be an obvious 

definition, in chronic infections/diseases, such as paratuberculosis, the target 

condition is less definitive. The disease is latent - present, but not yet visible. Clear 
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comprehension of the target condition must be possessed by the researcher designing 

the study (Nielsen et al., 2011), but also by the person reading the paper so that results 

are extrapolated to the right population for the right purpose.  

 When the test evaluation was performed using either the frequentist or 

LCA/BM approach, the relative ranking of the tests according to their sensitivities did 

not change. However, with the Bayesian method, the 'ancillary' tests gained improved 

sensitivity when faecal culture was not the reference test. Sadly, they did not gain 

enough sensitivity to outperform faecal culture as the most sensitive test in goats, as 

its cost and the length of time it takes for samples to be deemed negative, prevents the 

incorporation into a widespread control program. Faecal culture performance may 

improve even further if a suitable confirmatory PCR test identifying a gene or 

sequence that has more than one copy per bacteria, and also has no cross-reactions is 

developed. Some faecal culture samples were likely misclassified as negative due to 

failing the confirmatory PCR test when in fact they contained Map. Several issues 

exist with faecal PCR testing that impact its sensitivity and specificity estimates and 

therefore prevent its widespread use: potential cross-contamination at sample 

collection or in the laboratory, the possibility that ingested bacteria from the 

environment may pass-through, and  inhibitory compounds present in the faeces 

inhibiting the test. Most test evaluations of faecal PCR involve testing of known 

faecal culture positive samples (Leite et al., 2013) therefore, there is not much 

literature with which to compare our results.  

6.4.2 Study Limitations 

 

 The results of the test evaluations in Chapter 4 are meant to be extrapolated to 

a milking population of animals over the age of two years, with the same inclusion 
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and exclusion criteria outlined previously.  Although the populations studied in 

Ontario represented both small and large producers utilizing non-mechanized and 

mechanized milking systems, populations with a different cultural base, and with 

different circulating strains of Map, could potentially derive different results with the 

same tests. The intended purpose of the testing also wields heavy influence over test 

result interpretation.  

 The target condition that was utilized in this chapter was 'infectiousness' when 

faecal culture was used as the reference test, and 'infected' when LCA/BM analysis 

was performed at the animal-level. The test estimates generated were not intended to 

be used to diagnose an animal with clinical signs consistent with paratuberculosis, or 

to determine what test would be best used to identify infected farms (i.e. herd-level 

test) but to determine if an apparently healthy animal was ‘infectious’ or ‘affected’ or 

both. In Bayesian analysis, the target condition and case definition must also be 

carefully considered by the person supplying/editing the prior information 

incorporated into the model.  The person needs to be aware that the case definition is 

defined statistically by the results of the tests and not by the concept they biologically 

perceive it to be. The same holds true when these priors are derived from the literature 

of non-Bayesian studies, the case definition in the study must be identified and the 

information that the study provides must be then reconfigured with the new case 

definition in mind. As Bayesian studies become more prevalent, priors will be more 

readily available and case definitions will become clearer.  

 For Chapter 4, expanding three and five test models to accommodate seven 

tests was not ideal. The low sensitivity of the tests left many cells filled with values of 

zero or one. While not overly sensitive to small alterations in the model data, the 

stability of the model is still uncertain. However, no reasonable alternative was 
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possible that could provide comparisons between all tests. The addition of Bayesian 

and LCA in this thesis was largely an afterthought; it was added to explore these 

analyses against the standard frequentist approach. Sample size calculations in the 

study design phase were based on the frequentist statistical method.  Bayesian 

methods require a larger sample size to account for the inherent uncertainty 

(Dendukuri et al., 2001). Therefore, future test evaluations and prevalence studies 

should make this decision in the planning stage of the study. 

6.4.3 Future Research 

 

 The evaluation of the ELISAs was affected by the need to established cut-off 

points. These were determined by the manufacturer using data from dairy cattle and 

are meant for use in bovids. Only the Prionics® serum test provided a small ruminant 

cut-off value (negative control + 0.2). It is unclear what impact this had on the results 

as the Prionics® cattle cut-off (negative control + 0.1) was not evaluated in this study. 

The test most likely to be impacted by the choice of cut-off values was the serum 

IDEXX® performance in the goat population. The sensitivity (7.8%) was quite a bit 

lower than the Prionics® (31.4%) which had provided a small ruminant specific cut-

off. The performance of both the milk tests and the serum IDEXX® would likely 

improve with lower species-specific cut-offs (Kostoulas et al., 2006); therefore 

developing new cut-offs would be an area for further research. However, determining 

these values is not straightforward with paratuberculosis. There is a struggle over 

what condition/case definition it is targeting, and is often based on the reference test 

used and on the purpose of testing. For example, whether the test is being used to 

eradicate disease (minimize false negatives) or control it (minimize false positives). 

While there have been some suggestions for how to do this using Receiver Operating 
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Characteristic curves and LCA models (Choi et al., 2006 ), current literature has used  

the approach of completing multiple 2x2 (or greater) contingency tables over and over 

again, each time using new values based on new cut-offs (i.e. running one at 0.1, then 

at 0.2, then at 0.3...), then rerunning the Bayesian models each time using a different 

dataset and then comparing the sensitivity and specificity results that are generated 

(Kostoulas et al., 2006). This is very labour-intensive.  

 One of the follow-ups to an animal testing positive is the question from the 

producer with regards to the handling of the offspring of that infected animal that may 

still be in the herd. Previous cattle recommendations have been to remove the last calf 

born, due to the potential to contract the infection in utero (Whittington and Windsor, 

2009). However, with concerns raised in the deer industry that this infection may have 

a genetic base, perhaps consideration or evaluation of a control program where all 

offspring from that animal are removed from the herd should be considered, 

especially in small ruminants where individual animal worth is relatively low.   

 The use of pooled faecal samples for PCR testing has been evaluated in sheep 

in Australia as a potential flock screening test (Marsh and Whittington, 2001). Since 

there is residual faecal material leftover from this study, it would be interesting to 

compare the individual animal results detected to a pooled sample, to see if this is a 

viable herd/flock-level test in this population. Since the ratio of the value of the 

animal to the cost of testing is low in small ruminants, alternative testing methods 

such as pooled samples need further evaluation. 

 While cross-reactions with environmental mycobacteria and other members of 

the Actinomycetales group (i.e. Corynebacterium pseudotuberculosis) were 

previously a concern with ELISAs, this problem appears to have been resolved with 

the addition of Mycobacterium phlei in the pre-step portion of the laboratory protocol. 
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Nevertheless, it raises the question of cross-reactivity within an animal's immune 

system that may occur with co-infection. For instance, if a previous ELISA by 

IDEXX® based on an antigen of Map caused cross-reactions with antibodies for 

caseous lymphadenitis (CL) (Manning et al., 2007), could this not also occur in vivo? 

Would co-infection with CL cause the host's infection to progress faster as the 

antibodies were exhausted, or would it provide cross-protection? Arsenault et al. 

(2003) observed that animals with abscesses due to CL at the abattoir were a 

protective risk factor for animals having histological evidence of paratuberculosis. If 

environmental mycobacteria also share similar antigens, would contact with these 

mycobacteria through ingestion or inhalation influence the progression of the disease? 

While Khol et al. (2010) felt haylage may only represent a minor risk for transmission 

of Map, straw, hay, and silage can be contaminated with mycobacteria from the 

environment during processing (Kazda et al., 2009).  

 The poor performance of faecal culture in sheep warrants further investigation 

as to whether it is due to the strain type most commonly found in sheep (type I/III) or 

whether if it is related to sheep samples in general. Abendano et al. (2012) observed 

that Map isolated from sheep faces grew slower than samples from other animals 

whether they were type I or II. However, the sample size was very small and the study 

was performed using the same BACTEC MGIT 960 system used in the present study, 

which we had also observed performed poorly for Map isolation from sheep.   

6.4.4 Conclusions 

 

 In goats, faecal PCR is not likely a suitable substitute for faecal culture, as 

culture appears to be a much more sensitive (81.1%). The serum Prionics sensitivity 

was comparable to PCR at (31.4%), but had higher specificity (96.1%). In sheep, 
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because faecal culture demonstrated such low sensitivity (49.5%), faecal PCR may be 

preferable to use. This performance is due to the method of culture and it can't be 

extrapolated to other faecal culture methods. Since the Prionics® serum ELISA in 

goats and both the serum and the milk ELISAs in sheep demonstrate higher sensitivity 

than the AGID test on serum, it appears this latter test can be discontinued.   

 

6.5 Chapter Five: Identification of Mycobacterium avium ssp. 

paratuberculosis strains isolated from dairy sheep and dairy goats in 

Ontario, Canada 

6.5.1 Discussion 

 

 In Chapter five, the objective was to identify the strains of Map that had been 

isolated from the faecal cultures grown earlier in the study. Map has three main 

identified strains: type I, II, and III. Type I and II have been most commonly isolated 

from sheep while type II has been most commonly detected in cattle. There are 

examples of goats infected with type I and II, so no comment can be made regarding 

dominant type in that species (de Juan et al., 2005, 2006). The Map culture method 

utilized in this study had not previously supported growth of sheep isolates (Gumber 

and Whittington, 2007), therefore our main objective was to identify if any type I or 

III had been isolated in this study. This objective was expanded to also identify 

whether animals or farms were infected with more than one strain type, which might 

help explain transmission patterns. Hypothetically, if multiple strains would be 

observed on one farm, perhaps purchase of animals from other farms might explain 

this diversity. Alternately, a farm with only one strain might have hygiene concerns 

due to potential spread within the farm. These findings might help justify or refute the 

effectiveness of current management practices. 
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 Both LSP and MAP1506 typing had the ability to identify animals with co-

infections with two strains of the bacterium; none were detected. Animals from the 

same farm all demonstrated the same type as determined by LSP and MAP1506 

methodology. Type I (sheep strain) was not identified in any of the goat samples; type 

II (cattle strain) appears to be the dominant strain in goats in Ontario. The number of 

sheep samples typed was too small to make any definitive concluding statement, but 

there was an absence of type I and II in these cultures.  

 Further testing was carried out using variable number tandem repeats (VNTR) 

and Mycobacterial interspersed repetitive units (MIRU) to determine if strains on the 

same farm were closely related. VNTR-MIRU demonstrated variation in sub-types 

within farms, while some farms demonstrated only one sub-type.  

6.5.2 Study Limitations 

 

 In retrospect, this part of the study would have been easier and perhaps more 

successful, if it was decided sooner to type the cultures. By the time it was decided to 

strain type, all samples had been cultured for an extended period of time (almost 

nineteen months from the first to last sample culturing), many MGIT tubes were by 

that time contaminated, or the Map was no longer viable due to the depletion of the 

nutrients in the media. Unfortunately, the budget developed had not included the cost 

of this additional laboratory expense; therefore, it was unclear whether there would be 

enough funds to support this investigation until all prior laboratory costs had been 

accounted for.  

 Initial attempts at typing the strains directly from the MGIT tubes were 

unsuccessful due to the presence of DNA from fungi, and non-Map bacteria. 

Subsequently, the MGIT tubes were plated on solid 7H10 media supplemented with 
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mycobactin J and OADC (oleic, albumin, dextrose, catalase), but not egg yolk. There 

is conflicting literature on the needs of the type I/III strains. Some say it is mycobactin 

dependent (Lambrecht and Collins, 1992), while others state that it requires egg yolk 

(Harris et al., 2005). Reassurance from a microbiologist that specializes in Map 

research stated egg yolk was not needed, so it was elected not to supplement the 

media with this ingredient.  

 Overall, the number of samples that cultured out on solid media was 

disappointingly low. Whether this was due to the low viability of the bacteria after 

such a long incubation period, a result of not supplementing with egg yolk, or only 

incubating the samples for four months (120 days), is unknown. Not all of these 

samples yielded bands of DNA fragments during electrophoresis with the initial 

typing method. In the end, results were obtained from 22 goats representing 11 farms 

and 2 sheep representing 2 farms.   

 There was not a lot of literature on the use of LSpA8 and LSPA20 (Semret et 

al.,  2006) in routine typing, so confirmation with the MAP1506 test (Griffiths et al., 

2008; Castellanos et al., 2010) was additionally used and the results compared. In 

general, they agreed on all samples; one aberration was a sample that cultured out as 

non-Map Mycobacterium avium. Ideally, this sample would be retested using hspX to 

confirm it was not the original culture species. It was originally typed as I by the 

Calgary team, and MAA or MAH by McGill. When Calgary ran IS900 on it they 

were able to confirm it was not Map. The absence of a preliminary non-MAP test is 

one possible setback of the method employed by Calgary.  
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6.5.3 Future Research 

 

 The results of this Chapter are extremely interesting. If we can trace the origin 

of the strains to herd-mates or purchased animals, it will help in understanding the 

pathogenesis of herd infections. In the future, comparison of the VNTR-MIRU sub-

types from goats and sheep will occur with cattle sub-types isolated from Ontario 

dairy cattle to see how closely related these are. Some farm properties had previously 

housed cattle on them, which might have been a source of infection to the new species 

arriving.  

6.5.4 Conclusion 

  

 This chapter was reflective of the rest of the study where sometimes the 

greatest learning opportunities arise when things do not go according to plans. These 

moments are frustrating, but provide new opportunities for collaboration and research. 

 

6.6 Study Summary 

 

 Overall, this study provided relevant data on herd-level and within herd-level 

prevalence of paratuberculosis in dairy goats and dairy sheep in Ontario. These levels 

indicate that eradication is not a viable option for these industries, and control 

programs are warranted. The test evaluation and bulk tank projects provided much 

needed information on test performance specific to small ruminants. Lastly, 

genotyping was a relevant up-to-date method of typing strains and sub-types that 

could be included in any future projects.  

 Some benefits of this project that were not so visible were: raising awareness 

amongst the producers, processors, and veterinarians about paratuberculosis, about 
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infectious diseases endemic to this industry in general, and biosecurity. Hopefully, it 

can be used as a catalyst for further research and to encourage the inclusion of dairy 

sheep under the Ontario Milk Act as well as the formation of a paratuberculosis 

control program for both the sheep and goat sectors. 
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APPENDIX 1.  

Questionnaire administered to 29 dairy goat and 21 dairy sheep producers 

participating in herd-level prevalence study of paratuberculosis between October 

2010 and August 2011 in Ontario, Canada 

 

Q-Fever1 and Johne’s2 Disease - Animal Management Survey 

CONTACT INFORMATION  

 

Owner’s Name: ______________________________________________ Date: 

Farm Name: 

Mailing Address: 

Postal Code: ____________________________  

Flock / Herd Veterinarian (Optional) ___________________   Clinic Name: 

Email:___________________________________________Fax: 

_______________________________ 

Mailing Address: 

 

2. GENERAL HERD/FLOCK INFORMATION 

This section refers to how the herd/flock was managed in the previous 12 months, i.e. 

_________ to today.   

a. What is your farm’s primary production type? (Check one): 

  Meat Sheep  Dairy Sheep 

  Meat Goats  Dairy Goats 

b. What management system did you use in this time period? (Check one): 

  Annual lambing/kidding (females give birth once / year) 

   If annual, how many lambing / kidding groups? ________ 

  Accelerated lambing/ kidding (females give birth more than once/year) 

If accelerated, how many lambing / kidding groups? ________ 

c. Size of Adult Herd/Flock Today:  # of breeding age females ________ 

       # of breeding age males  ________ 

                                                           

 

1 Only some farms will be enrolled on the Q-Fever study.  If not, the Q-Fever section will not be asked. 

2 Only some farms will be enrolled on the Johne’s study.  If not, the Johne’s section will not be asked. 
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 d. Which months are your lambing/kidding season? 

_______________________________ 

3. Replacement Stock – males and females intended for breeding use 

 Over the last 3 years, i.e. since ____________ to _______________ 

a. Indicate all sources of replacement stock (both males and females) to your farm: 

(Check all that apply) 

 Closed flock (no sheep or goats have entered flock or herd) 

OR 

 Artificial Insemination (AI) or Embryo Transfer (ET) 

 Purchased males (rams or bucks) 

 Youngstock (less than 1 year of age) 

 One or more adults (greater than 1 year of age) 

 Purchased females (ewes or does)  

  Youngstock < 1 year of age and were not pregnant at the time of 

purchase 

  One or more females ≥ 1 year of age and were not pregnant at the time 

of purchase 

  One or more females (any age) and were pregnant at the time of 

purchase 

If you have not brought in any live animals, please skip to question # 4 

 

In the last 3 years... 

b. How many replacement animals have you purchased? (Check one): 

 6 or fewer 

 7 to 20 

 21 to 50 

 51 or more 

 

c. From where have you purchased replacement animals? (Check all that apply): 

 Private sale direct from producer 

 Private sale from dealer or broker (middleman) 

 Sales Barn 

 Show Sale 

 Other – please explain _________________________ 

 

i. If you only checked “Private sale direct from producer,” from how many 

farms have you purchased replacement animals? (Check one): 

 1 

 2 to 5 

 6 or more 

 

d. Before you agree to purchase an animal, have you asked about any of the following 

health issues of the flock / herd of origin (not the animal purchased)?  (Circle Yes or 

No) 

i. History of abortions       Yes

 No 

ii. Status of Q Fever      Yes 

 No  

iii. Status of Johne’s Disease     Yes  No 

iv. Status of Caseous lymphadenitis (CLA)    Yes 

 No 

v. Status of Caprine Arthritis-Encephalitis (CAE) (goat) or 

 Maedi Visna (MV) (sheep)     Yes 

 No 

vi. Clostridial (tetanus / pulpy kidney) vaccination history?  Yes 

 No 

vii. Abortion (chlamydia / campylobacter) vaccination history? Yes No 
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viii. Other: specify ____________________________  Yes  No 

 

e. If you answered yes to any of the above, have you ever rejected animals based on the 

information you received? (Circle Yes or No):  

i. History of abortions      Yes

 No 

ii. Q Fever        Yes

 No 

iii. Johne’s Disease       Yes

 No 

iv. CLA        Yes

 No 

v. CAE/MVV       Yes

 No 

vi. Vaccination history (clostridial, e.g. pulpy kidney)  Yes No 

vii. Vaccination history (abortion)     Yes

 No 

viii. Other: specify____________________    Yes

 No 

 

 

4. ANIMAL MOVEMENT ON AND OFF FARM  

 Within the last 3 years, i.e. since _______ _____ to _______________ 

a. Have any of your sheep /goats: (Check all that apply) 

 Been loaned to another flock / herd and returned (e.g. 4H animals, breeding 

rams/bucks) 

 Travelled to an agricultural show / fair / display and returned 

 

b. Have any sheep/goats been loaned into your flock / herd from another farm, and then 

returned (e.g. breeding ram / buck or 4H animal)? (circle one) 

Yes  No 

c. If yes, did any of those animals from b) give birth on your farm? (circle one) 

Yes  No 

 

In the last 3 years, if you have not brought in any live animals or had animals leave and 

return, please skip to question # 6 

 

5. ANIMAL ENTRY PROTOCOLS 

 

Are purchased or returning animals (sheep / goats): 

a. Quarantined from your existing sheep / goats? (Check one): 

  Always   Sometimes   Never 

i. For how long?  _______ days / weeks  (circle one)  

 b. Tested for Johne’s? 

  Always    Sometimes   Never 

c. Tested for Q-Fever?  

  Always    Sometimes   Never 

 

6. CONTACT WITH OTHER ANIMALS 

 Within the last 3 years, i.e. since _____ _______ to _______________ 

a. With regards to animal contact: (Y = Yes; N = No; DK = Don’t Know) 
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 Have you had these 

animals on your farm? 
Have they given birth?  Have they experienced an 

abnormal birthing event (such as 

an abortion or stillbirth)  

Cats:         

Barn / Feral cats 

   

House cats    

Dogs:                       

Guard dogs  

   

Herding dogs    

Pet Dogs    

Cattle    

Llamas or Alpacas    

Sheep or Goats    

Farmed deer    

Horses or Donkeys    

Pigs    

Fowl: e.g. chickens, 

ducks 

   

b. Please check any of the following measures you have used to control rodents? 

 Poison baits   Traps (live or dead) 

 Cats    Other: ___________________________ 

c. Have raccoons, opossums or other wildlife other than birds been found in the barn? 

 Yes             No 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7. COLOSTRUM & MILK FEEDING 

Please answer the following questions on colostrum and milk feeding as it applies to potential 

replacement animals.  In the last 12 months, have you used the following practices? 

 Always Frequently 
>50% of the 

time 

Infrequently 
< 50% of the 

time 

Never 

COLOSTRUM FEEDING 
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Feed colostrum from the dam their 

own kid(s)/lamb(s) 

    

Feed colostrum from 1 dam to 

kid(s)/lamb(s) not their own 

    

Pool colostrum from more than 1 

dam to feed to a kid(s)/lamb(s) 

    

Feed heat treated colostrum (56 to 

60 Co for 1 hr). 

    

Feed a commercial colostrum 

replacement product. 

    

Feed colostrum sourced from off-

farm from the same species. 

    

Feed colostrum from another 

species (e.g. cattle). 

    

MILK FEEDING 

Do kids/lambs nurse their dam?  

If yes, how long? 

______(hrs/dy/wk) 

    

Feed pooled milk      

Feed milk replacer     

Feed pasteurized milk      

Feed acidified milk     

Feed milk from other  species     

 

 

 

8. HOUSING  

 In the last 12 months _______________ to ________________________ 

a. When lambing / kidding indoors, were the ewes/does housed in a separate airspace 

from the rest of the flock/herd? (Check one) 

 Always Sometimes   Never Don’t lamb/kid indoors 

b. Have ewes/does lambed/kidded outdoors (e.g. on pasture, paddock or dry lot)?  

(check one) 

 Always  Sometimes   Never 

c. On average, when are your potential replacement lambs / kids removed from their 

dam? ___________ (hrs / days / weeks ) (circle one)  

d.  Are replacement ewe lambs / doelings exposed to adult sheep / goats or their manure?  

  Yes   No  

e.  Are replacement ewe lambs / doelings exposed to areas where adult sheep / goats 

have lamb/kidded in the previous 12 months?  

  Yes   No 
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9. MANURE MANAGEMENT 

Within the last 3 years, i.e. since ____________ to _______________ 

a. Has manure from sheep, goats or cattle been spread on grazing pastures or hayfields? 

  Yes   No  

i. If yes, how long before it was spread, was fresh manure last added to the storage pile?  

(“zero” if manure was spread right out of the barn)   

_________________ (days/weeks/months/years) (circle one) 

ii. if yes, which months was manure spread on your farm in the last 12 months? (Circle 

all that apply) 

Jan     Feb     Mar     Apr     May     Jun     Jul     Aug     Sep     Oct     Nov     Dec 

b. Do you avoid spreading manure under the following conditions?  (circle yes or no) 

Rainy weather   Yes No 

Windy weather   Yes No 

Hot temperatures  Yes No 

Freezing temperatures  Yes No 

 

10. ANIMAL MANAGEMENT PROTOCOLS 

a. Typically are ewes crutched or shorn prior to lambing? (Check one):  

 Always  Sometimes  Never  Not applicable (goats or hair 

sheep) 

b. Are ewes/ does that have aborted quarantined immediately after aborting? 

  Always  Sometimes  Never 

b. How frequently do you do the following practices with the placenta and 

stillborn/aborted lambs/kids?  
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Always = “A”;    Frequently (>50%) = “F”;   Infrequently (<50%) = “INF”;    Never = “N” 

 Normal Lambing / Kidding Abortion  

Temporarily stored in a closed 

container? 
  

Temporarily stored in an open 

container? 
  

Buried in the ground?   

Buried in the manure pile?   

Composted?   

Placed in disposal vessel?   

Incinerated?   

Shipped off-farm for disposal?   

 

c. How frequently are the following practices done with lambing/ kidding pens?  

Always = “A”;     Frequently (>50%) = “F”;    Infrequently (<50%) = “INF”;    

Never = “N”;  

Not Applicable = “NA” 

 Normal Lambing / 

Kidding 
Abortion  

Is bedding added (and no 

other measure taken)? 

After individual 

lambing / kidding 
 

 

After group   

has  finished lambing / 

kidding 

 

 

Are birthing materials 

removed and bedding 

added? 

After individual   
 

After group    

Are pens cleaned out, 

disinfected and bedded? 

After individual    

After group    

Other (Specify):  

___________________ 

After individual    

After group    
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11. JOHNE’S BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

i) Has Johne’s disease been diagnosed in your flock/herd by a veterinarian in the past 10 

years (i.e. since _________)?  

 Yes             No 

If yes: 

a. What year was the first case diagnosed? ________ 

b. Was the animal: (Check one): 

 Home raised  Purchased    Unknown 

c. Has any other species been diagnosed with Johne’s from your farm?  

 Yes             No  Not applicable 

If yes, what species? _________________________ 

If no: 

a. Do you suspect that Johne’s disease is present in your flock / herd? 

   Yes             No 

ii) In the last 3 years, on average what proportion of your adult flock / herd died or was 

culled due to wasting? (Check one) 

<1%    1 – 5% 

 6 – 10%   >10% 

iii) In the last 10 years have your sheep / goats been tested for Johne’s disease? 

 Yes             No  

If yes, have you tested selected individual animals?    Yes             No 

If yes, have you had a whole flock/herd test performed?   Yes             No 

iv) In the past 3 years, has there been evidence of caseous lymphadenitis in your flock / 

herd? 

 Yes             No  

v) Within the past 3 years, has your flock/herd been vaccinated against caseous 

lymphadenitis?  

 Yes             No  
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APPENDIX 2A.  

Cross-tabulation of test results for each of the seven tests used to evaluate 580 

goats on 29 dairy goat farms in Ontario, Canada. 

Number 

of 

samples 

Faecal 

Culture 

Faecal 

PCR 

Prionics® 

Serum 

ELISA 

IDEXX® 

Serum 

ELISA 

AGID 

Prionics® 

Milk 

ELISA 

IDEXX® 

Milk 

ELISA 

387 - - - - - - - 

59 + - - - - - - 

58 - + - - - - - 

6 - - + - - - - 

6 - - - - + - - 

4 - - - - - + - 

2 - - - - - - + 

15 + + - - - - - 

2 + - + - - - - 

2 + - - - + - - 

1 + - - - - - + 

3 + + + - - - - 

2 + + - - + - - 

2 + - + - + - - 

2 + - + - - - - 

2 + + + - - + - 

2 + + + - + - - 

1 + - + - + + - 

3 + + + - + + - 

1 + + + + + - - 

2 + - + + + + - 

1 + + + + + - + 

2 + + + + + + - 

4 + + + + + + + 

2 - + + - - - - 

1 - + - - + - - 

4 - - + - + - - 

4 - - + - - + - 
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APPENDIX 2B.  

Cross-tabulation of test results for each of the seven tests used to evaluate 397 

dairy sheep on 20 sheep dairy farms in Ontario, Canada. 

 

Number 

of 

samples 

Faecal 

Culture 

Faecal 

PCR 

Prionics 

Serum 

ELISA 

IDEXX 

Serum 

ELISA 

AGID 

Prionics 

Milk 

ELISA 

IDEXX 

Milk 

ELISA 

300 - - - - - - - 

46 - + - - - - - 

17 + - - - - - - 

5 + + - - - - - 

1 + - - - - + - 

1 - - - - - + - 

1 + - - - - - + 

1 - + - - - - + 

1 - - - - - - + 

1 + - - - - + + 

1 - - - - - + + 

1 - + - + - - - 

2 - - - + - - - 

1 + - - + - - + 

2 - - - + - - + 

1 - - + - - - - 

1 + - + - - + - 

1 - - + - - - + 

1 - - + - - + - 

3 - - + + - - - 

1 - + + + - + + 

1 - - + + - + + 

2 - - - - + - - 

1 + - - - + - + 

1 + + - + + + + 

1 - - + + + + + 

1 - + + + + + + 

1 + + + + + + + 
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APPENDIX 2C.  

7-test 1 population code for Bayesian and latent class analysis model evaluating 7 

individual paratuberculosis tests in the Ontario dairy sheep and dairy goat populations 

 

model; 

{ 

##Tests 1 to 7 in one population 

 

y[1:K, 1:K, 1:K, 1:K, 1:K, 1:K, 1:K] ~ dmulti(p[1:K, 1:K, 1:K, 1:K, 1:K, 1:K,1:K], n) 

 

p[1,1,1,1,1,1,1] <- 

pi*(SeFC*SeFP+covDF)*((SeA*SeSP*SeSI+covDAP+covDPI+covDAI)*(SeMI*SeMP+cov

DMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(1-SpFP)+covNDF)*(((1-SpA)*(1-SpSP)*(1-

SpSI)+covNDAP+covNDPI+covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(1-SpMP)+covNDMPI)) 

 

p[1,1,1,1,1,1,2] <- 

pi*(SeFC*SeFP+covDF)*((SeA*SeSP*SeSI+covDAP+covDPI+covDAI)*(SeMI*(1-SeMP)-

covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(1-SpFP)+covNDF)*(((1-SpA)*(1-SpSP)*(1-

SpSI)+covNDAP+covNDPI+covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(SpMP)-covNDMPI)) 

 

p[1,1,1,1,1,2,1] <- 

pi*(SeFC*SeFP+covDF)*((SeA*SeSP*SeSI+covDAP+covDPI+covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*SeMP-

covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(1-SpFP)+covNDF)*(((1-SpA)*(1-SpSP)*(1-

SpSI)+covNDAP+covNDPI+covNDAI)*(SpMI*(1-SpMP)-covNDMPI)) 

 

p[1,1,1,1,1,2,2] <- 

pi*(SeFC*SeFP+covDF)*((SeA*SeSP*SeSI+covDAP+covDPI+covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*(1-

SeMP)+covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(1-SpFP)+covNDF)*(((1-SpA)*(1-SpSP)*(1-

SpSI)+covNDAP+covNDPI+covNDAI)*((SpMI)*(SpMP)+covNDMPI)) 

 

p[1,1,1,1,2,1,1] <- pi*(SeFC*SeFP+covDF)*((SeA*SeSP*(1-SeSI)+covDAP-covDPI-

covDAI)*(SeMI*SeMP+covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(1-SpFP)+covNDF)*(((1-SpA)*(1-

SpSP)*(SpSI)+covNDAP-covNDPI-covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(1-SpMP)+covDMPI))  

 

p[1,1,1,1,2,1,2] <- pi*(SeFC*SeFP+covDF)*((SeA*SeSP*(1-SeSI)+covDAP-covDPI-

covDAI)*(SeMI*(1-SeMP)-covDMPI))  + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(1-SpFP)+covNDF)*(((1-

SpA)*(1-SpSP)*(SpSI)+covNDAP-covNDPI-covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(SpMP)-covNDMPI)) 
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p[1,1,1,1,2,2,1] <- pi*(SeFC*SeFP+covDF)*((SeA*SeSP*(1-SeSI)+covDAP-covDPI-

covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*SeMP-covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(1-SpFP)+covNDF)*(((1-

SpA)*(1-SpSP)*(SpSI)+covNDAP-covNDPI-covNDAI)*((SpMI)*(1-SpMP)-covNDMPI))  

 

p[1,1,1,1,2,2,2] <- pi*(SeFC*SeFP+covDF)*((SeA*SeSP*(1-SeSI)+covDAP-covDPI-

covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*(1-SeMP)+covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(1-SpFP)+covNDF)*(((1-

SpA)*(1-SpSP)*(SpSI)+covNDAP-covNDPI-covNDAI)*((SpMI)*(SpMP)+covNDMPI)) 

 

p[1,1,1,2,1,1,1] <- pi*(SeFC*SeFP+covDF)*((SeA*(1-SeSP)*SeSI-covDAP-

covDPI+covDAI)*(SeMI*SeMP+covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(1-SpFP)+covNDF)*(((1-

SpA)*(SpSP)*(1-SpSI)-covNDAP-covNDPI+covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(1-

SpMP)+covNDMPI))  

 

p[1,1,1,2,1,1,2] <- pi*(SeFC*SeFP+covDF)*((SeA*(1-SeSP)*SeSI-covDAP-

covDPI+covDAI)*(SeMI*(1-SeMP)-covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(1-

SpFP)+covNDF)*(((1-SpA)*(SpSP)*(1-SpSI)-covNDAP-covNDPI+covNDAI)*((1-

SpMI)*(SpMP)-covNDMPI)) 

 

p[1,1,1,2,1,2,1] <- pi*(SeFC*SeFP+covDF)*((SeA*(1-SeSP)*SeSI-covDAP-

covDPI+covDAI)*(((1-SeMI)*SeMP)-covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(1-

SpFP)+covNDF)*(((1-SpA)*(SpSP)*(1-SpSI)-covNDAP-covNDPI+covNDAI)*((SpMI)*(1-

SpMP)-covNDMPI))  

 

p[1,1,1,2,1,2,2] <- pi*(SeFC*SeFP+covDF)*((SeA*(1-SeSP)*SeSI-covDAP-

covDPI+covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*(1-SeMP)+covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(1-

SpFP)+covNDF)*(((1-SpA)*(SpSP)*(1-SpSI)-covNDAP-

covNDPI+covNDAI)*((SpMI)*(SpMP)+covNDMPI)) 

 

p[1,1,1,2,2,1,1] <- pi*(SeFC*SeFP+covDF)*((SeA*(1-SeSP)*(1-SeSI)-covDAP+covDPI-

covDAI)*(SeMI*SeMP+covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(1-SpFP)+covNDF)*(((1-

SpA)*(SpSP)*(SpSI)-covNDAP+covNDPI-covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(1-SpMP)+covNDMPI)) 

 

p[1,1,1,2,2,1,2] <- pi*(SeFC*SeFP+covDF)*((SeA*(1-SeSP)*(1-SeSI)-covDAP+covDPI-

covDAI)*(SeMI*(1-SeMP)-covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(1-SpFP)+covNDF)*(((1-

SpA)*(SpSP)*(SpSI)-covNDAP+covNDPI-covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(SpMP)-covNDMPI)) 

 

p[1,1,1,2,2,2,1] <- pi*(SeFC*SeFP+covDF)*((SeA*(1-SeSP)*(1-SeSI)-covDAP+covDPI-

covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*SeMP-covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(1-SpFP)+covNDF)*(((1-

SpA)*(SpSP)*(SpSI)-covNDAP+covNDPI-covNDAI)*((SpMI)*(1-SpMP)-covNDMPI))  
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p[1,1,1,2,2,2,2] <- pi*(SeFC*SeFP+covDF)*((SeA*(1-SeSP)*(1-SeSI)-covDAP+covDPI-

covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*(1-SeMP)+covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(1-SpFP)+covNDF)*(((1-

SpA)*(SpSP)*(SpSI)-covNDAP+covNDPI-covNDAI)*((SpMI)*(SpMP)+covNDMPI)) 

 

p[1,1,2,1,1,1,1] <- pi*(SeFC*SeFP+covDF)*(((1-SeA)*SeSP*SeSI-covDAP+covDPI-

covDAI)*(SeMI*SeMP+covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(1-SpFP)+covNDF)*((SpA*(1-

SpSP)*(1-SpSI)-covNDAP+covNDPI-covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(1-SpMP)+covNDMPI))  

 

p[1,1,2,1,1,1,2] <- pi*(SeFC*SeFP+covDF)*(((1-SeA)*SeSP*SeSI-covDAP+covDPI-

covDAI)*(SeMI*(1-SeMP)-covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(1-SpFP)+covNDF)*((SpA*(1-

SpSP)*(1-SpSI)-covNDAP+covNDPI-covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(SpMP)-covNDMPI)) 

 

p[1,1,2,1,1,2,1] <- pi*(SeFC*SeFP+covDF)*(((1-SeA)*SeSP*SeSI-covDAP+covDPI-

covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*SeMP-covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(1-SpFP)+covNDF)*((SpA*(1-

SpSP)*(1-SpSI)-covNDAP+covNDPI-covNDAI)*(SpMI*(1-SpMP)-covNDMPI)) 

 

p[1,1,2,1,1,2,2] <- pi*(SeFC*SeFP+covDF)*(((1-SeA)*SeSP*SeSI-covDAP+covDPI-

covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*(1-SeMP)+covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(1-

SpFP)+covNDF)*((SpA*(1-SpSP)*(1-SpSI)-covNDAP+covNDPI-

covNDAI)*(SpMI*(SpMP)+covNDMPI))  

 

p[1,1,2,1,2,1,1] <- pi*(SeFC*SeFP+covDF)*(((1-SeA)*SeSP*(1-SeSI)-covDAP-

covDPI+covDAI)*(SeMI*SeMP+covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(1-

SpFP)+covNDF)*((SpA*(1-SpSP)*(SpSI)-covDAP-covDPI+covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(1-

SpMP)+covNDMPI))  

 

p[1,1,2,1,2,1,2] <- pi*(SeFC*SeFP+covDF)*(((1-SeA)*SeSP*(1-SeSI)-covDAP-

covDPI+covDAI)*(SeMI*(1-SeMP)-covDMPI))  + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(1-

SpFP)+covNDF)*((SpA*(1-SpSP)*(SpSI)-covNDAP-covNDPI+covNDAI)*((1-

SpMI)*(SpMP)-covNDMPI))  

 

p[1,1,2,1,2,2,1] <- pi*(SeFC*SeFP+covDF)*(((1-SeA)*SeSP*(1-SeSI)-covDAP-

covDPI+covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*SeMP-covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(1-

SpFP)+covNDF)*((SpA*(1-SpSP)*(SpSI)-covNDAP-covNDPI+covNDAI)*(SpMI*(1-

SpMP)-covNDMPI))  

 

p[1,1,2,1,2,2,2] <- pi*(SeFC*SeFP+covDF)*(((1-SeA)*SeSP*(1-SeSI)-covDAP-

covDPI+covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*(1-SeMP)+covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(1-

SpFP)+covNDF)*((SpA*(1-SpSP)*(SpSI)-covNDAP-

covNDPI+covNDAI)*(SpMI*(SpMP)+covNDMPI))  
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p[1,1,2,2,1,1,1] <- pi*(SeFC*SeFP+covDF)*(((1-SeA)*(1-SeSP)*SeSI+covDAP-covDPI-

covDAI)*(SeMI*SeMP+covDMPI))  + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(1-

SpFP)+covNDF)*((SpA*(SpSP)*(1-SpSI)+covNDAP-covNDPI-covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(1-

SpMP)+covNDMPI))  

 

p[1,1,2,2,1,1,2] <- pi*(SeFC*SeFP+covDF)*(((1-SeA)*(1-SeSP)*SeSI+covDAP-covDPI-

covDAI)*(SeMI*(1-SeMP)-covDMPI))  + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(1-

SpFP)+covNDF)*((SpA*(SpSP)*(1-SpSI)+covNDAP-covNDPI-covNDAI)*((1-

SpMI)*(SpMP)-covNDMPI)) 

 

p[1,1,2,2,1,2,1] <- pi*(SeFC*SeFP+covDF)*(((1-SeA)*(1-SeSP)*SeSI+covDAP-covDPI-

covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*SeMP-covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(1-

SpFP)+covNDF)*((SpA*(SpSP)*(1-SpSI)+covNDAP-covNDPI-covNDAI)*(SpMI*(1-

SpMP)-covNDMPI)) 

 

p[1,1,2,2,1,2,2] <- pi*(SeFC*SeFP+covDF)*(((1-SeA)*(1-SeSP)*SeSI+covDAP-covDPI-

covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*(1-SeMP)+covDMPI))  + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(1-

SpFP)+covNDF)*((SpA*(SpSP)*(1-SpSI)+covNDAP-covNDPI-

covNDAI)*(SpMI*(SpMP)+covNDMPI))  

 

p[1,1,2,2,2,1,1] <- pi*(SeFC*SeFP+covDF)*(((1-SeA)*(1-SeSP)*(1-

SeSI)+covDAP+covDPI+covDAI)*(SeMI*SeMP+covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(1-

SpFP)+covNDF)*((SpA*(SpSP)*(SpSI)+covNDAP+covNDPI+covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(1-

SpMP)+covNDMPI))  

 

p[1,1,2,2,2,1,2] <- pi*(SeFC*SeFP+covDF)*(((1-SeA)*(1-SeSP)*(1-

SeSI)+covDAP+covDPI+covDAI)*(SeMI*(1-SeMP)-covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(1-

SpFP)+covNDF)*((SpA*(SpSP)*(SpSI)+covNDAP+covNDPI+covNDAI)*((1-

SpMI)*(SpMP)-covNDMPI))  

 

p[1,1,2,2,2,2,1] <- pi*(SeFC*SeFP+covDF)*(((1-SeA)*(1-SeSP)*(1-

SeSI)+covDAP+covDPI+covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*SeMP-covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(1-

SpFP)+covNDF)*((SpA*(SpSP)*(SpSI)+covNDAP+covNDPI+covNDAI)*(SpMI*(1-

SpMP)-covNDMPI))  

 

p[1,1,2,2,2,2,2] <- pi*(SeFC*SeFP+covDF)*(((1-SeA)*(1-SeSP)*(1-

SeSI)+covDAP+covDPI+covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*(1-SeMP)+covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-

SpFC)*(1-

SpFP)+covNDF)*((SpA*(SpSP)*(SpSI)+covNDAP+covNDPI+covNDAI)*(SpMI*(SpMP)+

covNDMPI)) 
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p[1,2,1,1,1,1,1] <- pi*(SeFC*(1-SeFP)-

covDF)*((SeA*SeSP*SeSI+covDAP+covDPI+covDAI)*(SeMI*SeMP+covDMPI)) + (1-

pi)*((1-SpFC)*(SpFP)-covNDF)*(((1-SpA)*(1-SpSP)*(1-

SpSI)+covNDAP+covNDPI+covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(1-SpMP)+covNDPMI))  

 

p[1,2,1,1,1,1,2] <- pi*(SeFC*(1-SeFP)-

covDF)*((SeA*SeSP*SeSI+covDAP+covDPI+covDAI)*(SeMI*(1-SeMP)-covDMPI)) + (1-

pi)*((1-SpFC)*(SpFP)-covNDF)*(((1-SpA)*(1-SpSP)*(1-

SpSI)+covNDAP+covNDPI+covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(SpMP)-covNDMPI))  

 

p[1,2,1,1,1,2,1] <- pi*(SeFC*(1-SeFP)-

covDF)*((SeA*SeSP*SeSI+covDAP+covDPI+covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*SeMP-covDMPI)) + (1-

pi)*((1-SpFC)*(SpFP)-covNDF)*(((1-SpA)*(1-SpSP)*(1-

SpSI)+covNDAP+covNDPI+covNDAI)*((SpMI)*(1-SpMP)-covDMPI))  

 

p[1,2,1,1,1,2,2] <- pi*(SeFC*(1-SeFP)-

covDF)*((SeA*SeSP*SeSI+covDAP+covDPI+covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*(1-SeMP)+covDMPI)) + 

(1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(SpFP)-covNDF)*(((1-SpA)*(1-SpSP)*(1-

SpSI)+covNDAP+covNDPI+covNDAI)*((SpMI)*(SpMP)+covNDMPI))  

 

p[1,2,1,1,2,1,1] <- pi*(SeFC*(1-SeFP)-covDF)*((SeA*SeSP*(1-SeSI)+covDAP-covDPI-

covDAI)*(SeMI*SeMP+covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(SpFP)-covNDF)*(((1-SpA)*(1-

SpSP)*(SpSI)+covNDAP-covNDPI-covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(1-SpMP)+covNDMPI))  

 

p[1,2,1,1,2,1,2] <- pi*(SeFC*(1-SeFP)-covDF)*((SeA*SeSP*(1-SeSI)+covDAP-covDPI-

covDAI)*(SeMI*(1-SeMP)-covDMPI))  + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(SpFP)-covNDF)*(((1-SpA)*(1-

SpSP)*(SpSI)+covNDAP-covNDPI-covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(SpMP)-covNDMPI)) 

 

p[1,2,1,1,2,2,1] <- pi*(SeFC*(1-SeFP)-covDF)*((SeA*SeSP*(1-SeSI)+covDAP-covDPI-

covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*SeMP-covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(SpFP)-covNDF)*(((1-SpA)*(1-

SpSP)*(SpSI)+covNDAP-covNDPI-covNDAI)*(SpMI*(1-SpMP)-covNDMPI))  

 

p[1,2,1,1,2,2,2] <- pi*(SeFC*(1-SeFP)-covDF)*((SeA*SeSP*(1-SeSI)+covDAP-covDPI-

covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*(1-SeMP)+covDMPI))  + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(SpFP)-covNDF)*(((1-

SpA)*(1-SpSP)*(SpSI)+covNDAP-covNDPI-covNDAI)*((SpMI)*(SpMP)+covNDMPI))  

 

p[1,2,1,2,1,1,1] <- pi*(SeFC*(1-SeFP)-covDF)*((SeA*(1-SeSP)*SeSI-covDAP-

covDPI+covDAI)*(SeMI*SeMP+covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(SpFP)-covNDF)*(((1-

SpA)*(SpSP)*(1-SpSI)-covNDAP-covNDPI+covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(1-

SpMP)+covNDMPI))  
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p[1,2,1,2,1,1,2] <- pi*(SeFC*(1-SeFP)-covDF)*((SeA*(1-SeSP)*SeSI-covDAP-

covDPI+covDAI)*(SeMI*(1-SeMP)-covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(SpFP)-covNDF)*(((1-

SpA)*(SpSP)*(1-SpSI)-covNDAP-covNDPI+covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(SpMP)-covNDMPI))  

 

p[1,2,1,2,1,2,1] <- pi*(SeFC*(1-SeFP)-covDF)*((SeA*(1-SeSP)*SeSI-covDAP-

covDPI+covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*SeMP-covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(SpFP)-covNDF)*(((1-

SpA)*(SpSP)*(1-SpSI)-covNDAP-covNDPI+covNDAI)*((SpMI)*(1-SpMP)-covNDMPI))  

 

p[1,2,1,2,1,2,2] <- pi*(SeFC*(1-SeFP)-covDF)*((SeA*(1-SeSP)*SeSI-covDAP-

covDPI+covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*(1-SeMP)+covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(SpFP)-

covNDF)*(((1-SpA)*(SpSP)*(1-SpSI)-covNDAP-

covNDPI+covNDAI)*((SpMI)*(SpMP)+covNDMPI))  

 

p[1,2,1,2,2,1,1] <- pi*(SeFC*(1-SeFP)-covDF)*((SeA*(1-SeSP)*(1-SeSI)-covDAP+covDPI-

covDAI)*(SeMI*SeMP+covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(SpFP)-covNDF)*(((1-

SpA)*(SpSP)*(SpSI)-covNDAP+covNDPI-covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(1-SpMP)+covNDMPI)) 

 

p[1,2,1,2,2,1,2] <- pi*(SeFC*(1-SeFP)-covDF)*((SeA*(1-SeSP)*(1-SeSI)-covDAP+covDPI-

covDAI)*(SeMI*(1-SeMP)-covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(SpFP)-covNDF)*(((1-

SpA)*(SpSP)*(SpSI)-covNDAP+covNDPI-covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(SpMP)-covNDMPI))  

 

p[1,2,1,2,2,2,1] <- pi*(SeFC*(1-SeFP)-covDF)*((SeA*(1-SeSP)*(1-SeSI)-covDAP+covDPI-

covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*SeMP-covDMPI))  + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(SpFP)-covNDF)*(((1-

SpA)*(SpSP)*(SpSI)-covNDAP+covNDPI-covNDAI)*((SpMI)*(1-SpMP)-covNDMPI))  

 

p[1,2,1,2,2,2,2] <- pi*(SeFC*(1-SeFP)-covDF)*((SeA*(1-SeSP)*(1-SeSI)-covDAP+covDPI-

covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*(1-SeMP)+covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(SpFP)-covNDF)*(((1-

SpA)*(SpSP)*(SpSI)-covNDAP+covNDPI-covNDAI)*(SpMI*(SpMP)+covNDMPI))  

 

p[1,2,2,1,1,1,1] <- pi*(SeFC*(1-SeFP)-covDF)*(((1-SeA)*SeSP*SeSI-covDAP+covDPI-

covDAI)*(SeMI*SeMP+covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(SpFP)-covNDF)*((SpA*(1-

SpSP)*(1-SpSI)-covNDAP+covNDPI-covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(1-SpMP)+covNDMPI)) 

 

p[1,2,2,1,1,1,2] <- pi*(SeFC*(1-SeFP)-covDF)*(((1-SeA)*SeSP*SeSI-covDAP+covDPI-

covDAI)*(SeMI*(1-SeMP)-covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(SpFP)-covNDF)*((SpA*(1-

SpSP)*(1-SpSI)-covNDAP+covNDPI-covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(SpMP)-covNDMPI)) 

 

p[1,2,2,1,1,2,1] <- pi*(SeFC*(1-SeFP)-covDF)*(((1-SeA)*SeSP*SeSI-covDAP+covDPI-

covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*SeMP-covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(SpFP)-covNDF)*((SpA*(1-

SpSP)*(1-SpSI)-covNDAP+covNDPI-covNDAI)*(SpMI*(1-SpMP)-covNDMPI)) 
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p[1,2,2,1,1,2,2] <- pi*(SeFC*(1-SeFP)-covDF)*(((1-SeA)*SeSP*SeSI-covDAP+covDPI-

covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*(1-SeMP)+covDMPI))  + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(SpFP)-

covNDF)*(((SpA)*(1-SpSP)*(1-SpSI)-covNDAP+covNDPI-

covNDAI)*(SpMI*SpMP+covNDMPI)) 

 

p[1,2,2,1,2,1,1] <- pi*(SeFC*(1-SeFP)-covDF)*(((1-SeA)*SeSP*(1-SeSI)-covDAP-

covDPI+covDAI)*(SeMI*SeMP+covDMPI))  + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(SpFP)-

covNDF)*((SpA*(1-SpSP)*(SpSI)-covNDAP-covNDPI+covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(1-

SpMP)+covNDMPI))  

 

p[1,2,2,1,2,1,2] <- pi*(SeFC*(1-SeFP)-covDF)*(((1-SeA)*SeSP*(1-SeSI)-covDAP-

covDPI+covDAI)*(SeMI*(1-SeMP)-covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(SpFP)-

covNDF)*((SpA*(1-SpSP)*(SpSI)-covNDAP-covNDPI+covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(SpMP)-

covNDMPI)) 

 

p[1,2,2,1,2,2,1] <- pi*(SeFC*(1-SeFP)-covDF)*(((1-SeA)*SeSP*(1-SeSI)-covDAP-

covDPI+covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*SeMP-covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(SpFP)-

covNDF)*((SpA*(1-SpSP)*(SpSI)-covNDAP-covNDPI+covNDAI)*(SpMI*(1-SpMP)-

covNDMPI))  

 

p[1,2,2,1,2,2,2] <- pi*(SeFC*(1-SeFP)-covDF)*(((1-SeA)*SeSP*(1-SeSI)-covDAP-

covDPI+covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*(1-SeMP)+covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(SpFP)-

covNDF)*((SpA*(1-SpSP)*(SpSI)-covNDAP-

covNDPI+covNDAI)*(SpMI*(SpMP)+covNDMPI)) 

 

p[1,2,2,2,1,1,1] <- pi*(SeFC*(1-SeFP)-covDF)*(((1-SeA)*(1-SeSP)*SeSI+covDAP-covDPI-

covDAI)*(SeMI*SeMP+covDMPI))  + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(SpFP)-covNDF)*((SpA*SpSP*(1-

SpSI)+covNDAP-covNDPI-covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(1-SpMP)+covNDMPI))  

 

p[1,2,2,2,1,1,2] <- pi*(SeFC*(1-SeFP)-covDF)*(((1-SeA)*(1-SeSP)*SeSI+covDAP-covDPI-

covDAI)*(SeMI*(1-SeMP)-covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(SpFP)-

covNDF)*((SpA*(SpSP)*(1-SpSI)+covNDAP-covNDPI-covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(SpMP)-

covNDMPI))  

 

p[1,2,2,2,1,2,1] <- pi*(SeFC*(1-SeFP)-covDF)*(((1-SeA)*(1-SeSP)*SeSI+covDAP-covDPI-

covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*SeMP-covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(SpFP)-

covNDF)*((SpA*(SpSP)*(1-SpSI)+covNDAP-covNDPI-covNDAI)*(SpMI*(1-SpMP)-

covNDMPI)) 
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p[1,2,2,2,1,2,2] <- pi*(SeFC*(1-SeFP)-covDF)*(((1-SeA)*(1-SeSP)*SeSI+covDAP-covDPI-

covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*(1-SeMP)+covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(SpFP)-

covNDF)*((SpA*(SpSP)*(1-SpSI)+covNDAP-covNDPI-

covNDAI)*(SpMI*(SpMP)+covNDMPI))  

 

p[1,2,2,2,2,1,1] <- pi*(SeFC*(1-SeFP)-covDF)*(((1-SeA)*(1-SeSP)*(1-

SeSI)+covDAP+covDPI+covDAI)*(SeMI*SeMP+covDMPI))  + (1-pi)*((1-SpFC)*(SpFP)-

covNDF)*((SpA*(SpSP)*(SpSI)+covNDAP+covNDPI+covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(1-

SpMP)+covNDMPI)) 

 

p[1,2,2,2,2,1,2] <- pi*(SeFC*(1-SeFP)-covDF)*(((1-SeA)*(1-SeSP)*(1-

SeSI)+covDAP+covDPI+covDAI)*(SeMI*(1-SeMP)-covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-

SpFC)*(SpFP)-covNDF)*((SpA*(SpSP)*(SpSI)+covNDAP+covNDPI+covNDAI)*((1-

SpMI)*(SpMP)-covNDMPI))  

 

p[1,2,2,2,2,2,1] <- pi*(SeFC*(1-SeFP)-covDF)*(((1-SeA)*(1-SeSP)*(1-

SeSI)+covDAP+covDPI+covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*SeMP-covDMPI))  + (1-pi)*((1-

SpFC)*(SpFP)-

covNDF)*((SpA*(SpSP)*(SpSI)+covNDAP+covNDPI+covNDAI)*(SpMI*(1-SpMP)-

covNDMPI))   

 

p[1,2,2,2,2,2,2] <- pi*(SeFC*(1-SeFP)-covDF)*(((1-SeA)*(1-SeSP)*(1-

SeSI)+covDAP+covDPI+covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*(1-SeMP)+covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((1-

SpFC)*(SpFP)-

covNDF)*((SpA*(SpSP)*(SpSI)+covNDAP+covNDPI+covNDAI)*(SpMI*(SpMP)+covND

MPI))  

 

p[2,1,1,1,1,1,1] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*SeFP-

covDF)*((SeA*SeSP*SeSI+covDAP+covDPI+covDAI)*(SeMI*SeMP+covDMPI)) + (1-

pi)*((SpFC)*(1-SpFP)-covNDF)*(((1-SpA)*(1-SpSP)*(1-

SpSI)+covNDAP+covNDPI+covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(1-SpMP)+covNDMPI)) 

 

p[2,1,1,1,1,1,2] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*SeFP-

covDF)*((SeA*SeSP*SeSI+covDAP+covDPI+covDAI)*(SeMI*(1-SeMP)-covDMPI))  + (1-

pi)*((SpFC)*(1-SpFP)-covNDF)*(((1-SpA)*(1-SpSP)*(1-

SpSI)+covNDAP+covNDPI+covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(SpMP)-covNDMPI))  

 

p[2,1,1,1,1,2,1] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*SeFP-

covDF)*((SeA*SeSP*SeSI+covDAP+covDPI+covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*SeMP-covDMPI))  + (1-

pi)*((SpFC)*(1-SpFP)-covNDF)*(((1-SpA)*(1-SpSP)*(1-

SpSI)+covNDAP+covNDPI+covNDAI)*(SpMI*(1-SpMP)-covNDMPI))  
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p[2,1,1,1,1,2,2] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*SeFP-

covDF)*((SeA*SeSP*SeSI+covDAP+covDPI+covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*(1-SeMP)+covDMPI)) + 

(1-pi)*((SpFC)*(1-SpFP)-covNDF)*(((1-SpA)*(1-SpSP)*(1-

SpSI)+covNDAP+covNDPI+covNDAI)*(SpMI*(SpMP)+covNDMPI)) 

 

p[2,1,1,1,2,1,1] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*SeFP-covDF)*((SeA*SeSP*(1-SeSI)+covDAP-covDPI-

covDAI)*(SeMI*SeMP+covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((SpFC)*(1-SpFP)-covNDF)*(((1-SpA)*(1-

SpSP)*(SpSI)+covNDAP-covNDPI-covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(1-SpMP)+covNDMPI))  

 

p[2,1,1,1,2,1,2] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*SeFP-covDF)*((SeA*SeSP*(1-SeSI)+covDAP-covDPI-

covDAI)*(SeMI*(1-SeMP)-covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((SpFC)*(1-SpFP)-covNDF)*(((1-SpA)*(1-

SpSP)*(SpSI)+covNDAP-covNDPI-covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(SpMP)-covNDMPI)) 

 

p[2,1,1,1,2,2,1] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*SeFP-covDF)*((SeA*SeSP*(1-SeSI)+covDAP-covDPI-

covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*SeMP-covDMPI))  + (1-pi)*((SpFC)*(1-SpFP)-covNDF)*(((1-SpA)*(1-

SpSP)*(SpSI)+covNDAP-covNDPI-covNDAI)*(SpMI*(1-SpMP)-covNDMPI))  

 

p[2,1,1,1,2,2,2] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*SeFP-covDF)*((SeA*SeSP*(1-SeSI)+covDAP-covDPI-

covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*(1-SeMP)+covDMPI))  + (1-pi)*((SpFC)*(1-SpFP)-covNDF)*(((1-

SpA)*(1-SpSP)*(SpSI)+covNDAP-covNDPI-covNDAI)*(SpMI*(SpMP)+covNDMPI))  

 

p[2,1,1,2,1,1,1] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*SeFP-covDF)*((SeA*(1-SeSP)*SeSI-covDAP-

covDPI+covDAI)*(SeMI*SeMP+covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((SpFC)*(1-SpFP)-covNDF)*(((1-

SpA)*(SpSP)*(1-SpSI)-covNDAP-covNDPI+covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(1-

SpMP)+covNDMPI)) 

 

p[2,1,1,2,1,1,2] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*SeFP-covDF)*((SeA*(1-SeSP)*SeSI-covDAP-

covDPI+covDAI)*(SeMI*(1-SeMP)-covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((SpFC)*(1-SpFP)-covNDF)*(((1-

SpA)*(SpSP)*(1-SpSI)-covNDAP-covNDPI+covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(SpMP)-covNDMPI)) 

 

p[2,1,1,2,1,2,1] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*SeFP-covDF)*((SeA*(1-SeSP)*SeSI-covDAP-

covDPI+covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*SeMP-covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((SpFC)*(1-SpFP)-covNDF)*(((1-

SpA)*(SpSP)*(1-SpSI)-covNDAP-covNDPI+covNDAI)*((SpMI)*(1-SpMP)-covNDMPI))  

 

p[2,1,1,2,1,2,2] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*SeFP-covDF)*((SeA*(1-SeSP)*SeSI-covDAP-

covDPI+covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*(1-SeMP)+covDMPI))  + (1-pi)*((SpFC)*(1-SpFP)-

covNDF)*(((1-SpA)*(SpSP)*(1-SpSI)-covNDAP-

covNDPI+covNDAI)*((SpMI)*(SpMP)+covNDMPI))  
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p[2,1,1,2,2,1,1] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*SeFP-covDF)*((SeA*(1-SeSP)*(1-SeSI)-covDAP+covDPI-

covDAI)*(SeMI*SeMP+covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((SpFC)*(1-SpFP)-covNDF)*(((1-

SpA)*(SpSP)*(SpSI)-covNDAP+covNDPI-covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(1-SpMP)+covNDMPI)) 

 

p[2,1,1,2,2,1,2] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*SeFP-covDF)*((SeA*(1-SeSP)*(1-SeSI)-covDAP+covDPI-

covDAI)*(SeMI*(1-SeMP)-covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((SpFC)*(1-SpFP)-covNDF)*(((1-

SpA)*(SpSP)*(SpSI)-covNDAP+covNDPI-covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(SpMP)-covNDMPI)) 

 

p[2,1,1,2,2,2,1] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*SeFP-covDF)*((SeA*(1-SeSP)*(1-SeSI)-covDAP+covDPI-

covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*SeMP-covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((SpFC)*(1-SpFP)-covNDF)*(((1-

SpA)*(SpSP)*(SpSI)-covNDAP+covNDPI-covNDAI)*((SpMI)*(1-SpMP)-covNDMPI))  

 

p[2,1,1,2,2,2,2] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*SeFP-covDF)*((SeA*(1-SeSP)*(1-SeSI)-covDAP+covDPI-

covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*(1-SeMP)+covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((SpFC)*(1-SpFP)-covNDF)*(((1-

SpA)*(SpSP)*(SpSI)-covNDAP+covNDPI-covNDAI)*((SpMI)*(SpMP)+covNDMPI)) 

 

p[2,1,2,1,1,1,1] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*SeFP-covDF)*(((1-SeA)*SeSP*SeSI-covDAP+covDPI-

covDAI)*(SeMI*SeMP+covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((SpFC)*(1-SpFP)-covNDF)*((SpA*(1-

SpSP)*(1-SpSI)-covNDAP+covNDPI-covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(1-SpMP)+covNDMPI)) 

 

p[2,1,2,1,1,1,2] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*SeFP-covDF)*(((1-SeA)*SeSP*SeSI-covDAP+covDPI-

covDAI)*(SeMI*(1-SeMP)-covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((SpFC)*(1-SpFP)-covNDF)*((SpA*(1-

SpSP)*(1-SpSI)-covNDAP+covNDPI-covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(SpMP)-covNDMPI))  

 

p[2,1,2,1,1,2,1] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*SeFP-covDF)*(((1-SeA)*SeSP*SeSI-covDAP+covDPI-

covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*SeMP-covDMPI))  + (1-pi)*((SpFC)*(1-SpFP)-covNDF)*((SpA*(1-

SpSP)*(1-SpSI)-covNDAP+covNDPI-covNDAI)*(SpMI*(1-SpMP)-covNDMPI))  

 

p[2,1,2,1,1,2,2] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*SeFP-covDF)*(((1-SeA)*SeSP*SeSI-covDAP+covDPI-

covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*(1-SeMP)+covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((SpFC)*(1-SpFP)-covNDF)*((SpA*(1-

SpSP)*(1-SpSI)-covNDAP+covNDPI-covNDAI)*(SpMI*(SpMP)+covNDMPI))  

 

p[2,1,2,1,2,1,1] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*SeFP-covDF)*(((1-SeA)*SeSP*(1-SeSI)-covDAP-

covDPI+covDAI)*(SeMI*SeMP+covDMPI))  + (1-pi)*((SpFC)*(1-SpFP)-

covNDF)*((SpA*(1-SpSP)*(SpSI)-covNDAP-covNDPI+covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(1-

SpMP)+covNDMPI)) 

 

p[2,1,2,1,2,1,2] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*SeFP-covDF)*(((1-SeA)*SeSP*(1-SeSI)-covDAP-

covDPI+covDAI)*(SeMI*(1-SeMP)-covDMPI))  + (1-pi)*((SpFC)*(1-SpFP)-
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covNDF)*((SpA*(1-SpSP)*(SpSI)-covNDAP-covNDPI+covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(SpMP)-

covNDMPI))  

 

p[2,1,2,1,2,2,1] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*SeFP-covDF)*(((1-SeA)*SeSP*(1-SeSI)-covDAP-

covDPI+covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*SeMP-covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((SpFC)*(1-SpFP)-

covNDF)*((SpA*(1-SpSP)*(SpSI)-covNDAP-covNDPI+covNDAI)*(SpMI*(1-SpMP)-

covNDMPI)) 

 

p[2,1,2,1,2,2,2] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*SeFP-covDF)*(((1-SeA)*SeSP*(1-SeSI)-covDAP-

covDPI+covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*(1-SeMP)+covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((SpFC)*(1-SpFP)-

covNDF)*((SpA*(1-SpSP)*(SpSI)-covNDAP-

covNDPI+covNDAI)*(SpMI*(SpMP)+covNDMPI))  

 

p[2,1,2,2,1,1,1] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*SeFP-covDF)*(((1-SeA)*(1-SeSP)*SeSI+covDAP-covDPI-

covDAI)*(SeMI*SeMP+covDMPI))  + (1-pi)*((SpFC)*(1-SpFP)-

covNDF)*((SpA*(SpSP)*(1-SpSI)+covNDAP-covNDPI-covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(1-

SpMP)+covNDMPI))  

 

p[2,1,2,2,1,1,2] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*SeFP-covDF)*(((1-SeA)*(1-SeSP)*SeSI+covDAP-covDPI-

covDAI)*(SeMI*(1-SeMP)-covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((SpFC)*(1-SpFP)-

covNDF)*((SpA*(SpSP)*(1-SpSI)+covNDAP-covNDPI-covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(SpMP)-

covNDMPI))  

 

p[2,1,2,2,1,2,1] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*SeFP-covDF)*(((1-SeA)*(1-SeSP)*SeSI+covDAP-covDPI-

covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*SeMP-covDMPI))  + (1-pi)*((SpFC)*(1-SpFP)-

covNDF)*((SpA*(SpSP)*(1-SpSI)+covNDAP-covNDPI-covNDAI)*((SpMI)*(1-SpMP)-

covNDMPI)) 

 

p[2,1,2,2,1,2,2] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*SeFP-covDF)*(((1-SeA)*(1-SeSP)*SeSI+covDAP-covDPI-

covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*(1-SeMP)+covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((SpFC)*(1-SpFP)-

covNDF)*((SpA*(SpSP)*(1-SpSI)+covNDAP-covNDPI-

covNDAI)*(SpMI*SpMP+covNDMPI)) 

 

p[2,1,2,2,2,1,1] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*SeFP-covDF)*(((1-SeA)*(1-SeSP)*(1-

SeSI)+covDAP+covDPI+covDAI)*(SeMI*SeMP+covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((SpFC)*(1-SpFP)-

covNDF)*((SpA*(SpSP)*(SpSI)+covNDAP+covNDPI+covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(1-

SpMP)+covNDMPI))  

 

p[2,1,2,2,2,1,2] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*SeFP-covDF)*(((1-SeA)*(1-SeSP)*(1-

SeSI)+covDAP+covDPI+covDAI)*(SeMI*(1-SeMP)-covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((SpFC)*(1-

SpFP)-covNDF)*((SpA*(SpSP)*(SpSI)+covNDAP+covNDPI+covNDAI)*((1-

SpMI)*(SpMP)-covNDMPI)) 
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p[2,1,2,2,2,2,1] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*SeFP-covDF)*(((1-SeA)*(1-SeSP)*(1-

SeSI)+covDAP+covDPI+covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*SeMP-covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((SpFC)*(1-

SpFP)-covNDF)*((SpA*(SpSP)*(SpSI)+covNDAP+covNDPI+covNDAI)*(SpMI*(1-

SpMP)-covNDMPI))  

 

p[2,1,2,2,2,2,2] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*SeFP-covDF)*(((1-SeA)*(1-SeSP)*(1-

SeSI)+covDAP+covDPI+covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*(1-SeMP)+covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((SpFC)*(1-

SpFP)-

covNDF)*((SpA*(SpSP)*(SpSI)+covNDAP+covNDPI+covNDAI)*(SpMI*(SpMP)+covND

MPI))  

 

 

p[2,2,1,1,1,1,1] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*(1-

SeFP)+covDF)*((SeA*SeSP*SeSI+covDAP+covDPI+covDAI)*(SeMI*SeMP+covDMPI)) + 

(1-pi)*((SpFC)*(SpFP)+covNDF)*(((1-SpA)*(1-SpSP)*(1-

SpSI)+covNDAP+covNDPI+covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(1-SpMP)+covNDMPI)) 

 

p[2,2,1,1,1,1,2] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*(1-

SeFP)+covDF)*((SeA*SeSP*SeSI+covDAP+covDPI+covDAI)*(SeMI*(1-SeMP)-

covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((SpFC)*(SpFP)+covNDF)*(((1-SpA)*(1-SpSP)*(1-

SpSI)+covNDAP+covNDPI+covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(SpMP)-covNDMPI))  

 

p[2,2,1,1,1,2,1] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*(1-

SeFP)+covDF)*((SeA*SeSP*SeSI+covDAP+covDPI+covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*SeMP-

covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((SpFC)*(SpFP)+covNDF)*(((1-SpA)*(1-SpSP)*(1-

SpSI)+covNDAP+covNDPI+covNDAI)*(SpMI*(1-SpMP)-covNDMPI)) 

 

p[2,2,1,1,1,2,2] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*(1-

SeFP)+covDF)*((SeA*SeSP*SeSI+covDAP+covDPI+covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*(1-

SeMP)+covDMPI))  + (1-pi)*((SpFC)*(SpFP)+covNDF)*(((1-SpA)*(1-SpSP)*(1-

SpSI)+covNDAP+covNDPI+covNDAI)*(SpMI*(SpMP)+covNDMPI))  

 

p[2,2,1,1,2,1,1] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*(1-SeFP)+covDF)*((SeA*SeSP*(1-SeSI)+covDAP-covDPI-

covDAI)*(SeMI*SeMP+covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*(SpFC*SpFP+covNDF)*(((1-SpA)*(1-

SpSP)*SpSI+covNDAP-covNDPI-covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(1-SpMP)+covNDMPI)) 

 

p[2,2,1,1,2,1,2] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*(1-SeFP)+covDF)*((SeA*SeSP*(1-SeSI)+covDAP-covDPI-

covDAI)*(SeMI*(1-SeMP)-covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*(SpFC*SpFP+covNDF)*(((1-SpA)*(1-

SpSP)*SpSI+covNDAP-covNDPI-covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*SpMP-covNDMPI)) 
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p[2,2,1,1,2,2,1] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*(1-SeFP)+covDF)*((SeA*SeSP*(1-SeSI)+covDAP-covDPI-

covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*SeMP-covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*(SpFC*SpFP+covNDF)*(((1-SpA)*(1-

SpSP)*(SpSI)+covNDAP-covNDPI-covNDAI)*(SpMI*(1-SpMP)-covNDMPI)) 

 

p[2,2,1,1,2,2,2] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*(1-SeFP)+covDF)*((SeA*SeSP*(1-SeSI)+covDAP-covDPI-

covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*(1-SeMP)+covDMPI))  + (1-pi)*((SpFC)*(SpFP)+covNDF)*(((1-

SpA)*(1-SpSP)*(SpSI)+covNDAP-covNDPI-covNDAI)*(SpMI*(SpMP)+covNDMPI))  

 

p[2,2,1,2,1,1,1] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*(1-SeFP)+covDF)*((SeA*(1-SeSP)*SeSI-covDAP-

covDPI+covDAI)*(SeMI*SeMP+covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((SpFC)*(SpFP)+covNDF)*(((1-

SpA)*(SpSP)*(1-SpSI)-covNDAP-covNDPI+covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(1-

SpMP)+covNDMPI)) 

 

p[2,2,1,2,1,1,2] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*(1-SeFP)+covDF)*((SeA*(1-SeSP)*SeSI-covDAP-

covDPI+covDAI)*(SeMI*(1-SeMP)-covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((SpFC)*(SpFP)+covNDF)*(((1-

SpA)*(SpSP)*(1-SpSI)-covNDAP-covNDPI+covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(SpMP)-covNDMPI)) 

 

p[2,2,1,2,1,2,1] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*(1-SeFP)+covDF)*((SeA*(1-SeSP)*SeSI-covDAP-

covDPI+covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*SeMP-covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((SpFC)*(SpFP)+covNDF)*(((1-

SpA)*(SpSP)*(1-SpSI)-covNDAP-covNDPI+covNDAI)*(SpMI*(1-SpMP)-covNDMPI)) 

 

 

p[2,2,1,2,1,2,2] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*(1-SeFP)+covDF)*((SeA*(1-SeSP)*SeSI-covDAP-

covDPI+covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*(1-SeMP)+covDMPI)) + (1-

pi)*((SpFC)*(SpFP)+covNDF)*(((1-SpA)*(SpSP)*(1-SpSI)-covNDAP-

covNDPI+covNDAI)*(SpMI*(SpMP)+covNDMPI))  

 

p[2,2,1,2,2,1,1] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*(1-SeFP)+covDF)*((SeA*(1-SeSP)*(1-SeSI)-

covDAP+covDPI-covDAI)*(SeMI*SeMP+covDMPI)) + (1-

pi)*((SpFC)*(SpFP)+covNDF)*(((1-SpA)*(SpSP)*(SpSI)-covNDAP+covNDPI-

covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(1-SpMP)+covNDMPI)) 

 

p[2,2,1,2,2,1,2] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*(1-SeFP)+covDF)*((SeA*(1-SeSP)*(1-SeSI)-

covDAP+covDPI-covDAI)*(SeMI*(1-SeMP)-covDMPI)) + (1-

pi)*((SpFC)*(SpFP)+covNDF)*(((1-SpA)*(SpSP)*(SpSI)-covNDAP+covNDPI-

covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(SpMP)-covNDMPI)) 

 

p[2,2,1,2,2,2,1] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*(1-SeFP)+covDF)*((SeA*(1-SeSP)*(1-SeSI)-

covDAP+covDPI-covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*SeMP-covDMPI)) + (1-

pi)*((SpFC)*(SpFP)+covNDF)*(((1-SpA)*(SpSP)*(SpSI)-covNDAP+covNDPI-

covNDAI)*(SpMI*(1-SpMP)-covNDMPI)) 
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p[2,2,1,2,2,2,2] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*(1-SeFP)+covDF)*((SeA*(1-SeSP)*(1-SeSI)-

covDAP+covDPI-covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*(1-SeMP)+covDMPI)) + (1-

pi)*((SpFC)*(SpFP)+covNDF)*(((1-SpA)*(SpSP)*(SpSI)-covNDAP+covNDPI-

covNDAI)*(SpMI*(SpMP)+covNDMPI)) 

 

p[2,2,2,1,1,1,1] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*(1-SeFP)+covDF)*(((1-SeA)*SeSP*SeSI-covDAP+covDPI-

covDAI)*(SeMI*SeMP+covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((SpFC)*(SpFP)+covNDF)*((SpA*(1-

SpSP)*(1-SpSI)-covNDAP+covNDPI-covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(1-SpMP)+covNDMPI)) 

 

p[2,2,2,1,1,1,2] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*(1-SeFP)+covDF)*(((1-SeA)*SeSP*SeSI-covDAP+covDPI-

covDAI)*(SeMI*(1-SeMP)-covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((SpFC)*(SpFP)+covNDF)*((SpA*(1-

SpSP)*(1-SpSI)-covNDAP+covNDPI-covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(SpMP)-covNDMPI)) 

 

p[2,2,2,1,1,2,1] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*(1-SeFP)+covDF)*(((1-SeA)*SeSP*SeSI-covDAP+covDPI-

covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*SeMP-covDMPI))  + (1-pi)*((SpFC)*(SpFP)+covNDF)*((SpA*(1-

SpSP)*(1-SpSI)-covNDAP+covNDPI-covNDAI)*(SpMI*(1-SpMP)-covNDMPI))  

 

p[2,2,2,1,1,2,2] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*(1-SeFP)+covDF)*(((1-SeA)*SeSP*SeSI-covDAP+covDPI-

covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*(1-SeMP)+covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((SpFC)*(SpFP)+covNDF)*((SpA*(1-

SpSP)*(1-SpSI)-covNDAP+covNDPI-covNDAI)*(SpMI*(SpMP)+covNDMPI))  

 

p[2,2,2,1,2,1,1] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*(1-SeFP)+covDF)*(((1-SeA)*SeSP*(1-SeSI)-covDAP-

covDPI+covDAI)*(SeMI*SeMP+covDMPI)) + (1-pi)*((SpFC)*(SpFP)+covNDF)*((SpA*(1-

SpSP)*(SpSI)-covNDAP-covNDPI+covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(1-SpMP)+covNDMPI))  

 

p[2,2,2,1,2,1,2] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*(1-SeFP)+covDF)*(((1-SeA)*SeSP*(1-SeSI)-covDAP-

covDPI+covDAI)*(SeMI*(1-SeMP)-covDMPI)) + (1-

pi)*((SpFC)*(SpFP)+covNDF)*((SpA*(1-SpSP)*(SpSI)-covNDAP-

covNDPI+covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(SpMP)-covNDMPI)) 

 

p[2,2,2,1,2,2,1] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*(1-SeFP)+covDF)*(((1-SeA)*SeSP*(1-SeSI)-covDAP-

covDPI+covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*SeMP-covDMPI)) + (1-

pi)*((SpFC)*(SpFP)+covNDF)*((SpA*(1-SpSP)*(SpSI)-covNDAP-

covNDPI+covNDAI)*(SpMI*(1-SpMP)-covNDMPI)) 

 

p[2,2,2,1,2,2,2] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*(1-SeFP)+covDF)*(((1-SeA)*SeSP*(1-SeSI)-covDAP-

covDPI+covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*(1-SeMP)+covDMPI))  + (1-

pi)*((SpFC)*(SpFP)+covNDF)*((SpA*(1-SpSP)*(SpSI)-covNDAP-

covNDPI+covNDAI)*(SpMI*(SpMP)+covNDMPI))  
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p[2,2,2,2,1,1,1] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*(1-SeFP)+covDF)*(((1-SeA)*(1-SeSP)*SeSI+covDAP-

covDPI-covDAI)*(SeMI*SeMP+covDMPI))  + (1-

pi)*((SpFC)*(SpFP)+covNDF)*((SpA*(SpSP)*(1-SpSI)+covNDAP-covNDPI-

covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(1-SpMP)+covNDMPI))  

 

p[2,2,2,2,1,1,2] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*(1-SeFP)+covDF)*(((1-SeA)*(1-SeSP)*SeSI+covDAP-

covDPI-covDAI)*(SeMI*(1-SeMP)-covDMPI))  + (1-

pi)*((SpFC)*(SpFP)+covNDF)*((SpA*(SpSP)*(1-SpSI)+covNDAP-covNDPI-

covNDAI)*((1-SpMI)*(SpMP)-covNDMPI))  

 

p[2,2,2,2,1,2,1] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*(1-SeFP)+covDF)*(((1-SeA)*(1-SeSP)*SeSI+covDAP-

covDPI-covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*SeMP-covDMPI))  + (1-

pi)*((SpFC)*(SpFP)+covNDF)*((SpA*(SpSP)*(1-SpSI)+covNDAP-covNDPI-

covNDAI)*(SpMI*(1-SpMP)-covNDMPI))  

 

p[2,2,2,2,1,2,2] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*(1-SeFP)+covDF)*(((1-SeA)*(1-SeSP)*SeSI+covDAP-

covDPI-covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*(1-SeMP)+covDMPI))  + (1-

pi)*((SpFC)*(SpFP)+covNDF)*((SpA*(SpSP)*(1-SpSI)+covNDAP-covNDPI-

covNDAI)*(SpMI*(SpMP)+covNDMPI))  

 

p[2,2,2,2,2,1,1] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*(1-SeFP)+covDF)*(((1-SeA)*(1-SeSP)*(1-

SeSI)+covDAP+covDPI+covDAI)*(SeMI*SeMP+covDMPI)) + (1-

pi)*((SpFC)*(SpFP)+covNDF)*((SpA*(SpSP)*(SpSI)+covNDAP+covNDPI+covNDAI)*((1

-SpMI)*(1-SpMP)+covNDMPI))  

 

p[2,2,2,2,2,1,2] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*(1-SeFP)+covDF)*(((1-SeA)*(1-SeSP)*(1-

SeSI)+covDAP+covDPI+covDAI)*(SeMI*(1-SeMP)-covDMPI)) + (1-

pi)*((SpFC)*(SpFP)+covNDF)*((SpA*(SpSP)*(SpSI)+covNDAP+covNDPI+covNDAI)*((1

-SpMI)*(SpMP)-covNDMPI)) 

 

p[2,2,2,2,2,2,1] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*(1-SeFP)+covDF)*(((1-SeA)*(1-SeSP)*(1-

SeSI)+covDAP+covDPI+covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*SeMP-covDMPI))  + (1-

pi)*((SpFC)*(SpFP)+covNDF)*((SpA*(SpSP)*(SpSI)+covNDAP+covNDPI+covNDAI)*(S

pMI*(1-SpMP)-covNDMPI))  

 

p[2,2,2,2,2,2,2] <- pi*((1-SeFC)*(1-SeFP)+covDF)*(((1-SeA)*(1-SeSP)*(1-

SeSI)+covDAP+covDPI+covDAI)*((1-SeMI)*(1-SeMP)+covDMPI)) + (1-

pi)*((SpFC)*(SpFP)+covNDF)*((SpA*(SpSP)*(SpSI)+covNDAP+covNDPI+covNDAI)*(S

pMI*SpMP+covNDMPI))  
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LLDF <- (SeFC-1)*(1-SeFP) 

ULDF <- min(SeFC,SeFP) - SeFC*SeFP 

covDF ~ dunif(LLDF, ULDF) 

rhoDF<- covDF / sqrt(SeFC*(1-SeFC)*SeFP*(1-SeFP)) 

 

LLDAP <- (SeA-1)*(1-SeSP) 

ULDAP <- min(SeA,SeSP) - SeA*SeSP 

covDAP ~ dunif(LLDAP, ULDAP) 

rhoDAP<- covDAP / sqrt(SeA*(1-SeA)*SeSP*(1-SeSP)) 

 

LLDPI <- (SeSP-1)*(1-SeSI) 

ULDPI <- min(SeSP,SeSI) - SeSP*SeSI 

covDPI ~ dunif(LLDPI, ULDPI) 

rhoDPI<- covDPI / sqrt(SeSP*(1-SeSP)*SeSI*(1-SeSI)) 

 

LLDAI <- (SeA-1)*(1-SeSI) 

ULDAI <- min(SeA,SeSI) - SeA*SeSI 

covDAI ~ dunif(LLDAI, ULDAI) 

rhoDAI<- covDAI / sqrt(SeA*(1-SeA)*SeSI*(1-SeSI)) 

 

LLDMPI <- (SeMP-1)*(1-SeMI) 

ULDMPI <- min(SeMP,SeMI) - SeMP*SeMI 

covDMPI ~ dunif(LLDMPI, ULDMPI) 

rhoDMPI<- covDMPI / sqrt(SeMP*(1-SeMP)*SeMI*(1-SeMI)) 

 

LLDAMP <- (SeMP-1)*(1-SeA) 

ULDAMP <- min(SeMP,SeA) - SeMP*SeA 

##covDAMP ~ dunif(LLDAMP, ULDAMP) 

##rhoDAMP <- covDAMP / sqrt(SeMP*(1-SeMP)*SeA*(1-SeA)) 

 

LLDAMI <- (SeMI-1)*(1-SeA) 
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ULDAMI <- min(SeMI,SeA) - SeMI*SeA 

##covDAMI ~ dunif(LLDAMI, ULDAMI) 

##rhoDAMI <- covDAMI / sqrt(SeMI*(1-SeMI)*SeA*(1-SeA)) 

 

LLDIMP <- (SeSI-1)*(1-SeMP) 

ULDIMP <- min(SeSI,SeMP) - SeSI*SeMP 

##covDIMP ~ dunif(LLDIMP, ULDIMP) 

##rhoDIMP <- covDIMP / sqrt(SeSI*(1-SeSI)*SeMP*(1-SeMP)) 

 

LLDPMP <- (SeSP-1)*(1-SeMP) 

ULDPMP <- min(SeSP,SeMP) - SeSP*SeMP 

##covDPMP ~ dunif(LLDPMP, ULDPMP) 

##rhoDPMP <- covDPMP / sqrt(SeSP*(1-SeSP)*SeMP*(1-SeMP)) 

 

LLDIMI <- (SeSI-1)*(1-SeMI) 

ULDIMI <- min(SeSI,SeMI) - SeSI*SeMI 

##covDIMI ~ dunif(LLDIMI, ULDIMI) 

##rhoDIMI <- covDIMI / sqrt(SeSI*(1-SeSI)*SeMI*(1-SeMI)) 

 

LLDPMI <- (SeSP-1)*(1-SeMI) 

ULDPMI <- min(SeSP,SeMI) - SeSP*SeMI 

##covDPMI ~ dunif(LLDPMI, ULDPMI) 

##rhoDPMI <- covDPMI / sqrt(SeSP*(1-SeSP)*SeMI*(1-SeMI)) 

 

LLNDF <- (SpFC-1)*(1-SpFP) 

ULNDF <- min(SpFC,SpFP) - SpFC*SpFP 

covNDF ~ dunif(LLNDF, ULNDF) 

rhoNDF<- covNDF / sqrt(SpFC*(1-SpFC)*SpFP*(1-SpFP)) 

 

LLNDAI <- (SpA-1)*(1-SpSI) 

ULNDAI <- min(SpA,SpSI) - SpA*SpSI 
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covNDAI ~ dunif(LLNDAI, ULNDAI) 

rhoNDAI<- covNDAI / sqrt(SpA*(1-SpA)*SpSI*(1-SpSI)) 

 

LLNDAP <- (SpA-1)*(1-SpSP) 

ULNDAP <- min(SpA,SpSP) - SpA*SpSP 

covNDAP ~ dunif(LLNDAP, ULNDAP) 

rhoNDAP<- covNDAP / sqrt(SpA*(1-SpA)*SpSP*(1-SpSP)) 

 

LLNDPI <- (SpSP-1)*(1-SpSI) 

ULNDPI <- min(SpSP,SpSI) - SpSP*SpSI 

covNDPI ~ dunif(LLNDPI, ULNDPI) 

rhoNDPI<- covNDPI / sqrt(SpSP*(1-SpSP)*SpSI*(1-SpSI)) 

 

LLNDMPI <- (SpMP-1)*(1-SpMI) 

ULNDMPI <- min(SpMP,SpMI) - SpMP*SpMI 

covNDMPI ~ dunif(LLNDMPI, ULNDMPI) 

rhoNDMPI<- covNDMPI / sqrt(SpMP*(1-SpMP)*SpMI*(1-SpMI)) 

 

LLNDAMP <- (SpMP-1)*(1-SpA) 

ULNDAMP <- min(SpMP,SpA) - SpMP*SpA 

##covNDAMP ~ dunif(LLNDAMP, ULNDAMP) 

##rhoNDAMP <- covNDAMP / sqrt(SpMP*(1-SpMP)*SpA*(1-SpA)) 

 

LLNDAMI <- (SpMI-1)*(1-SpA) 

ULNDAMI <- min(SpMI,SpA) - SpMI*SpA 

##covNDAMI ~ dunif(LLNDAMI, ULNDAMI) 

##rhoNDAMI <- covNDAMI / sqrt(SpMI*(1-SpMI)*SpA*(1-SpA)) 

 

LLNDIMP <- (SpSI-1)*(1-SpMP) 

ULNDIMP <- min(SpSI,SpMP) - SpSI*SpMP 

##covNDIMP ~ dunif(LLNDIMP, ULNDIMP) 
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##rhoNDIMP <- covNDIMP / sqrt(SpSI*(1-SpSI)*SpMP*(1-SpMP)) 

 

LLNDPMP <- (SpSP-1)*(1-SpMP) 

ULNDPMP <- min(SpSP,SpMP) - SpSP*SpMP 

##covNDPMP ~ dunif(LLNDPMP, ULNDPMP) 

##rhoNDPMP <- covNDPMP / sqrt(SpSP*(1-SpSP)*SpMP*(1-SpMP)) 

 

LLNDPMI <- (SpSP-1)*(1-SpMI) 

ULNDPMI <- min(SpSP,SpMI) - SpSP*SpMI 

##covNDPMI ~ dunif(LLNDPMI, ULNDPMI) 

##rhoNDPMI <- covNDPMI / sqrt(SpSP*(1-SpSP)*SpMI*(1-SpMI)) 

 

LLNDIMI <- (SpSI-1)*(1-SpMI) 

ULNDIMI <- min(SpSI,SpMI) - SpSI*SpMI 

##covNDIMI ~ dunif(LLNDIMI, ULNDIMI) 

##rhoNDIMI <- covNDIMI / sqrt(SpSI*(1-SpSI)*SpMI*(1-SpMI)) 

 

 

pi ~ dbeta(1,1)## Uninformative 

 

##Combined priors based on priors from all 3 experts; mode of experts’ modes; 95% sure is 

lowest of experts’ values 

SeFC ~ dbeta(2.41, 4.29) ## Mode=0.3, 90% sure <0.6 

SpFC ~ dbeta(560.72, 6.65) ## Mode=0.99, 95% sure > 0.98 

SeFP ~ dbeta(2.41,4.29) ## Mode=0.3, 95% sure <0.6 

SpFP ~ dbeta(107.2, 3.17) ## Mode=0.98, 90% sure > 0.95 

 

SeA ~ dbeta(4.14, 29.25) ## 90% sure < 0.2 mode - 0.1 

SpA ~ dbeta(99.7, 6.19) ## 95% sure >0.9 mode- 0.95 

SeSP ~ dbeta(4.33, 8.77) ## 90% sure < 0.5 mode - 0.3 

SpSP ~ dbeta(99.7,6.19) ## 95% sure >0.9 mode-0.95  
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SeSI ~ dbeta(4.33, 8.77) ## 90% sure < 0.5 mode - 0.3 

SpSI ~ dbeta(99.7,6.19) ## 95% sure >0.9 mode-0.95  

 

SeMI ~ dbeta(9.26, 22.23)  ## 90% sure <0.4 and mode 0.28 

SpMI ~ dbeta(99.7,6.19)  ## 95% sure >0.9 mode-0.95  

SeMP ~ dbeta(9.26, 22.23)  ## 90% sure <0.4 and mode 0.28 

SpMP ~ dbeta(99.7,6.19)  ## 95% sure >0.9 mode-0.95  

 

} 

 

list(n=580,K=2) 

 

## inits 

list(pi=0.1, SeFC=0.5, SpFC=0.5, SeFP=0.5, SpFP=0.5, SeA=0.5, SpA=0.5, SeSP=0.5, 

SpSP=0.5, SeSI=0.5, SpSI=0.5, SeMP=0.5, SpMP=0.5, SeMI=0.5, SpMI=0.5, covDF=0, 

covDAP=0, covDPI=0, covDAI=0, covDMPI=0, covNDF=0, covNDAP=0, covNDPI=0, 

covNDAI=0, covNDMPI=0) 

 

y[,1,1,1,1,1,1] y[,1,1,1,1,1,2] y[,1,1,1,1,2,1] y[,1,1,1,1,2,2] y[,1,1,1,2,1,1] y[,1,1,1,2,1,2] 

y[,1,1,1,2,2,1] y[,1,1,1,2,2,2] y[,1,1,2,1,1,1] y[,1,1,2,1,1,2] y[,1,1,2,1,2,1] y[,1,1,2,1,2,2] 

y[,1,1,2,2,1,1] y[,1,1,2,2,1,2] y[,1,1,2,2,2,1] y[,1,1,2,2,2,2] y[,1,2,1,1,1,1] y[,1,2,1,1,1,2] 

y[,1,2,1,1,2,1] y[,1,2,1,1,2,2] y[,1,2,1,2,1,1] y[,1,2,1,2,1,2] y[,1,2,1,2,2,1] y[,1,2,1,2,2,2] 

y[,1,2,2,1,1,1] y[,1,2,2,1,1,2] y[,1,2,2,1,2,1] y[,1,2,2,1,2,2] 

y[,1,2,2,2,1,1] y[,1,2,2,2,1,2] y[,1,2,2,2,2,1] y[,1,2,2,2,2,2] y[,2,1,1,1,1,1] y[,2,1,1,1,1,2] 

y[,2,1,1,1,2,1] 

y[,2,1,1,1,2,2] y[,2,1,1,2,1,1] y[,2,1,1,2,1,2] y[,2,1,1,2,2,1] y[,2,1,1,2,2,2] y[,2,1,2,1,1,1] 

y[,2,1,2,1,1,2] 

y[,2,1,2,1,2,1] y[,2,1,2,1,2,2] y[,2,1,2,2,1,1] y[,2,1,2,2,1,2] y[,2,1,2,2,2,1] y[,2,1,2,2,2,2] 

y[,2,2,1,1,1,1] 

y[,2,2,1,1,1,2] y[,2,2,1,1,2,1] y[,2,2,1,1,2,2] y[,2,2,1,2,1,1] y[,2,2,1,2,1,2] y[,2,2,1,2,2,1] 

y[,2,2,1,2,2,2] 

y[,2,2,2,1,1,1] y[,2,2,2,1,1,2] y[,2,2,2,1,2,1] y[,2,2,2,1,2,2] y[,2,2,2,2,1,1] y[,2,2,2,2,1,2] 

y[,2,2,2,2,2,1] y[,2,2,2,2,2,2] 

 

4 1 2 1 0 0 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15  

0 0 2 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 59 
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 58  

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 6 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 387 

END 

 


